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To be born free is an accident. 

To live free is a privilege.  

To die free is a responsibility.  
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ABSTRACT 

Maximal oxygen uptake (VO2max) is the highest obtained rate of oxygen consumption 

during a physically intense dynamic whole-body activity. VO2max is an important fac-

tor for many types of physical performance, as well as a strong independent predictor of 

health and longevity. Thus, it is important to have accurate and precise methods for as-

sessment of VO2max. 

A direct measurement of VO2max is often conducted via indirect calorimetry during 

maximal exercise. The demand for maximal effort from an individual, along with the 

need for laboratory equipment, makes direct measurements unsuitable in the general, 

non-athlete population. There are also a number of contraindications that limit the possi-

bility to conduct direct measurements of VO2max in many settings. Instead, several 

other exercise tests have been developed in order to facilitate the procedure of determi-

nation and evaluation of cardiorespiratory fitness in different populations. These tests 

can be either of submaximal or maximal character. Commonly used work modes are 

stepping, walking, and cycling. The overall aim of this thesis was to describe the back-

ground to, and the development of, submaximal cycle ergometer tests for estimation of 

VO2max. 

The present thesis focuses on the validity and reliability of a new submaximal cycle 

ergometer test – the Ekblom-Bak test (EB test). The first study described the test proce-

dure for the new cycle ergometer test and the creation of an accompanying mathemati-

cal model (prediction equation) for estimation of VO2max. The development of the test 

and its associated prediction equation was continued in study II, while it was further 

validated in adults and adolescents in study II and IV. Study III examined the ability to 

use a submaximal cycle ergometer test in order to detect changes in VO2max over time. 

The EB test comprises of 8 minutes of continuous cycling – 4 minutes at 0.5 kp, fol-

lowed by 4 minutes at a higher, individually chosen work rate – with a pedalling rate of 

60 revolutions per minute. The test measures the change in HR (ΔHR) between the two 

different work rates (ΔPO), and the variable ΔHR/ΔPO was obtained and linked to 

measured VO2max. In study I, the validity and reliability of the EB test and the associ-

ated prediction equation was tested in a mixed population with regard to sex, age, and 

physical activity status. The subjects performed repeated submaximal cycle ergometer 

tests and maximal running tests for direct determination of VO2max (reference value). 

There was a strong correlation between estimated and measured VO2max, with an ad-

justed R2 of 0.82 and a corresponding coefficient of variation (CV) of 9.3%. Although 

there was a relatively high precision in the estimation of VO2max by the prediction 

equation, it was evident that individuals with high VO2max were underestimated and in-

dividuals with low VO2max were overestimated. This issue was further addressed in 

study II.  
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In study II, the size of the study population was increased, in order to broaden the 

valid range and evaluate the use of sex-specific prediction equations. The estimation er-

ror was slightly decreased, and the sex-specific prediction equations resulted in an ad-

justed R2 of 0.91 and a CV of 8.7% in the whole group. The new models were also eval-

uated in a cross-validation group, where the adjusted R2 was 0.90 and CV 9.4%.  

The relation between the estimation error and changes in VO2max over time was in-

vestigated in study III. Follow-up tests were conducted in 35 subjects, in order to exam-

ine the conformity between changes in measured and estimated VO2max over a time-

span of 5 to 8 years. Results showed a moderate correlation between change in meas-

ured VO2max and change in estimated VO2max (r = 0.75). Changes in body mass or 

changes in work efficiency did not relate to the change in assessment error. 

In study IV, the aim was to determine the applicability and validity of the EB test in 

pre-pubertal and pubertal adolescents. Medical examinations and assessment of sexual 

maturity (according to the stages of Tanner) were performed in addition to the physical 

tests. The included subjects (n = 50) were 10 to 15 years old and in Tanner stages I–IV. 

The measurement error (the difference between measured and estimated VO2max) was 

related to maturity in boys, but not in girls. The measurement error decreased for the 

whole group when the equation developed for women was used for the boys in Tanner I 

and II. This modification in the calculations of VO2max resulted in an adjusted R2 of 

0.83 and SEE 0.23 L/min. Hence, the most accurate prediction of VO2max from the EB 

test is generated if the test result is accompanied by ratings of sexual maturity in adoles-

cents. Analysis of the test-retest values showed no significant change in estimated 

VO2max from repeated tests within two weeks of each other.  

In summary, the EB test proved to be a reliable and valid test throughout a wide 

range of ages (20 to 85 years) and fitness levels (1.33 to 3.94 L/min in women, and 1.67 

to 5.97 L/min in men). The test was also found to be useful and reasonably valid for de-

termination of VO2max in pre-pubertal and pubertal adolescents, preferably after adjust-

ment for sexual maturity status in boys. Furthermore, it was shown that the EB test cap-

tured fairly well an actual change in VO2max during a period of 5 to 8 years. However, 

it is still unknown whether the test has an acceptable sensitivity for detection of a train-

ing-induced increase in VO2max. Further studies are needed to evaluate if the test can 

be used in diseased individuals with or without different medications. The EB test can 

be used in health-related clinical settings, sports and fitness clubs. 
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1  INTRODUCTION 

Human physical performance is determined by many factors. These factors can be sum-

marised in three main domains: energy turnover, neuromuscular function and physio-

logical function. The energy domain includes two central parts – aerobic and anaerobic 

energy turnover. The aerobic energy turnover includes the maximal aerobic power, 

mainly determined by the oxygen delivery from the central circulation and the oxygen 

turnover in muscles and other organs. The anaerobic (oxygen-independent) energy turn-

over is dominated by processes in the skeletal muscles.  

The ability to perform a sustained physical exercise is, to a large extend, dependent 

on “aerobic fitness” (also known as “cardiorespiratory fitness”). Aerobic fitness refers 

to the capability of the human body to adjust to a physical work that has a duration of 

more than a few minutes. Thereby, aerobic fitness is an expression of the complete 

function of the pulmonary, circulatory and muscular systems, and the total energy turno-

ver by the aerobic systems. Aerobic fitness is often assessed as maximal oxygen uptake 

(VO2max). VO2max is the highest obtained rate of oxygen (O2) consumption during dy-

namic, high intensity exercise that involves large amounts of muscle mass (1, 2). In the 

scientific context, measurements of aerobic capacity have been implemented since the 

early 20th century.  

The nomenclature in literature is often inconsistent with regard to the closely related 

concepts of VO2max and VO2peak. In the present thesis, the definition of VO2max is 

the highest physiologically attainable value, whereas VO2peak is the highest VO2 ob-

served under specific circumstances (3). Aerobic fitness is often discussed as a key fac-

tor for performance. VO2max is a capacity measure in sports, but also an important pa-

rameter and lifestyle indicator in general healthcare. The increasing interest in different 

measurements of physical capacity and cardiorespiratory fitness in large populations, re-

lated to health in a broad sense, may be due to the more sedentary lifestyle and the aris-

ing consequences of modern behaviors. The knowledge of the importance of cardi-

orespiratory fitness is greater today than 50 years ago. 

1.1 The concept of VO2max 

In the early 20th century, Hill & Lupton introduced the term “maximal oxygen intake” 

in sport science, through a series of experiment with measured O2 uptake during differ-

ent exercise modes. They described the occurrence of a “levelling off” in O2 at maximal 

work rates, and clarified the relation between aerobic and anaerobic metabolism at max-

imal exercise (4, 5). In the 1920s, also Liljestrand determined O2 uptake in athletes from 
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a wide variety of sports, and more or less coined the concept of a “maximal oxygen in-

take” in human beings (6). However, it is unclear whether the true maximal value was 

achieved in these experiments. 

Whole-body oxygen consumption (VO2) is calculated as the product of cardiac out-

put (Q) and arteriovenous O2 difference (a-v̅ O2 diff), where Q is the product of stroke 

volume (SV) and heart rate (HR). This principle is called the Fick equation, named after 

the cardiovascular physiologist Adolph Fick. The equation is: 

 

VO2 = Q × a-v̅ O2 diff  

or  

VO2 = HR × SV × a-v̅ O2 diff 

 

VO2max is a measure that varies considerably between individuals, due to differences in 

genetics, training history and exercise habits. More than 50% of the inter-individual var-

iations in VO2max are determined by heredity (7), and also the trainability of VO2max 

includes a significant genetic component (8). It is relatively well accepted that there is 

an individual upper limit for VO2max, and this individual “peak” is also highly deter-

mined by genetics. However, even if VO2max has plateaued, improvements in perfor-

mance can be achieved through other factors and physiological functions (for example 

adaptions in the skeletal muscles).  

When it comes to physical performance, high aerobic capacity is important for ath-

letes in many different sports. The highest VO2max values are found in elite athletes in 

endurance sports. For example, rowing is a non-weight bearing activity where male ath-

letes have absolute values well above 6.5 L/min, corresponding to a relative value of 

circa 70 mL/kg/min (9). The highest relative values (˃ 80 mL/kg/min) are found in ath-

letes in weight bearing sports, such as cross-country skiing, long-distance running and 

cycling (10-12). Values for female elite athletes are generally 10–20% lower (12, 13).  

In contrast to the elite athlete values, a brief overview of population-based data from 

three Scandinavian countries is presented in table 1. The untrained middle-aged men 

and women (i.e. 40–59-years olds below the 20th percentile) in the study by Eriksen et 

al. had values as low as 31–33 and 25–27 mL/kg/min, respectively (14). It is not unu-

sual that untrained and elderly individuals displays values around 20 mL/kg/min. Con-

sequently, those individuals may reach as much as 85% of their total aerobic capacity 

while walking. Hence, their low VO2max can significantly limit their activities of daily 

living. Furthermore, Ekblom et al. found that only 3% of the cohort had a VO2max 

above 4.5 L/min (15). However, it is worth noticing that the VO2max values in this 

stud>y were estimated from the Åstrand test (15). In contrast, the values in the study by 

Eriksen et al. were assessed from the results in a maximal cycle test (14), and Loe et al. 

conducted direct measurements of VO2max from an incremental tests on treadmill (16). 
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Although there are some differences between the Scandinavian countries that are repre-

sented in table 1, it is evident that the VO2max declines with age. The mean decrease in 

VO2max is approximately ~7 % over a period of 10 years (14, 16). It is also worth men-

tioning that these results on fitness level in the Scandinavian countries are not directly 

comparable, due to a number of factors. With respect to the overall topic of this thesis, 

the main focus regarding the data collection in these three studies is 1) the differences in 

test procedure: submaximal versus maximal tests, 2) different work modes: cycling ver-

sus running, and 3) the divergent methods for determination of VO2max: estimation 

from the Åstrand nomogram, direct measurement, and assessment from a maximal exer-

cise test. Furthermore, there are probably differences in the validity and reliability of the 

tests. The impact of the above mentioned sources of error, or influencing factors, will be 

discussed in the upcoming sections in the present thesis. 

 

Table 1. A brief overview of population based data of VO2max values in men and women in dif-

ferent age-groups. Values are mean (SD), with exception for the values from Ekblom et al., that 

are expressed as median (95% CI). 

Study Age 

Women Men  

VO2max VO2max 

L/min mL/kg//min L/min mL/kg/min 

Ekblom 2007 

20–29 2.6 (2.4–2.8) 40.7 (35.0–44.8) 3.3 (2.9–3.6) 39.5 (36.7–43.6) 

30–39 2.5 (2.3–2.7) 36.6 (32.5–42.2) 3.0 (2.6–3.2) 35.7 (31.6–40.9) 

40–49 2.4 (2.0–2.6) 34.4 (29.8–37.9) 2.5 (2.3–2.8) 30.4 (27.8–33.2) 

50–59 1.9 (1.8–2.1) 28.1 (25.1–31.1) 2.5 (2.3–2.7) 29.6 (27.9–31.2) 

60–65 1.7 (1.6–2.1) 25.0 (21.1–31.6) 2.2 (1.8–2.4) 26.6 (23.1–28.9) 

Loe 2013 

20–29 2.78 (0.46) 43.0 (7.7) 4.32 (0.71) 54.4 (8.4) 

30–39 2.75 (0.48) 40.0 (6.8) 4.22 (0.63) 49.1 (7.7) 

40–49 2.65 (0.44) 38.4 (6.9) 4.03 (0.61) 47.2 (7.7) 

50–59 2.36 (0.37) 34.4 (5.7) 3.65 (0.59) 42.6 (7.4) 

60–69 2.16 (0.33) 31.1 (5.1) 3.30 (0.55) 39.2 (6.7) 

Eriksen 2013 

18–29 - 35.6 (5.5) - 43.4 (6.6) 

30–39 - 33.1 (5.7) - 40.0 (6.5) 

40–49 - 32.1 (5.6) - 38.9 (6.5) 

50–59 - 29.8 (5.1) - 36.4 (6.2) 

60–69 - 26.5 (4.4) - 33.2 (5.2) 

 

 

Up until today, there is no consensus regarding the optimal training regimen in order to 

enhance aerobic fitness and VO2max. Very untrained individuals can increase their 
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VO2max with almost any aerobic exercise that lasts for at least 20–30 minutes. For ex-

perienced endurance athletes, there are higher demands on the intensity and duration of 

the exercise to achieve a further increase in VO2max. One popular type of interval ses-

sion is 4×4 min (with 4 min rest in between), where the accumulated time on very high 

intensity (90–100% of VO2max) is 10–15 min (17). Another type of extremely high in-

tensity exercise is 6–8×30 seconds, at a work rate corresponding to 150–250% of veloc-

ity VO2max (vVO2max, the lowest work rate that elicits VO2max). These high intensity 

intervals has been shown to induce the same acute effect in mitochondrial gene expres-

sion as the more time-consuming session of 3×20 min at ~90% of vVO2max (18). The 

optimal volume and amount of high intensity training for elite athletes, as well as the 

exact time and length of the intervals, is still not known (19, 20). 

Apart from the obvious performance related aspects, VO2max is also an important 

and independent predictor of cardiovascular health, longevity and mortality (21-25). For 

example, Blair and colleagues presented a number of interesting results from a longitu-

dinal study, initiated in the 1970s. About 13000 men and women, with more than 8 

years of follow-up, were categorised in groups of low, moderate, or high cardio-respira-

tory fitness, based on performance on a graded treadmill exercise test. Higher fitness ap-

peared to delay all-cause mortality through lower rates of cardiovascular disease, also 

after corrections for confounding factors such as age, smoking, blood pressure, and cho-

lesterol- and glucose levels. Blair et al. also noticed that the lowest acceptable value of 

aerobic capacity in order to avoid an increased risk for cardiovascular events and prem-

ature death was around 35 mL/kg/min in men and 32 mL/kg/min in women (21). How-

ever, a performance based test may be unsuitable in a mixed population, which is fur-

ther discussed in section 1.3.1. Additionally, further studies are needed to verify these 

limits. Anyhow, if these limits are applied in the Swedish population (see table 1), it is 

apparent that around half of the population of middle-aged men probably have a fitness 

level that is low enough to generate negative consequences on the general health. 

The independent relation of cardiorespiratory fitness to cardiovascular disease and 

all-cause mortality has been confirmed in several studies (22-24). Furthermore, also 

other health related variables are connected to fitness level, such as metabolic risk and 

type 2 diabetes (26, 27). In children, cardiorespiratory fitness is associated to cardiovas-

cular and metabolic function (28-31) and mental health (32), and cognitive functions 

may be affected and correlated to VO2max in both adults and children (33-36).  

1.2 Measuring and determining VO2max 

A direct measurement of VO2max is conducted via indirect calorimetry. In addition to 

VO2, the direct measurements also include data on minute ventilation (VE), and the val-

ues of VO2 and VCO2 gives an indirect measure of substrate utilisation. 
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1.2.1 Methods for measuring VO2max 

One of the earliest experiments with collection of expired air in air-sealed bags was per-

formed by Prout in 1813 (37). Later in the 1800s, the German scientist Nathan Zuntz 

developed a device for ventilatory measurements in humans (38). However, it was in 

the early 20th century that ventilatory measurements in humans were conducted more 

frequently. The Douglas bag method (39) became the first, widely used, technique to 

measure expired air and thereby allowing calculation of the consumed oxygen during 

exercise. The method is still regarded to be the golden standard for measurements of 

steady-state respiratory gas exchange (40). However, the method includes manual han-

dling to a great extent. For example, it is important that the start and stop of air sam-

pling into the Douglas bags are exactly at the end of an expiration, and that the sampling 

time for each bag is carefully monitored and noted. This is easily done during rest and 

low work rates, but at maximal exercise, with sampling time < 30s and breath frequency 

> 90–100 breaths per minute, the observed volumes may differ 2-3% depending on 

whether the valve is closed during an inspiration or an expiration.  

 The expired air is most often collected in large, air-sealed bags (85–150 L), usually 

made from PVC material. The “Douglas bags” are slightly permeable to the external air, 

so it is important to perform the analysis of the gases in in close connection with the ex-

periments. The total volume of the collected expired air is analysed in a spirometer. A 

small aliquot of the expired gas is analysed for temperature, pressure, and fractional 

concentrations of expired oxygen and expired carbon dioxide (41).  

 The Douglas bag method is time-consuming and requires advanced equipment and 

careful preparations. The collection of expired air and the concomitant gas analysis 

places high demands on the user, who has great control over the complete procedure. 

On the other hand, the Douglas bag method has limitations in sampling frequency, dura-

tion and measurement resolution. The apparatus can impose additional airway resistance 

because of resistance in the respiratory valves and long, narrow tubing into the Douglas 

bags. Especially in the early years of ventilatory measurements, this caused a restriction 

in air flow during maximal ventilations, which can be noted as considerably lower max-

imal VE during maximal work in many studies. Since 1971, the WHO guidelines of air 

flow (resistance of respiratory valves < 5cmH2O at a flow of 300 L/min, and tubing < 

1.5cmH2O at a flow of 300 L/min) have minimised these reactive effects (40). Further-

more, the collection of expired air only allows a total volume measurement, and breath-

by-breath data cannot be obtained. Thereby, extremely rapid changes in ventilation or 

VO2 cannot be studied (42). With regard to validity and reliability, repeated exercise 

testing have shown a test–retest variance of ~4–5% for measurements of VO2max (40), 

and as low as 1.5 % for measurements of steady-state oxygen uptake (43). However, 

this only holds true in standardised laboratory settings, where all the equipment are 

carefully handled and operated by experienced physiologists and scientists. 
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Using the same principle of air sampling and gas analysis, the technique for indirect cal-

orimetry has been modernised and computerised during the last decades (41). This de-

velopment has resulted in portable and automated on-line gas analysis systems, and a 

markedly increased efficiency of the gas analysis procedure (42). Some of the modern 

metabolic measurement systems can also be used during outdoor activities (41). 

 The computerised metabolic systems have built-in volume- or flow sensing devices, 

as well as rapid and very accurate CO2- and O2-analysers. There are different types of 

flow-sensing spirometers used in automated metabolic systems, where the turbines are 

most commonly used. Some turbines have displayed linearity problems (caused by fric-

tion and inertia of the vane). These difficulties are seen at low flow rates (“lag-before-

start”) and at high flow rates (“spin-after-stop”), but these problems are relatively less 

important for measurements of total volume (41). With regard to the sampling of the ex-

pired air, some ergospirometry systems use mixing chambers, usually with a fixed vol-

ume of 5–8 L. It is also possible to conduct breath-by-breath measurements, which al-

lows rapid and detailed analysis of respiratory gas exchange kinetics (44). However, the 

sampling interval can have a major impact on gas exchange data during exercise. Both 

the variability and the maximal values of VO2 have been shown to be higher when 

shorter sampling intervals are used (45), implying that it is important to pay attention to 

the measurement resolution and time averaging technique in a VO2max measurement. It 

has been suggested that a 15- to 20-s average or a 5- to 8-breath rolling average may be 

used, as they produce similar variability but allow a high degree of precision (41). 

 The accuracy and precision among the commercially available computerised er-

gospirometry systems varies considerably. A commonly used computerised ergospirom-

etry system is the Oxycon Pro (Erich Jaeger GmbH, Hoechberg, Germany), with a re-

ported CV of 1.2% compared to the Douglas bag technique (46). Carter & Jeukendrup 

studied the validity and reliability of three on-line systems (Oxycon Alpha, Oxycon Pro 

and Pulmolab EX670) with that of Douglas bags. They used both a metabolic simulator 

and human subjects, who were cycling at 100 or 150 W at three occasions. Oxycon Al-

pha and Douglas bags produced similar respiratory values over all levels of ventilation, 

while the Oxycon Pro tended to slightly overestimated values at the higher ventilations. 

The Pulmolab produced large overestimations at all ventilations for VCO2, whilst values 

for VE and VO2 were slightly underestimated at higher ventilations (up to 7.5% from ex-

pectations). With regard to the reliability, the CV for VO2 and VCO2 measured using 

Douglas bags, Oxycon Pro and Oxycon Alpha were 3.3–5.1%, 4.7–7.0% and 4.5–6.3%, 

respectively, whilst that for the Pulmolab was highly variable (26.8–45.8%). The exer-

cise tests supported the results from the study with the metabolic simulators, leading to 

the conclusion that Oxycon Pro and Oxycon Alpha are valid and reliable on-line sys-

tems for the measurement of parameters of respiration. This was later confirmed in a 

study by Rietjens et al., where twelve highly trained subjects performed an incremental 
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cycle ergometer test. There were strong correlations between the Oxycon Pro and the 

Douglas bag measurements for of the ventilatory variables (r2 for VE = 0.996, VO2 = 

0.957 and VCO2 = 0.98), and analysis of validity demonstrated high precision (47). In 

conclusion, Jaeger Oxycon Pro is an accurate system for measurements of metabolic pa-

rameters during low intensity as well as during maximal intensity exercise, requiring 

oxygen uptakes up to 6 L/min. 

1.2.2 Choice of work mode 

One important aspect in the VO2max testing procedure is the choice of work mode. 

VO2max can only be achieved during a dynamic whole-body exercise at sea level. It is 

widely accepted that the limiting factor for VO2max is the ability of the cardiorespira-

tory system (i.e. the heart and blood) to transport O2 to the muscles, not the O2 uptake in 

muscle mitochondria (1, 4). The total O2 uptake is dependent on the load on the mus-

cles, as well as the mass of muscles involved in the work (48). Hence, a measurement of 

an individual’s “true” VO2max requires a work mode that involves a large muscle mass, 

in order to stress the central circulatory system to its maximum and avoid local/muscu-

lar fatigue before the physiological VO2max is achieved. As mentioned before, VO2max 

is the physiological peak in O2 uptake, while VO2peak not necessarily reflects a maxi-

mal value. VO2peak is rather a limit to the subject’s exercise tolerance during specific 

conditions (3). 

 Maximal work performed with only the arm muscles (arm-cycling) generates ap-

proximately 70% of the VO2 uptake that can be reached with maximal leg work on a cy-

cle ergometer, with inter-individual variations. The mathematical sum of the maximal 

VO2 uptakes for the two exercise modalities is therefore often considerably higher than 

the actual “true” whole-body VO2max (2, 48). The absence of a significant difference 

between the achieved VO2max for running, ordinary cycling and the combined arm + 

leg-work, is a strong support for the theory that the capability of the heart muscle sets 

the upper limit for VO2max (48). In most VO2max testing situations, it is reasonable to 

attempt to get as close as possible to involvement of all parts of the body in order to 

reach a “true” maximal value. Some examples of work modes are specially designed 

“whole body” ergometer cycles, with combined arm-cranking and pedalling with the 

legs, cross-country skiing and running, which all produces similarly high VO2max val-

ues (48). In a normal population, a highly demanding and technical activity, such as 

simultaneously arm- and leg cycling or skiing, is unsuitable for an exercise test. There-

fore, the most commonly used work modes are running and cycling.  

 Cycling and horizontal running can generate approximately the same VO2peak (49). 

However, it has been shown that a higher VO2 can be achieved through uphill running 

(≥ 3°) compare to horizontal running on a treadmill (2, 12, 50-52). This aspect is im-

portant to consider when a maximal test protocol is designed, whereas a majority of the 
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population (with exception of elite runners) are capable to reach their highest VO2max 

if some incline is added to the protocol. Furthermore, it is worth noticing that uphill run-

ning produces about 6–7% higher maximal VO2 values than cycling (53-55), so the cor-

rect term for a maximal value from cycling is ought to be VO2peak.  

 Cycling is a popular work mode for maximal exercise testing, and tests on a cycle 

ergometer may be more suitable for subjects that are unaccustomed or unable to 

run/walk at high intensities. In some situations, local fatigue in the quadriceps may oc-

cur before the maximal stress of the cardiovascular and respiratory systems has been 

reached (55). This aspect is of particular importance if subjects are untrained and of less 

importance if subjects are familiar with high intensity cycling. Furthermore, the cycling 

can be performed with varying cadence, or pedaling rate, and a test can be conducted 

with a standardised or self-selected pedaling speed. There are great demands on the 

working muscle when a maximal effort is achieved with low cadence (i.e. low speed 

pedaling against a high resistance). In the early experiments with cycle ergometry, it 

was generally believed that a pedalling rate of 50–60 revolutions per minute (rpm) was 

the best cadence to use in tests of both energy efficiency on submaximal work rates, 

performance, and VO2max (12, 56, 57). In 1967, Eckermann & Millahn came to the 

conclusion that the optimal pedalling rate was 45 rpm at power outputs of 100 and 150 

W. Out of that, they even draw the conclusion that the choice of cadence when cycling 

should not be left to the subject, because subjects invariably chose to pedal too fast (58). 

Another example of maximal tests with rather low cadence is found in the experiments 

by Åstrand & Åstrand et al., where the maximal cycle tests were conducted with a ped-

alling rate of 50 or 60 rpm, “according to the subjects wishes” (59). The most economi-

cal pedalling frequency is probably somewhere in the range of 50–60 rpm (60, 61), and 

one study has shown that the most efficient pedal rate increased from 42 rpm at 40 W to 

about 60 rpm at 327 W (62). However, the optimal pedalling rate for achievement of the 

highest VO2max is probably within the range of 80–90 rpm (63). With regard to power 

output, experienced cyclists seem to have higher optimal pedalling rates, and also higher 

self-selected pedalling rates, than unaccustomed subject (64, 65). These findings may be 

explained by the fact that the freely chosen cadence in unaccustomed subjects is more 

closely related to variables that minimise muscle strain and mechanical load than those 

associated with minimising metabolic economy (65). It has also been shown that elderly 

(~65 years old) cyclists often have a lower freely chosen cadence during a maximal test, 

compared to younger (~25 years old) cyclists (66). Possible explanations for the diver-

gent results from previous studies are the wide variety in cycling experience in the 

tested subjects (for example, untrained compared to elite-cyclists, young or old subjects, 

etc.) and in outcome measures (peak power, time to exhaustion, efficiency or achieve-

ment of VO2max). The research on the effect of pedalling rate on different test proto-

cols, and the influence on measurements of VO2max, is far from complete. 
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In certain groups of subjects, the choice of work mode may be based on sport specificity 

(67). Among elite athletes, a high level of sport specific training may enhance the 

body’s ability to perform a maximal effort in other work modes than for example in-

clined running. Therefore, the specificity in the choice of work mode is a more im-

portant issue for athletes than for the general population. Furthermore, the specificity in 

testing is of great importance when VO2max/VO2peak is measured as a performance in-

dicator, and/or when the measurement is used for evaluation of training programmes. In 

athletes, other work modes (for example rowing or cross country skiing) may generate 

VO2max value that not significantly differs from the values achieved during running, 

while a normal person may experience technical difficulties in the execution of the ac-

tivity itself. However, the ability to generate the highest VO2max values from sport spe-

cific activities in elite athletes only applies to work modes that involve a reasonable 

amount of working muscles, at ground level. Other work modalities, for example swim-

ming, does not generate enough stress on the cardiovascular and circulatory systems to 

produce a true, whole-body VO2max value (48), not even in highly trained swimmers. 

For example, it has been reported that elite swimmers have a mean VO2peak during 

flume swimming that corresponds to 94% of the VO2max achieved during running (68). 

1.2.3 Test procedures and test protocols 

Another important aspect in maximal exercise testing is the preparation procedure be-

fore the maximal effort, and the design of the test protocol. It is not possible to deter-

mine a specific procedure that generate the most accurate VO2max values, due to differ-

ent aims, conditions and physical status of the tested subjects. However, some guide-

lines have been purposed to optimise the possibility to reach a true VO2max via a con-

tinuous graded exercise test. One example is found in a review by Howley et al. These 

guidelines include five minutes of warm-up at 65–70% of VO2max, followed by a brief 

rest. The recommended intensity for test protocol is a starting level at 60–70% of 

VO2max, with an increase in load of approximately 5% of VO2max every minute 

(which equals a total test time of about 8–10 min). Furthermore, the gas collection time 

(for example 30 s) and criteria for verification of VO2max shall be stated before test 

(69). For details about measurement and sampling, see section 1.2.1, and VO2max crite-

ria are described in section 1.2.5. 

 The function of “warm-up” before a maximal exercise test was highlighted in the 

1930s. In an early study by Nielsen & Hansen, two young male subjects reached their 

highest VO2 values with a test protocol comprised of five minutes of “warm-up” at a ra-

ther high intensity (285 W) immediately followed by an all-out effort at 333 W (70). 

Some decades later, Per-Olof Åstrand conducted several maximal exercise tests for his 

thesis “Experimental studies of physical working capacity in relation to sex and age” 

(49). However, the procedure that preceded the maximal tests are rather insufficiently 
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described. In just a couple of sentences, the author states that “for several reasons, it is 

desirable that experiments with a very high working intensity are not started directly 

from the resting state; the subject ought to have some “conditioning” activity first” (49). 

Thereafter, it is concluded that the experiments by Nielsen & Hansen (70) advocate the 

use of a lower work intensity before a maximal work is performed, but it is also stated 

that “in the writer’s experiments, the conditioning work had a lower intensity compared 

to the work of Nielsen and Hansen” (49). From that description, one might conclude 

that the subjects performed five minutes of conditioning activity at an intensity below 

285 W. In later studies, Irma Åstrand conducted numerous maximal exercise tests that 

were preceded by 2–3 submaximal levels (6 min at each stage). The submaximal loads 

clearly constitutes a conditioning activity, however, the resting periods between the sub-

maximal and maximal loads are not clearly described (71). Others have used less than 

five minutes of unloaded pedalling before the start of a VO2max test on a cycle ergome-

ter, with rapid and frequent increases in work rate, and an all-out effort > 5 min (53). 

Four minutes of unloaded cycling is a rather sparse warm-up prior to an exercise effort 

of that intensity and magnitude. 

 The fundamental meaning of a “pre-conditioning” exercise phase before a maximal 

effort is linked to VO2 kinetics, i.e. the slope and timing of the increased VO2 consump-

tion at the start of physical work. The VO2 kinetics are an important aspect to take into 

account to be able to create properly designed test protocols. During the transition from 

resting state to heavy exercise, the increase in VO2 uptake can be divided into three 

phases (72). In phase 1 (initial component), there is an increase in blood flow through 

the alveoli, and the increase in VO2 primarily reflects changes in venous O2 stores. 

Phase 1 has different characteristics depending upon whether the work is started from a 

resting state (results in an abrupt response) or from a mild baseline activity (which re-

sults in a relatively slow response). In phase 2 (primary component), the further increase 

in VO2 is arising from increased tissue oxidation. In phase 3 (slow component) the VO2 

reaches a steady-state condition, i.e. the O2 supply is sufficiently corresponding to the 

O2 demands from the working body (72, 73). The steady-state condition is mostly pro-

nounced at moderate intensity (below the lactate threshold). During more intense or 

maximal exercise, VO2 continues to rise for several minutes until either a delayed 

steady-state is achieved, or exercise is ended (73, 74). Furthermore, during extremely 

heavy exercise an additional slow component of V̇O2 is superimposed upon the fast 

component response such that V̇O2 rises above the expected V̇O2 requirement for the 

external workload (75). 
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the VO2 response in one subject at four differ-

ent work rates. Dashed line denotes the lactic acidosis threshold. The figure is 

based on data from Barstow et al. (73). 

 

Figure 1 above shows the VO2 responses for four work rates in one subject. The work 

starts at 0 sec. Phase 1 is clearly visible for each exercise intensity. The two lower 

curves (work rates below the lactate threshold) shows a rapid attainment of steady state, 

and phase 3 is achieved within 120 seconds. The two upper lines shows a continuous 

rise in VO2 and a delayed or absent steady state, i.e. there is an continuing upward trend 

of the VO2 (73). 

 A majority of previous research on VO2 kinetics have been conducted during cycle 

ergometer exercise. However, the very detailed aspects of VO2 kinetics are somewhat 

different in running compared to cycling, and the VO2 response to other work modes are 

not directly comparable to the kinetics while cycling. For example, the time constant (τ) 

for the phase 2 pulmonary VO2 response to exercise tends to be shorter and the ampli-

tude of the VO2 slow component tends to be smaller, in running compared to cycling 

exercise (76, 77). Possible explanation for these findings can be related to the greater 

component of eccentric muscle action during running, which facilitates the venous re-

turn of the blood to the heart. Furthermore, the faster VO2 kinetics in phase 2 in running 

compared to cycling might be linked to greater habitual use of the ambulatory muscula-

ture (78). 

 In order to achieve a true VO2max value, i.e. stress the cardiovascular and respira-

tory functions to its very upper limit, the test has to be designed with great caution. For 

example, it is important to choose a suitable starting intensity and decide the frequency 

and load for the increases in work rate for a graded exercise test and thereby a suitable 

test duration. There are a number of different categories of test designs, primarily the 
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one load tests, continuous test (graded exercise test with increments every 15, 30 or 60 s 

or non-stop ramp tests with 2–5 min stages) and discontinuous tests (various increment 

and stages with short breaks in between). A test of maximal exercise capacity with sim-

ultaneous measurement of VO2max is almost always continued until subject’s voluntary 

exhaustion. Another alternative – which is relatively uncommon in the context of scien-

tific and athletic exercise testing – is that the test is terminated when specific pre-deter-

mined criteria for maximal effort have been fulfilled. 

 In the early experiments by Åstrand, all subjects performed repeated tests on one 

fixed work rate. The initial work rates were of submaximal character, and the procedure 

was repeated within a couple of days with an increase in work rate of 1–2 km/h or ~50 

W. The experiments continued until the work rate was high enough to fatigue the sub-

ject within four to six minutes. All running tests were conducted with an elevation of 1° 

for adult subjects, while subjects younger than 20 years old ran on a horizontal tread-

mill. The protocols for cycling were performed with a pedalling rate of 50 rpm, with ex-

ception for the final period during the maximal effort, where subjects sometimes failed 

to keep the cadence according to the metronome but where verbally encouraged to keep 

up the highest cadence possible (49). A similar, standardised procedure for treadmill 

tests has been proposed by Taylor et al. (50).  

 In 1968, Shepard et al. recommended a continuous test with 2-min increments of 

work rate, beginning at 90–100% of predicted VO2max. This test protocol had a shorter 

duration but produced the same VO2max as a discontinuous test procedure (55). How-

ever, up to the early 1980s, the use of short duration (less than 7 min) test protocols was 

relatively sparse. In 1981, Whipp et al. conducted several cycle tests with different test 

protocols: a constant-load test, a 5-min incremental stage test (25 W/increment per 

stage), a 1-min incremental test (15 W/increment) and a continuous ramp test (slope = 

50 W/min). The shortest test duration was present in the ramp test (4–8 min before an 

all-out effort was achieved), while no significant difference between the protocols were 

demonstrated for VO2max (79). Later, Buchfuhrer and colleagues studied various work 

rate increments in cycle and treadmill tests. They found that the highest VO2max was 

achieved with moderate increase in intensity (30 W/min in trained men). Test with 

greater increases in work rate gave a rather short total work time (7–8 min), and resulted 

in significantly lower maximal VO2 value compared to tests with a duration of 8–17 

min. The recommendation from the authors was to select a work rate increment that 

generates ~10 min of work before exhaustion occurs (54). 

 Another study examined the frequency in the increases in exercise intensity, with 

protocols that comprised of increases in work rate (16.3 W or 0.8 km/h) every 15 s or 

every minute. The short duration protocol (15 s increases) resulted in test time ˂ 5 min, 

while the latter protocol yielded mean test times around 15 min. There were no signifi-

cant differences between the protocols with regard to VO2max, maximal VE, respiratory 
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rate, tidal volume, oxygen pulse, and peak expiratory flow rate (53). Later, Davis et al. 

studied five different test protocols with a total test duration of 6–12 min, and found no 

significant difference for the achieved maximal values for VO2, HR and VE (80). In 

1987, Levler et al. presented similar values of VO2max from a discontinuous test 

(started at a work rate of 70 W, and increased by 35 W every second minute, with two 

minutes of rest between stages), a continuous test (started at a work rate of 70 W with 

increase in work rate by 35 W/min), and “a jump-max test” (JMT). However, the dis-

continuous test was performed during 29.3 ± 1.54 min and the JMT was performed dur-

ing 9.1 ± 0.32 min (81). Finally, even a protocol with 2-min stages of gradually increas-

ing self-selected paces has been shown to produce the same VO2max as a “traditional” 

continuous protocol in recreationally trained men (82). 

 As evident from the information above, many different procedures and protocol can 

be used for a VO2max test. The standardised tests protocols can be useful in homoge-

nous groups and when there are high demands on reproducibility. In other situations, for 

example exercise testing in very heterogeneous populations, protocols with individually 

determined exercise levels might be more useful. With respect to the design of test pro-

tocol, it is important to decide if the test shall start on a relatively high or a lower inten-

sity (depending on preceding conditioning activity and the motivation and endurance of 

the subject). There are certainly people that are able to achieve their VO2max value with 

almost no preceding activity, but most people are capable of higher maximal efforts 

when the hard work is performed after some preparatory activity. Furthermore, it is cru-

cial to choose an appropriate rate of increase in intensity, with small or large steps in the 

workload increments. Furthermore, physiological factors like age, training status, sport 

specificity, muscle mass, and muscle fibre type may influence the VO2 kinetics, and 

thereby also affect the choice of procedure and test protocol. 

1.2.4 Verification tests 

An additional procedure to verify that a true VO2max has been reached is to conduct a 

verification test. This test can be conducted on a separate day, or at the same day as the 

first VO2max test. The theory behind the verification tests is to stress the body at a rate 

of work that is higher than the highest level attained in the first maximal test. That level 

above VO2max is often referred to as “supramaximal”. The supramaximal work rate can 

verify if the VO2 consumption can increase even further and reach a higher level than 

produced at the initial maximal test. 

 Earlier studies in adults have investigated the concept of a supramaximal test as ver-

ification test. The supramaximal tests for these subjects have been conducted in the 

forms of an all-out effort on a higher work rate than the subjects previously had 

achieved in a graded maximal exercise test (83-86). No mean difference have been 

found between an incremented VO2max test and a supramaximal test conducted on two 
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separate days (83, 84), within hours (83, 86) or even minutes (85). Most studies show 

no significant mean difference between an incremental VO2max test and a supramaxi-

mal verification test. However, some subjects attain higher VO2 values in a verification 

test compared to an incremented VO2max test (85), which may reflect that the first in-

cremental test did not elicit a true VO2max value. For example, Scharhag-Rosenberger 

et al. studied an intermittent incremental protocol, where 3 min running (starting at 6 or 

8 km/h, with increments of 2 km/h) were performed to the subject’s voluntary exhaus-

tion. The verification test was performed 10 min after the incremental test, and com-

prised of 1 min running at 60% of the maximal velocity (vmax), followed by running at 

110% of vmax until voluntary exhaustion. The 110%-effort was meant to elicit an exer-

cise-time of at least 2 min. If the subject reached a VO2peak > 5.5% higher than the in-

cremental test value, another 10 min rest period was followed by an additional supra-

maximal run at 115% of vmax. Furthermore, all subject performed a second supramaxi-

mal test on a separate day, where 5 min warm up was followed by the same supramaxi-

mal protocol. Results showed that 34 out of 40 subjects satisfied the verification 

criterion on the first test day, while 15% achieved a higher VO2 in the verification test. 

In these subjects, the higher VO2max from the verification test was also confirmed on 

the second test day (85). 

 The findings of equivalent incremental and supramaximal VO2max in adults are also 

present in studies with children. Among the previous research of verification tests in 

children, some of the studies have separated the incremental test and the supramaximal 

test with a week (87, 88), one study used maximal work on a cycle ergometer to define 

VO2peak (89), and one study evaluated the question in children with spina bifida (90). 

Rowland conducted a study in adolescents (10–13 years old), who performed four tests 

with a week in between each test. The first test was a progressive treadmill test with a 

modified Bruce protocol, with an initial speed of 8 km/h and 2.5% elevation. Three out 

of nine subjects demonstrated a plateau in VO2max during this test. The supramaximal 

tests started off with 3 min at the same first level as the progressive test, followed by a 

work rate at 2.5%, 5%, and 7.5% higher than the final load in the first test, respectively. 

The supramaximal tests failed to further increase the mean VO2peak above the values 

from the progressive test. Hence, the author suggested that the achieved VO2 values 

from the progressive test reflected a “true” maximal value (88).  

 There are no studies in children, up to date, where a supramaximal test on a tread-

mill has been conducted a few minutes after an incremental VO2max test. There is an 

ongoing debate whether or not VO2max can be assessed in children, and further studies 

of different verification test procedures are needed to increase the understanding of chil-

dren’s maximal capacity. With regard to methodology, it may be unsuitable to use the 

Douglas bag method for measurements of VO2max in youths, due to their relatively low 

VE and infrequent occurrence of a plateau in VO2. The method requires a bag-filling of 
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at least ~50 L of expired air for an accurate determination of volume and gas concentra-

tions. This might be difficult to achieve in those children and adolescents that not pro-

duces any pronounced levelling-off at VO2max. 

1.2.5 Criteria for determination of VO2max or VO2peak 

Lastly, one central and critical issue of concern in the present thesis is the criteria for ac-

ceptance of VO2max. How do you know that someone has reached the final upper limit 

of VO2 consumption? How to decide what is a true maximal effort? Throughout the his-

tory of maximal exercise testing, researchers have used a wide variety of criteria for de-

termination of VO2max (69).  

 The strongest and most used criteria is the presence of a “plateau” in VO2max, i.e. a 

levelling off in VO2 uptake despite an increase in work rate. This concept and criteria is 

fist mentioned by Hill & Lupton in the early 1900s (4, 5). A commonly used limit for 

levelling off is a change in VO2 (ΔVO2) at VO2max ≤ 150 mL/min. However, this limit 

was originally developed from discontinuous treadmill testing (91), and the VO2 meas-

urements were done with the Douglas bag method. The development of the VO2max 

test procedure and protocols in the later years has initiated a debate about the concept of 

“levelling off” (92). Not all subjects demonstrate a plateau in VO2 at the end of a contin-

uous exercise test. In previous studies, the occurrence of a plateau in VO2max has been 

reported to be anywhere around 90–100% and as low as ≤ 50% (69). Also, the techno-

logical development, with higher measurement resolution, has resulted in a situation 

where researchers sometimes use more stringent plateau criteria, for example ΔVO2 at 

VO2max ˂ 50 mL/min (50). However, a plateau might be absent in a maximal test, but 

this does not necessarily mean that the subject has failed to reach a “true” VO2max (93, 

94), since it is possible that the work was discontinued at the point of VO2max.  

 The ability to detect a plateau in VO2max is influenced by the study design and 

choice of test protocol. Duncan and co-workers found that a plateau could be detected 

with similar incidence in continuous (50%) and discontinuous (60%) test protocols (93). 

During a discontinuous test, it is generally accepted that a subject has to complete 3–5 

min at each stage in order to achieve sufficient measurements of VO2 uptake. In some 

cases, a subject may reach VO2max during the second minute on a supramaximal stage. 

If fatigue occurs in less than 3–4 min, this data point would not be used in the graph of 

VO2 versus work rate. Consequently, a plateau will be absent although VO2max has 

been reached (1). 

 Furthermore, the appearance of a levelling off in VO2 versus work rate is influenced 

by measurement resolution, sampling time and the averaging procedure of the collected 

VO2 values. It has been shown that shorter sampling intervals (breath-by-breath with 

11-breath moving average, and time-averaged into 15 s) results in a plateau in all sub-

jects, while averaging over 30 s and one minute only resulted in a plateau in 57% and 
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8% of the subjects, respectively (95). In contrast, the high resolution and sampling fre-

quency has also permitted detailed analysis of the slope of the change in VO2 with a 

consistent increase in work rate. The slope of that change has considerable variability, 

supporting the argument that a plateau in VO2max (defined as the slope of a VO2 sam-

ple at peak exercise that does not differ significantly from a slope of zero) is not a solely 

reliable marker for maximal effort (45). 

 The meaning of the levelling off-criteria also has to be judged for the specific test 

situation. For example, elderly and people who are unaccustomed to intense exercise ex-

periences more difficulties in achieving a levelling off than well-trained athletes (69). 

Also, pre-pubertal children have limited ability to achieve a plateau in VO2max, for sev-

eral reasons (87, 96) – see further in section 1.6.3. As mentioned before, the term 

“VO2peak” can be used when there are any doubts concerning the achievement of a true 

maximal value. This term is frequently used in studies with children. 

 With respect to all of the above mentioned reasons, the plateau in VO2 should not be 

used as the exclusive criterion for achievement of VO2max. Instead, a number of sup-

porting criteria have been purposed in order to verify a maximal effort. The maximal 

strain can be indicated through psychological criteria (an acceptably high rate of per-

ceived exertion) and the maximal exercise can be verified with different circulatory cri-

teria, such as achievement of a certain peak HR and ventilation (1, 69). It is also com-

mon to use metabolic criteria, which include a respiratory exchange ratio (RER) ˃1.15 

and blood lactic acid level ˃8–9 mM (49). Also the secondary criteria have to be chosen 

and modified to suit the subjects that are tested, since many values in different physio-

logical variables differs among children and adults, and young and old people (97). 

1.3 Tests for estimation of VO2max 

A direct measurement of VO2max is time consuming, expensive and requires a labora-

tory environment. Instead, there are a several tests for indirect estimation of VO2max.  

1.3.1 Maximal tests with estimation of VO2max based on performance results 

Among those tests, the maximal exercise tests can be used in situations where indirect 

calorimetry is missing, but subjects are healthy and capable of intense exercise. These 

tests are based on statistical correlations between, for example, time to cover a certain 

distance (walking/running) and VO2max. These relationships can be relatively strong, 

but it is important to take into account that these tests are largely influenced by capaci-

ties other than VO2max, for example anaerobic processes, motivation, tactics, previous 

experiences (learning effect), running economy. Those capacities can easily be en-

hanced with specific training, which produces significant increases in test performance 

without any actual change in VO2max (98). 
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However, the tests are easy to set up and administer for a large group of people at the 

same time, the tests are commonly used in sport- and school settings. Popular tests are 

the 1-mile test, the Cooper test, and the Yo-Yo Intermittent Recovery test (Yo-Yo IR 

test). The tests ability to predict actual VO2max have varying accuracy, normally around 

r = 0.50 to 0.70 (98-101). The VO2max from the Yo-Yo test can be estimated with the 

following formulas (98): 

  

Yo-Yo IR1 test: 

VO2max (mL/kg/min) = IR1 distance (m) × 0.0084 + 36.4 

Yo-Yo IR2 test: 

VO2max (mL/kg/min) = IR2 distance (m) × 0.0136 + 45.3 

 

As reported by Bangsbo et al., the strong influence of other capacities than VO2max re-

sult in a situation where two subjects with a measured VO2max of 53 mL/kg/min can 

have a range of performance from 1450 to 2600m in the Yo-Yo IR1 test (98). 

The Balke test protocol (102) was originally developed for testing of physical fitness 

in military personnel. The protocol is sometimes used with some modifications, but the 

standard procedure for men is a constant speed of 5.28 km/h (3.3 mph), with the starting 

level at 0% incline. After the first minute, the incline is set to 2% for one minute, and 

thereafter the incline is increased by 1% every minute. If the subject manage to exercise 

for 25 min, the incline is maintained at 25% and the speed is increased with 0.32 km/h 

(0.2 mph) until voluntary exhaustion. For women the treadmill speed is set at 4.83 km/h 

(3.0 mph), starting at 0% inclination, and increased by 2.5% every third minute. The test 

is a performance test, resulting in a test score based on test time in minutes. However, 

the test time can also be used in prediction equations for estimation of VO2max (103, 

104). Another exercise stress test is the Bruce protocol, originally developed for evalua-

tion of patients with coronary heart disease. The test is started at a low speed and 10% 

incline, and the intensity is increased in consecutive 3-min stages until subjects volun-

tary exhaustion (105). Washburn & Montoye examined the possibility do determine 

VO2max from a treadmill protocol in boys and men, 10–39 years old. Regressions equa-

tions for each subject were constructed from submaximal HR and VO2 uptake on the 

submaximal treadmill stages. The regression equation were extrapolated to the subject’s 

estimated maximal HR. The VO2max prediction equations by Margarita (106), Maritz 

(107), and Åstrand-Ryhming nomogram with the age correcting factors (108, 109), was 

used for estimation of VO2max. The subjects were divided in six age-groups, from the 

ages of 10–14 and up to 35–39 years old. The correlation between measured and 

estimated VO2max varied among the age-groups, from r = 0.50 to r = 0.84. All methods 

generated rather poor individual predictions, as indicated by large standard deviations; 

from 0.28 to 0.53 L/min. None of the methods for estimation of VO2max provided 
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superior validity across all age groups, but all methods over-estimated VO2max in 10 to 

14-year old boys (110). 

All maximal tests, with either direct measurements or estimations of VO2max, trig-

gers maximal physical strain in the subject. These tests are thereby difficult and inap-

propriate to conduct in a large proportion of the normal mixed population. The demand 

of a fully maximal effort is unsuitable or unachievable in many situations, such as when 

testing older people, patients with orthopedic diagnoses, obesity or people unaccus-

tomed to running or other intense whole-body exercises. The application of these tests 

in clinical use or in large population-based surveys, may therefore result in a drop-out of 

individuals who are un-fit, un-experienced, unsecure or uncomfortable with the maxi-

mal exhaustion. In accordance, there is a risk for under-achievement in relation to true 

VO2max, which in turn may result in a systematic bias in the collected data. It is also 

worth mentioning that performance is a main outcome from all maximal tests. Hence, 

the value depends on several other capacities besides VO2max, including anaerobic ca-

pacity, motivation, tactics, endurance and experience. The physical performance, or 

work tolerance, is an interesting measure, but it is not an equivalent to VO2max. 

1.3.2 Submaximal tests with estimation of VO2max based on HR response 

An estimation of VO2max can also be done from submaximal work, which may be a 

suitable option in situations where the maximal tests are inappropriate. During submaxi-

mal conditions, a higher work efficiency in the heart muscle is achieved through full SV 

and lower HR, rather than low SV and higher HR. Complete, or almost complete SV, is 

reached around 50% of VO2max (3, 111). Thereafter, the SV remains almost unchanged 

through higher work rates while HR increases proportionally, in order to meet the oxy-

gen demands of the working muscles. 

 The estimations of VO2max from submaximal exercise testing are often based on the 

linear relationship between steady-state HR at a given work rate and an estimated maxi-

mal HR/VO2 value. It is well-known that subjects with a high aerobic capacity (high 

VO2max) has a lower HR at a fixed submaximal rate of work than those with a lower 

aerobic capacity. This is a consequence of the fact that the cardiovascular system and its 

components adapt to an increase, or a decrease, in aerobic capacity. The main regulatory 

changes are found in cardiac muscle (increases in heart size and contractile function 

lead to decreases in submaximal HR), accompanied with subsequent changes in SV, Q, 

blood and blood flow. Hence, the function of the HR based tests are linked to the inte-

grated result of all of the above mentioned physiological events that influences the regu-

lation of submaximal HR responses. The observed value of a HR (beats/min) is the “end 

point” in a series of adaptations of the circulatory system. The number of heart beats is 

linked to the size of the cardiac muscle, as well as blood volume and autonomic regula-

tion. The body has several ways to adapt to aerobic exercise over a prolonged period of 
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time, with the overall goal to enhance the ability to transport oxygen to the working 

muscles. 

 It is known that endurance training will induce hypertrophy of the heart muscle, so 

that the heart will be stronger and capable to deliver larger amounts of blood with each 

heartbeat (112). In addition, endurance training also increases blood volume. An in-

crease in the production of red blood cells is accompanied by a significantly greater in-

crease in plasma volume. Hence, haematocrit and the concentration of haemoglobin re-

mains unchanged, or is slightly lowered. Irrespectively of that, an enlarged blood vol-

ume contributes to a higher Q, since Q = SV × HR. An absolute Q can be achieved with 

a lower number of beats/min, if the SV is increased. Consequently, a well-trained heart 

has the capacity to deliver the same Q with a lower HR, compared to the heart of an un-

trained person. These physiological adaptions of the circulatory system after a period of 

aerobic training leads to a decreased HR in the resting state, as well as during submaxi-

mal exercise (113). 

 The reason for the different aerobic capacity of an untrained and a well-trained indi-

vidual is mainly explained by the higher SV in the well-trained person – both at rest and 

during submaximal and maximal exercise. An untrained individual have a SV of ap-

proximately 50–60 mL/beat at rest, and a maximal SV of 90-110 mL/beat. The corre-

sponding values for an endurance athlete at elite level are 90–110 mL/beat at rest and a 

maximum of 190-200 mL/beat, respectively (114) 

 The maximal HR is largely unrelated to training status. Both an elite athlete and an 

untrained adult can have a maximal HR of for example 195 beats/min. However, the 

maximal Q for the athlete, at a HR of 195 beats/min, might be ~37 L/min (195×190 mL 

= 37 L/min). In comparison, an untrained individual will probably have a Q of approxi-

mately 20 L/min at the same absolute HR (195×105 mL = 20 L/min.). Consequently, 

the heart of a very well-trained athlete can manage to deliver more than 35 L of oxygen-

ated blood to the working muscles each minute (115). On the other hand, the maximal 

capacity of an untrained person can be as low as ~20 L/min. This is a main explanatory 

factor to the difference in aerobic fitness between untrained and well-trained individu-

als, and it explains the training-related differences in HR response to a given submaxi-

mal exercise. The increased capacity from each heartbeat is furthermore utilized in a 

more efficient way, through local adaptions in the peripheral structures (i.e. enhanced 

ability for the muscles to use the delivered oxygen).  

 The control of the heartbeats is almost completely involuntary regulated. The base-

line heart rate rhythm is initiated in the sinoatrial node (SA node), a group of cells in the 

wall of the right atrium of the heart (116). These cells have the ability to spontaneously 

produce an electrical impulse (action potential) that causes the contraction of the heart 

muscle (i.e. an activity in the heart muscle that ultimately leads to a heartbeat). The SA 

node is under influence of both parasympathetic and sympathetic postganglionic fibres. 
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The HR frequency is around 100 beats/min when the SA node is unaffected by any 

nervous or hormonal influences. Hence, in the resting state, there is considerably more 

parasympathetic stimuli to the SA node, as evident by the observation that the resting 

HR usually is somewhere between 50–70 beats/min. When the demands on the circula-

tory systems increases, as a consequence of increased physical work, the HR is up-regu-

lated via intensified sympathetic stimuli and a down-regulated parasympathetic drive. 

This has been experimentally shown in a study by Ekblom et al. in 1972 (117). The neu-

rons in connection with the SA node is acting via release of different neurotransmitters: 

acetylcholine (a parasympathetic neurotransmitter) and norepinephrine (a sympathetic 

neurotransmitter). The HR is also regulated via circulating hormones, for example epi-

nephrine, that acts on the same beta-adrenergic receptors in the heart as the norepineph-

rine released from neurons. 

 Moreover, the HR is affected by fluctuations in different physiological functions 

during the day and night, variations known as circadian rhythm. Previous reports on the 

influence of circadian rhythm on submaximal and maximal cycle exercise is somewhat 

inconsistent. However, the presence of a day and night-effect on HR has been reported 

(118, 119). Furthermore, it has been reported that the ΔVO2 for a given W and VE re-

mained unchanged throughout all times of the day and night, and that the influence of 

the day and night variations seem to be related to the standardization of preparations for 

the subject (120). Hence, the variation from the circadian rhythm can possibly be mini-

mized with rigid standardization before test. It has also been reported that there is no in-

fluence of the circadian rhythm on gross efficiency as long as the exercise is conducted 

at steady-state condition below a RER of 1.0 (121). 

 With regard to work mode, the HR based submaximal tests are often executed in cy-

cling (discussed in detail in section 1.4), walking (122), or by stepping up and down a 

bench at a fixed rate for a few minutes. Some examples of step tests are the Harvard 

step test (123), the Chester step test (124), and a modified Harvard step test (49, 125) 

with estimation of VO2max from the Åstrand-Ryhming nomogram (108). The different 

step tests have varying correlation to directly measured VO2max, with values ranging 

from r = 0.47 to r = 0.92 (126). The prediction errors in step tests may be partly ex-

plained by the inter-individual variations in work efficiency, as well as influence of 

body mass and body composition.  

 Taken together, most of the submaximal tests are relatively easy to conduct, without 

any expensive or complicated equipment. A large proportion of the population can per-

form the requested work, and the tests are free from performance based and competitive 

aspects.  
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1.4 Submaximal cycle ergometer tests 

In cycling, the weight-bearing demands on the body are lower than for walking and 

stepping, and the variations in work efficiency are relatively small. This has resulted in 

development of submaximal exercise tests for estimation of VO2max. The most precise 

assumptions are generated through cycle ergometry, since that exercise mode is less de-

pendent on factors like, for example, athletic skills and coordination. Thereby, cycling 

has relatively small inter-individual variations in work efficiency (127, 128) and the me-

chanical efficiency is rather constant in mixed populations, even in populations that 

have never used or even seen a bicycle or cycle ergometer before (128). Furthermore, 

the work mode is easily performed by people with overweight or some kind of limita-

tions in the capability to walk, step or run (i.e., weight baring activities). The above 

mentioned advantages for cycling has led to the development of a number of submaxi-

mal cycle ergometer tests for estimation of VO2max. Those tests have been developed 

based on the assumption of a rather linear relationship between HR and power output 

(PO) up to maximum, and that VO2 can be estimated from PO with acceptable precision 

(108). Thereby, it is also possible to estimate VO2 from HR during submaximal cycling.  

1.4.1 Multi-staged tests 

A number of previously described cycle tests are multistage tests with or without breaks 

in between stages. One of the early described cycle tests is the physical working capac-

ity (PWC) test, or “Sjöstrand test”, from 1948 (129). At this point, researches were 

aware of the physiological bases of HR as a relatively linear function of VO2 and work-

load. By the time of the construction of the PWC test, in the 1940s, it was generally be-

lieved that the cardiac output was at its peak around a HR of 170–180 beats/min. This 

finding was based on the observations that the highest load that could be applied with-

out any signs of insufficiency of the respiratory or circulatory organs usually corre-

sponded to a HR of 170–180 beats/min in adults. A HR of about 180 beats/min was 

thereby determined to be “the critical pulse level” (127, 129), and this level was thereby 

considered to be the upper limit for the body to work with adequate supply from the cir-

culatory and respiratory organs. 

 The original test was conducted in three consecutive 10-min stages at 300, 600, 900 

(and in some cases 1200 kpm) kpm, with a pedalling rate of 50 rpm. HR was noted at 

minute 2 and 8 of each work rate, respectively, except for some of the highest loads that 

exhausted the some of the subjects in only 4-6 min. If a subject exercised on a work rate 

that resulted in an increase in HR above 10 beats/min between minute two and eight, or 

had reached an absolute HR ˃ 175 beats/min, this workload was regarded to be the level 

for in-sufficient respiratory and circulatory response, i.e., the previously completed level 

was the highest tolerable work intensity (129). The multiple workloads are described to 
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”/…/ ascertain the load at which the pulse rate starts rising rapidly or the pulse level 

reaches or exceeds the critical value where the heart minute volume decreases with ris-

ing pulse frequency” (129). In other words, the test is roughly designed to find the work 

load that no longer result in a steady-state HR for ~10 min of exercise. 

 The experiments by Sjöstrand were conducted in 20 middle-aged men with respira-

tory conditions. In later experiments of physical working capacity, Wahlund studied a 

more heterogeneous group of subjects: 189 work-men at an ore smelting work (with a 

high incidence of respiratory conditions), 188 men on military services (with experi-

ences of heart- or respiratory problems), and 26 healthy subjects (127). All subjects 

were men, with a rather wide range with regard to age (19-66 years old) and training 

status (including cardiac patients and athletic subjects). The previously mentioned ob-

servations of a “critical pulse level” in HR (129) also led to the conclusion that the rate 

limiting factor for cardiac output was the time of diastole, which was believed to be too 

short for adequate filling of the heart when HR reached beyond 170–180 beats/min 

(127). Hence, by studying the individual HR response to physical work and find “the 

critical pulse level”, an estimate of the maximal cardiac output could be done. In the ex-

periments by Wahlund, this upper limit was set to a HR of 170 beats/min (PWC170), and 

work rates that resulted in a HR above 170 was regarded to be an “overload” (127).  

 The test procedure was a modification of the test conducted by Sjöstrand; the stand-

ardised protocol started at 300 or 600 kpm/min, with increase in work rate by 300 

kpm/min. The time for each stage was 6.5 min, and the cadence was set to ~60 rpm. In 

the experimental procedure, all subjects were exercised to exhaustion or until comple-

tion of the workload of 1200 kmp/min. Furthermore, it is mentioned that if the chosen 

work rates in a test fails to elicit a HR of 170, this point could be estimated from the in-

dividual relationship between HR and work rate. Wahlund concludes that a test with se-

ries of loads produces more detailed information of an individual’s working capacity, 

compared to using only one workload. Furthermore, it is also stated that “maximal 

working capacity for practical use should be defined as the maximum working intensity 

consistent with steady state” (127). 

 The procedure of determination of the exact individual correlation between HR and 

work rate has led to further developments of the Sjöstrand test. For example, the sub-

maximal characteristics has been emphasized and the duration of test stages has been 

shortened. Today, the commonly used variants of the PWC-test often has work rate is 5-

min stages, with 3 min rest in between. The test also been developed in variants such as 

PWC195, and the rest between stages is sometimes shorter than 3 min, and the work 

might be conducted with 2-min stages, 3-min stages, or 6-min stages (130, 131). Test 

results can be derived from prediction equations or graphic determination, where the 

linear relationship between increase in HR and the increase in work rate is extrapolated 

up to a HR of 170 beats/min, i.e., the “maximal” work capacity. The test is originally 
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not developed for an indirect calculation of VO2max, but rather a test of work tolerance. 

Since the Sjöstrand test, albeit being based on questionable physiological paradigms, 

combines work rate and HR, the data produced may be used to predict VO2max. In the 

later years, the PWC- and Sjöstrand test has been evaluated as tests for estimation of 

VO2max (132, 133). Kasch evaluated the Sjöstrand test against directly measured 

VO2max from a maximal cycle ergometer test, and found a correlation of 0.55, and a 

standard error of 12%. The test underestimated VO2max by 18%, resulting in a mean es-

timated value of 32.1 mL/min compared to the measured value of 38.8 mL/min, respec-

tively in the validation study (133). The test has also been used in children and adoles-

cents, see section 1.6.4. 

 With regard to the methodology and terminology, the PWC tests might be seen as a 

maximal test, due to the fact that the test was developed with the notion that the heart 

was unable to sufficiently work at higher intensities. Furthermore, one of the main rea-

sons for prediction error is the lack of adjustments for the lower maximal HR and nar-

rower HR range in elderly individuals.  

 Another test with multiple work rates is the YMCA-test, originally described in The 

Y's Way to Physical Fitness (134). The test was created to be performed up to a maxi-

mal level, but the multiple submaximal work rates is often used to estimate VO2max 

based on the relationship between HR and work rate. The test is executed on a cycle er-

gometer, with a pedaling rate of 50 rpm and 3 min work at each load. The test is started 

on 25 or 50 watts, followed by continuous cycling through 3 or 4 higher work rates. The 

submaximal version of the test is terminated when the subject reaches 75-80% of maxi-

mal HR (220 – age). The estimations of VO2max is calculated from the higher work-

rates. Beekley et al. conducted a cross-validation of the YMCA test in a mixed popula-

tion (20-54 years old) and found a standard error of estimate (SEE) of 9.8 mL/kg/min 

for men and 4.4 mL/kg/min for women, with an overestimation of 5.4% in men and 

11.8% in women. Correlation between estimated and measured VO2max was r = 0.90 in 

women (highly influenced by one outstanding high value, affecting the linear correla-

tion) and r = 0.63 in men (135). 

 The Mankato submaximal exercise test (MSET) is a two-point test that consists of 

two 3-min stages at levels corresponding to approximately 35% and 65% (for inactive 

subjects) to 70% (for highly active e subjects) of VO2max, respectively. One study has 

compared the MSET test and the YMCA test, showing no significant difference be-

tween MSET and measured VO2max, whereas the YMCA test resulted in a significant 

underestimation of 4 mL/kg/min. Furthermore, the MSET correlated moderately to the 

measured VO2max, with an ICC of 0.73, and a CV of 11.3%. The corresponding values 

for the YMCA test was ICC = 0.29 and CV of 15.1%, respectively (136). One of the 

main reasons for prediction error with the MEST is the influence of an estimated max 
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HR in the VO2max calculation formulas. The formulas are found in an online Excel 

spreadsheet, available for public use at http://links.lww.com/MSS/A574. 

1.4.2 Single stage test 

In contrast to the multi-stage test, there are also one-point test. The most commonly 

used submaximal cycle test with one work rate is the Åstrand test, developed in Sweden 

during the 1950s and 1960s (108). The physiological basis for the test is the linear rela-

tionship between HR and VO2, and a known relative oxygen consumption at a HR of 

128 and 138 for men and women, respectively, as well as the relatively static work effi-

ciency, where the energy cost/VO2 consumption for produced watts during cycling is ra-

ther similar among different subjects (49). The background to the test was that extended 

research had developed the understanding of the human work physiology. The previ-

ously described theoretical background to the PWC tests (for details, see 1.4.1) was 

challenged and refuted. In the 1950s, Åstrand raised the question regarding HR response 

as a measure of both physical condition and working capacity by making a distinction 

between the two forms of “capacities” in the human body. According to Åstrand, 

“working capacity is a synthesis of aerobic and anaerobic capacity, mechanical effi-

ciency, and physical condition; physical condition states how the circulation, respira-

tion, muscles, etc., are fit to hard work of long duration” (49). With respect to that dis-

tinction, the calculated PWC tests are indeed related to maximal SV, but it is no meas-

ure of effectiveness or maximal power or rate of work output. 

 In the work of Åstrand, it was found that 50% of VO2max corresponded to a HR of 

128 beats/min for men and 138 beats/min for women, respectively (108). On basis of 

that, it may be concluded that if the 50% level was determined, it could easily be extrap-

olated (i.e. doubled) to generate a prediction of an individual’s VO2max. These observa-

tions were made on a homogenous sample of 16 female and 17 male young, relatively 

fit subjects. 

http://links.lww.com/MSS/A574
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Figure 2. Relation between percentage (%) of maximal oxygen uptake (VO2max) and heart rate 

(beats/min) after about 6 min of work on a cycle ergometer. The left part of the y-axis is the heart 

rate values for men (♂). The right part of the y-axis is the heart rate values for women (♀). 

Dashed lines denotes the standard deviation. The illustration is an adjusted version of a previous 

published figure by Åstrand et al. (108). 

 

The first nomogram for estimation of VO2max from the Åstrand test was based on the 

early findings that are illustrated in figure 2. The Åstrand test consists of 5-6 minutes of 

cycling one work rate, with a pedaling rate of 50 rpm. The work rate is chosen to corre-

spond to 50–70% of VO2max. HR is measured throughout the test, and the steady-state 

HR during the last minute is recorded. Originally, test results were derived from the 

Åstrand-Ryhming nomogram from 1954. The best test results was obtained with HR 

from 125 to 170 beats/min, however, the accepted values for HR and work rate in the 

nomogram ranged from 120–170 and 400–1300 kpm/min, respectively. VO2max could 

be estimated between 1.6 and 5.4 L/min (108). However, in personal communication 

with the present research group, P.O. Åstrand stated that the publication of the first 

nomogram was an "academic ploy", and that they regretted the publication, because the 

individual variances were too large. 

 One of the reason for the misclassification with the Åstrand test is the variation i 

maximal HR with age. The first significant attempt to correct for this was presented by 

Irma Åstrand in 1960 (109). It was known that the maximal HR decreased with increas-

ing age, thus narrowing the HR span and thereby affecting the HR response to a stand-

ardised work rate. The studies by I. Åstrand were conducted in subjects 20-65 years of 

age. The difference between the estimated VO2max from the Åstrand test and measured 
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VO2max in % of the measured value was calculated for each subject, and these differ-

ences were plotted in diagrams as a function of age (71). 

 The results revealed that the prediction error for subjects around 30 years old were 

approximately 10%, for subjects of 40 years of age 20%, etc., and the linear relationship 

showed that people became more and more overestimated with increasing age. Based on 

these findings, I. Åstrand created sex-specific age correction factor, with which the esti-

mated VO2max should be multiplied. For example, 20-years old women has a factor of 

1.0, 30-year olds 0.9, 40 year olds 0.82, etc. (71). The number of subjects in the higher 

ages are still relatively low. Anyway, the work by I. Åstrand resulted in an updated ver-

sion of the nomogram, which in total is based on a considerably larger and more hetero-

geneous sample (i.e., men and women, 20 to 65 years old, with varied physical status) 

than the original nomogram from 1954. Even though the age-correcting factors were ap-

plied to the nomogram, the standard error of the method was about 10% in young and 

well-trained individuals and 15% in moderately trained individuals of different ages. 

With the age-correcting factors applied, 5% of the subjects who are estimated to have a 

VO2max of 3 L/min actually lies below 2.1 L/min, or above 3.9 L/min (113).  

 Further investigations of age-correction of the estimation of VO2max were done by 

Von Döbeln, Åstrand and Bergström later in the 1960s (137). Subjects were 84 men 

(30-70 years old, mean VO2max 2.69 ± 0.45 L/min) that cycled on multiple consecutive 

submaximal work rates, and thereafter performed a maximal cycle test for direct deter-

mination of VO2max. Basically, the only thing that is equal to the procedure of the 

Åstrand test is that the calculations by Von Döbeln et al are based on HR and work rate 

from one 6-min stage of submaximal cycling. The experiments and the mathematical 

treatment of data resulted in an equation, where VO2max was calculated from age, work 

rate, and HR from 6 min of cycling. The objective of the study was to find a prediction 

that was as precise as possible, with the use of as few variables as possible. It was con-

cluded that measures of body size not contributed to any further enhancement in the pre-

cision of the prediction equation. In the experimental group, the SEE for estimations of 

VO2max from the Åstrand-Ryhming nomogram was 12.7%, a values that was described 

as “definitely higher” than the results from the best equations presented by von Döbeln 

and colleagues. When the age-correcting factors by I. Åstrand (71) was applied, the sys-

tematic difference between measured and estimated values was 0.17 L/min. This differ-

ence disappeared when the age correcting factor by Von Döbeln et al. was used (137). 

 The Åstrand test has been evaluated by many other researchers. A rather good agree-

ment between measured and estimated VO2max from the Åstrand test was found by 

Teräslinna et al. The correlation between measured VO2max, from a maximal cycle test, 

and predicted VO2max from the original nomogram was r = 0.69. The use of the nomo-

gram with age correction factors resulted in a correlation of r = 0.92 (138). 
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Other investigators have shown that the Åstrand test underestimates VO2max. Jette et al. 

found that the Åstrand test with the age-correcting factors underestimated the measured 

treadmill VO2 max, particularly in men. The mean VO2max measured on the treadmill 

for males and females combined was 34.6 + 6.0 mL/kg/min while the Åstrand test pre-

dicted a mean VO2max of 29.6 + 6.5 mL/kg/min. The correlation was r = 0.47 for the 

whole sample, with r = 0.54 for men and r = 0.59 for women, respectively. The CV for 

the Åstrand test in the whole sample was 15.3% (139). Also, Kasch (1984) investigated 

the validity of the Åstrand test in men between 30 and 66 years of age. The correlation 

coefficient for the Åstrand test with or without the age-correcting factors were r = 0.58 

and r = 0.46, respectively. The age-corrected predictions underestimated VO2 max by 

21% (133). Furthermore, Cink et al. examined the validity of the two age correction fac-

tors (109, 137) in 40 young men. The measured VO2max (L/min) from a maximal cycle 

ergometer test and the estimated VO2max with the age correction of I. Åstrand had a 

correlation of r = 0.76, and SEE 0.42 L/min. The von Döbeln factors resulted in a corre-

lation of r = 0.77, and SEE 0.41 L/min (140). Conclusively, in this population, the valid-

ity of the estimated VO2max with the two different age correction factors was almost 

identical. Over the years, a number of other studies have also attempted improve the 

precision of the Åstrand test (141, 142) or to facilitate the method to find the individual 

optimal work rate to use for the test (143, 144). 

 In large populations, the mean value of estimated VO2max from the Åstrand test 

correlates well to measured VO2max (15). On individual level, the coefficient of vari-

ance (CV) for the test has been shown to vary between 15% and 18% (109, 145). One of 

the main sources for the relatively large prediction error on an individual level is that 

the method includes an estimation of maximal HR (or more accurate, HR range), a 

physiological trait that has large individual variations. A one-point test like the Åstrand 

test is also sensitive for all external factors that may affect the single HR response, for 

example ambient temperature, caffeine, nicotine, and heavy meals before test, nervous-

ness and dehydration, as well as the intra-individual variation from age-predicted maxi-

mal HR, variations in mechanical efficiency, etc. Apart from age related and inter-indi-

vidual variations in maximal HR, the circadian rhythm may influence the precision of 

the Åstrand test. This has been discussed by Reilly et al., who concluded that the ob-

served variations over the day and night in their subjects (10 young athletes) could re-

sult in an error of 350 mL/min in the estimated value from the Åstrand test and nomo-

gram (146). 

 The accuracy of the Åstrand test is highly dependent on the fact that the test is exe-

cuted with all required prerequisites in order to diminish the effect of these factors. Fur-

thermore, it may be valuable to conduct a first familiarisation test, which allows the sub-

ject to get used to the procedure. This will limit the influence of the sympathetic nerv-
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ous system (i.e. nervousness and tension) on the submaximal HR response (147). An-

other hold back for the Åstrand test and the results from the associated nomograms is 

that a large number of commonly recorded HR-work rate combinations fall outside the 

nomogram, and thus leads to loss of data. 

 With regard to the built-in error of differences in maximal HR among individuals, 

and as a consequence of aging, this issue was probably masked, and also enhanced, by 

the fact that original nomogram was built on a very small and homogenous group (33 

well-trained men and women, 18-30 years old, with a mean maximal HR of 195 

beats/min). It is logical to assume that the estimation error increases when the nomo-

gram is applied on completely different populations with different characteristics. On a 

group level, the Swedish population in the 1940s where to a greater extent comprised of 

lean, physically active and relatively fit individuals, whereas a greater proportion of the 

population today tends to be more inactive and overweight (148). The significance of 

the inter-individual differences in HR is also underlined in the first article by Åstrand, 

saying that the HR response to one submaximal work rate (and that the correlation of 

the slope of a HR – VO2 uptake curve is determined by the subject’s aerobic capacity) 

actually gives a rather rough estimation the aerobic capacity (108). Furthermore, the ac-

tual relationship between the cardiac output and VO2 uptake was not fully understood 

when the original nomogram was developed, and the same held true for the variations of 

SV and a-v̅ O2 diff in response to heavier intensities and maximal workload. 

 Lastly, one explanations to the discrepancies between studies with regard to validity 

and reliability of the Åstrand test is the procedure for the direct measurement of 

VO2max. The nomogram are developed to correspond to VO2max measured from low-

cadence cycling, and in some cases horizontal running. Whether these test procedure 

generates an actual VO2max, or rather a VO2peak, can be discussed. It is actually men-

tioned by the researcher that the similar VO2max for cycling and running was found in 

male subjects, whereas females exhibited a significantly lower VO2max in the maximal 

cycling compared to running test (49). Other studies of validity and reliability for the 

Åstrand test have used a variety of different cycle or treadmill test protocols, and ap-

plied varied criteria for the determination of VO2max.  

1.4.3 Two-point tests – the theoretical background to the EB test 

It is evident that the estimates of VO2max from one work rate, or generalisations of 

physiological fundaments and/or linearity, can explain/can cause large amounts of the 

prediction error, especially on individual level. A promising way to circumvent that is to 

incorporate the individual characteristics and responses to an exercise stress test in the 

VO2max prediction equation. The theory behind the model for the Ekblom-Bak test (EB 

test) is the well-known fact that a trained person with higher VO2max exhibits a less 
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pronounced increase in HR during a fixed increase in work rate, compared to a less 

trained individual with lower VO2max. 

 

 
Figure 3. Schematic illustration of two different heart rate responses to a given increase in work-

load (upper line = untrained individual, lower line = well-trained individual). 

 

The hypothesis in the present thesis is that the use of the delta HR (∆HR) response be-

tween a low and an individually chosen higher work rate (the Δ power output, ΔPO), ra-

ther than the HR response to one work rate, will enhance validity in estimations of 

VO2max in mixed populations. For example, the use of ∆HR in the prediction equation 

might make the test less sensitive for individual variations in maximal HR, and thereby 

produce higher validity through lower random variation.  

 One previous study has used this ΔHR theory in a similar way. In 1986, Legge & 

Banister developed a nomogram that was based on the linear relationship between VO2 

and ΔHR. The ΔHR was defined as the elevation of exercise HR above the HR from 

zero-load pedalling at 90 rpm. The participants in the study were young men, divided in 

groups of trained (n = 15) and untrained (n = 10) subjects. Two separate regression lines 

were developed for trained and untrained individuals. Furthermore, the predictive valid-

ity was examined in a mixed group of subjects with different physical activity level (n = 

14). External validation in five subjects showed a significantly better correlation be-

tween measured and estimated VO2max by the Legge-Banister nomogram than the re-

sults from the Åstrand nomogram with age correction factors, with r = 0.98 and r = 

0.80, respectively (149). 

 For the EB test, all individuals are supposed to work at the same starting workload, a 

low work rate of 0.5 kp and 60 rpm (i.e. ~30 W, standard work rate). That is tolerable 

for almost the whole population. An untrained individual with low aerobic capacity 

(low VO2max) also has a relatively high resting HR, and this individual will not reach 

especially high on the VO2max scale. A well-trained individual has a lower resting HR, 
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and also a lower HR at the standard work rate. The prediction equation with ΔHR/ΔPO 

is thereby based on the HR-reserve rather than the relation between a single HR-re-

sponse and an estimated, or known, maximal HR. For example, if the ΔPO is 100W, an 

untrained individual may achieve a ΔHF of 50 beats/min, while a well-trained person 

has a ΔHR of 40 beats/min. The lower quotient of the ΔHR/ΔPO is thereby representing 

a higher aerobic fitness, i.e. a higher VO2max. Furthermore, the individual characteristic 

of this relationship between HR response and increased workload may contribute to en-

hanced preciseness and lower individual variation, compared to many other submaximal 

exercise tests and their corresponding prediction equations. 

 Submaximal exercise tests are useful in many different settings, even if the estima-

tions of VO2max have a number of limitations. Possible sources of error is the individ-

ual variation in moving economy (especially during weight-bearing activities like step- 

or walk tests), that may lead to variations in HR response at a given work rate. Further-

more, many submaximal tests are based on extrapolation to the maximal values of HR 

and VO2. However, there are a rather asymptotic relationship between HR and VO2 near 

maximum, and the variability in age-predicted maximal HR has a CV of 10% or even 

more (110). Also, the estimation of VO2max from tests that use one absolute HR value 

at one work rate can be seriously impacted by the variability of submaximal HR due to 

variations in ambient temperature, nervousness, or emotions, as well as intra-individual 

variability of VO2/HR at a given work rate. 

1.5 Ability to detect changes in VO2max trough submaximal exercise tests 

The ability of a submaximal test to detect changes in VO2max is crucial in order to 

make the test useful in for example longitudinal studies or before and after training in-

terventions. A precise and accurate test with the capacity to follow individual changes in 

VO2max is of importance both for individual health care and guidance, as well as in sci-

entific contexts. For example, longitudinal studies may use submaximal cycle tests for 

estimation of VO2max because these tests are easy to administer to large groups of peo-

ple. However, even if a test is reasonably valid at one occasion, it does not necessarily 

mean that the accuracy (the magnitude of the measurement error) is equal for an indi-

vidual through training-induced or longitudinal changes in VO2max.  
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Figure 4. Variations in physiological response to a two-point test. The upper black line illustrates 

the heart rate response (ΔHR) to a low and a higher rate of work at baseline. The lower grey line 

illustrates a change in position of the slope. The dashed black line illustrates a change in the an-

gle of the slope. The dashed grey line illustrates a change in both position and angel of the slope. 

 

Up to date, it is largely unknown if any submaximal cycle ergometer test have the abil-

ity to detect a change in actual VO2max after a training intervention, or as a conse-

quence of time. With regard to the EB test, the variable ΔHR – described in detail in 

section 1.4.3 – may vary with changes in VO2max in a number of ways (see figure 4).  

1.5.1 Capture short-term changes in VO2max 

One of the fundamental principles behind the HR-based exercise tests is that HR on a 

single submaximal workload is lower in well-trained subjects than in less trained sub-

jects. Regular aerobic training results in an increase in SV and a larger a-v̅ O2 diff, and 

these factors lead to an enhanced oxygen transportation and an increased VO2max.  

The higher SV in a trained heart also means that a given cardiac output can be achieved 

with less heartbeats. Furthermore, a decrease in HR at a given workload has been ob-

served to be related to positive training adaptation. Thus, submaximal exercise HR may 

be an efficient method of assessing cardiac autonomic activity and tracking changes in 

maximal aerobic capacity (150-152). It is reasonable to hypothesise that the difference 

in HR (ΔHR) between two work rates will be less pronounced. Increase in blood vol-

ume (with subsequent increase in peripheral resistance, blood pressure and after-load) 

may counteract and/or hide these changes, while measured (i.e. estimated) with a sub-

maximal one- or two-point test. Furthermore, an altered a-v̅ O2 diff, either as a conse-

quence of training or aging, may also alter the relation between VO2 and HR. 
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With regard to the natural variations in submaximal HR, Davies et al. (153) have 

showed that a higher intensity work during a submaximal cycle test resulted in intra-in-

dividual variations in HR of 2%, while intra-individual variations at lower intensities 

were higher and ranged from 3% to 8% when using the Åstrand test (108). This can 

partly be explained by the fact that HR at lower levels of submaximal work might be af-

fected by influences from the sympathetic nervous system, so that factors such as fear, 

excitement, and emotional stress elevates the HR (147). This may cause an elevation of 

HR at a submaximal work rate, without any change in actual VO2peak. Furthermore, 

submaximal HR might be affected by medications. For example, treatment with chemo-

therapy induces autonomic dysfunctions (154) which may influence HR response to 

submaximal work, especially at lower levels of exercise. This has also been shown in 

relation to submaximal exercise testing, for example in one study by Mijwel et al. (155).  

The use for the submaximal tests is in the evaluation of physical exercise pro-

grammes for rehabilitation of patients with different diagnosis is another important area 

of use. In a situation where maximal exercise testing is not practically possible to con-

duct, or undesirable from a patient safety perspective, submaximal exercise testing pro-

vides an alternative way of estimating VO2max. Some training studies have examined 

the association between changes in submaximal and maximal exercise outcomes in can-

cer survivors. May et al (156) included cancer survivors that were not taking any medi-

cations that influences HR. All subjects participated in a training programme during 12 

weeks. VO2peak was measured during a graded exercise test on a cycle ergometer, and 

the submaximal test comprised of 10 minutes cycling at an intensity corresponding to 

50% of peak Power Output. VO2peak increased significantly from pre- to post-interven-

tion. However, the changes in submaximal HR at a fixed work rate (approx. 50% of 

Power Output) had a rather weak and non-significant relation to the actual change in 

measured VO2max (r = -0.15, p = 0.08). Furthermore, the results revealed that only sub-

maximal HR > 140 beats/min were associated with changes in VO2peak. However, the 

conclusion was that a submaximal test should be conducted at a work rate above 50% of 

peak power output (> 140 beats/min) to increase the correlation between the change in 

actual VO2peak and change in a submaximal test (156). In the present study, there was a 

weak but significant correlation between HR at standard work rate and change in meas-

ured VO2max (r = -0.42, p = 0.02). The correlation was somewhat stronger at the high 

work rate, where the (r = -0.57, p < 0.01) for the 25 subject that exercised at the same 

work rate at baseline and follow-up, respectively.  

Another study evaluated an 18-week training program and analysed pre- and post-

values of VO2peak and submaximal HR at 50%, 60%, and 70% of peak power output in 

36 cancer survivors. The HR at different submaximal workloads did not decrease in 

their participants from pre-intervention to post-intervention, whereas VO2peak and peak 

power output improved significantly (157). A possible explanation of these opposite 
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findings might be the submaximal testing protocol they used: the test started at 50 % of 

peak power output and was increased 10 % every 3 minutes, sampling the HR during 

the last 15 seconds of each stage. A duration of 3 minutes might be too short in order for 

a deconditioned cancer patient to achieve a true steady-state, which is needed for a valid 

monitoring of a HR response to submaximal exercise. 

1.5.2 Capture long-term changes in VO2max 

Apart from training related alterations in HR, a reduction in submaximal HR at exercise 

can also occur due to other reasons, primarily the age-related decline in maximal HR 

(71). Apart from changes in training status, and aging, there are other intra-individual 

variables that can change considerably over time, such as body mass and muscular 

mass, neuromuscular function, vascularization, etc. Submaximal tests are often used in 

larger-scale settings (even epidemiological studies) because of the difficulties to con-

duct direct measurements of VO2max in large groups of people. However, the ability of 

the submaximal tests to capture longitudinal (> 4 years) changes in aerobic capacity is 

seldom studied. To study such longitudinal changes in VO2max is not quite the same 

thing as experimentally increase VO2max by a short period of intense aerobic training, 

since the former type of study has to take age-related changes into account.  

With regard to the commonly used Åstrand test, it is worth mentioning that the test 

has been shown to have a rather poor ability to capture long-term changes in cardi-

orespiratory fitness. In a previous work, Irma Åstrand conducted a 20-year follow-up 

study with cardiorespiratory fitness tests in healthy adults (34 women and 31 men). The 

females was between 20-25 years old at the time for the baseline tests, and 41-46 years 

old at follow-up. The corresponding values for men was 20-33 and 41-54 years old, re-

spectively. All subjects were physically fit and engaged in studies to become physical 

education teachers when the first tests were conducted, and the majority were physically 

active also at follow-up. With regard to body mass, the females were on average 2.5 kg 

lighter in 1970 than in 1949, while the men were 2.5 kg heavier. However, there was 

large individual variations in the weight gain or weight loss, with numbers ranging from 

-10.3 to +15.7 kg. The mean change in maximal HR was -15 beats/min for women and -

12 beats/min for men. This decrease was significant on group level, yet some subjects 

had a rather unchanged maximal HR, while some subjects displayed as much as 25-30 

beats slower maximal HR. With regard to VO2max, all subject demonstrated lower val-

ues in 1970 than in 1949, with a mean decrease of 22% in women (from 2.83 ± 0.27 to 

2.20 ± 0.29 L/min; values are mean ± SD) and 20% in men (from 4.08 ± 0.37 to 3.28 ± 

0.45 L/min), respectively. 

Results from the cycle tests showed that changes in actual VO2max could not be 

identified by the Åstrand test. Mean HR at a given submaximal workload was higher at 

follow-up, but with large inter-individual differences. For example, 43 subjects had very 
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similar mechanical efficiency (VO2 ≤ 0.11 L/min during submaximal workload) in 1949 

and 1970, respectively. However, some of those subjects displayed a corresponding HR 

that was higher at follow-up, while others exhibited a lower corresponding HR. The ex-

planation for this differences in submaximal HR response could not be related to differ-

ence in VO2max (there was no correlation between decrease in maximal HR and decline 

in VO2max) or max HR (i.e., there was no correlation between change in maximal HR 

and HR at submaximal work rate). There was almost no difference in efficiency, meas-

ured as VO2 uptake for a certain workload. The only exception from this observation 

was for the work rate of 200 W, where the men had a higher VO2 in 1970 compared to 

1949 (2.84 L/min compared to 2.67 L/min, respectively). In summary, Åstrand et al. 

concluded that changes in actual VO2max could not be identified by the Åstrand test 

and the corresponding nomogram (59). A contributing factor for this was the inter-indi-

vidual variation in changes in maximal HR over time. 

1.6 Exercise testing in children and adolescents 

Cardiorespiratory fitness has been linked to various aspects of well-being in youth, for 

example cardiovascular health (31, 158, 159), metabolic syndrome markers (30, 160), 

insulin sensitivity (28), mental health and depression (32, 161). Physical fitness may 

also have a positive influence on cognitive skills and academic achievement (33, 34). 

Thereby, valid and reliable submaximal tests for monitoring of VO2max in children and 

adolescents are beneficial for both individuals and society. 

1.6.1 Cardiovascular and circulatory function 

The circulatory responses to exercise in children and adults have some minor differ-

ences, and the cardiovascular functions in children during growth are not yet fully un-

derstood. It is known that pre-pubertal children have larger blood vessels in relative 

terms in relation to the size of the heart muscle, which produces a less pronounced in-

crease in blood pressure during incremental work (162, 163). Children have smaller 

heart muscle/kg body mass, and consequently, a lower SV (and lower Q) than adults 

(164). This is largely compensated with higher HR and higher a-v̅ O2 diff, in order to 

supply the oxygen demands of the body. In line with the higher a-v̅ O2 diff, children dis-

play a much more efficient peripheral O2 uptake in working muscles than adults (163, 

165, 166), due to a more efficient redistribution of blood during work. As a conse-

quence of the faster O2 extraction in the muscle, pre-pubertal children also have faster a 

VO2 kinetic than adults (167). 

 At the onset of work, SV has a rapid and linear increase from rest to easy/moderate 

intensity, where it remains rather stable regardless of further increases in workload. This 

curve linear response in SV displays more or less the same pattern in children as in 

adults (164, 166, 168, 169). However, it has also been indicated that the plateau in SV 
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may appear somewhat earlier in children than in adults, approximately at 35-40% of 

VO2max compared to 40-60% of VO2max in adults (170). Also, one previous study in-

dicates that the lower blood pressure during exercise is related to stature (171). 

 The maximal HR are about the same in boys and girls (96, 172), while SV tend to be 

higher in boys (172). Also, boys generally have a higher VO2max than girls (96, 173). 

There are no significant differences between sexes with regard to peak RER and maxi-

mal blood lactate levels, but children displays significantly lower values then adults 

(174). With regard to submaximal exercise intensities, boys usually display lower HR 

and higher SV than girls, at any given workload. A possible explanation to these find-

ings is that boys in general have bigger heart muscles than girls (172, 175).  

1.6.2 Influence of growth and maturity 

Boys and girls display more circulatory and physiological similarities before they enter 

puberty. For example, Marta et al. conducted a training study in adolescent boys and 

girls, and found no significant differences in the training induced changes in strength 

and endurance (VO2max estimated by the Beep-test) in boys and girls in Tanner stage I 

or II, respectively (176). Furthermore, there are greater maturity related differences be-

tween boys and grown up males than between girls and grown up females. For example, 

the differences in VO2max between pre-pubertal girls and boys are not of the same mag-

nitude as the difference in VO2max between adult men and women (96, 173).  

 Absolute aerobic capacity, expressed as VO2max in L/min, usually increase rela-

tively linear with age in boys, and a similar trend is seen in girls (177, 178). In absolute 

terms, 15-year old boys have on average approximately twice as high VO2max as 9-year 

olds, while girls improve their absolute VO2max ~60% between the same ages (178). 

Hence, the effects of maturation on the relationship between VO2 and body size differ 

between boys and girls (179, 180). However, it is important to remember that there are 

often larger variations within gender or age groups, than between them.  

 With regard to the commonly used relative VO2max value, expressed as mL/kg/min, 

boys tend to increase it with age while girls tend to decrease it (178). This is partly ex-

plained by the maturity related development in body composition, where boys gradually 

have a higher proportion of muscle mass, while girls exhibit an increased body fat per-

centage in the later stages of puberty. Although it is common to describe differences and 

changes in cardiorespiratory fitness with VO2max in mL/kg/min, it has been shown to 

be a less accurate way of quantifying growth-related changes in VO2max in children 

and adolescents (181). Other methods for removing the influence of body size on 

VO2max is allometric scaling (182, 183). With the use of proper scaling-factors, i.e. 

when VO2 is correctly normalised for differences in body size, the correlation between 
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VO2max and age disappears and it is only older boys (individuals that are soon physi-

cally developed to men) that displays significantly higher values than other adolescents. 

Furthermore, older girls have significantly lower values than younger boys (183). 

 Children’s cardiorespiratory system and capacity are affected of other factors than 

changes in body size, such as hormonal influences and development of muscle mass 

(184). This phenomenon further complicates the interpretation of test results in children, 

regardless of scaling method. It should be emphasised that the cardiovascular and res-

piratory systems in children and adolescents adapt to the change in body size during 

growth, and the responses to increased workload is optimised for all ages, i.e., for all 

body sizes (185). 

 With respect to the above mentioned observations, it is uncertain whether measure-

ments and/or estimations of VO2max can be interpreted in the same way in children as 

in adults. Furthermore, it has also been suggested that the main differences in VO2max 

before puberty can be related to genetic factors (186). Gains in performance in endur-

ance events may be achieved through improved submaximal exercise economy, qualita-

tive changes in oxygen delivery not indicated by VO2max, or the development of non-

aerobic factors as speed, strength, and agility.  

1.6.3 Determination of VO2max/VO2peak 

The criterion of a levelling off in VO2 despite increased workload is a popular criteria 

for determination of VO2max in adults. Recordings of VO2 consumption during incre-

mental exercise test until voluntary exhaustion can be conducted in children in the same 

manner as in different groups of adult subjects. However, the “levelling off” in a maxi-

mal test may occur even more seldom in youth (87), compared to the divergent reports 

of the appearance of the phenomena in adults of ≤ 50% up to 90-100% (69).  

 In the experiments by Åstrand in the early 1950s, a “levelling off” was found in 70 

of 140 tests in school children (108). However, it is unknown (but highly likely) that a 

number of these subjects were well beyond the pre-pubertal state, and thereby able to 

perform a relatively high degree of anaerobic work. Rowland & Cunningham found that 

about ~30% of children (7-10 years old) demonstrated a plateau. There were no signifi-

cant differences in VO2peak, maximal HR, maximal RER, or performance in anaerobic 

exercise tests, between the children whom reached a plateau, and those who did not 

(88). Additionally, evidence from supramaximal verification tests supports the idea that 

also children with no evident plateau from a maximal test still may have reached their 

upper limit of VO2 utilisation (88, 89). Thereby, the use of the “leveling-off” criteria, 

has been questioned in children (87, 96), and a number of child-specific supporting cri-

teria has been developed. These supporting criteria have lower cut-off values for RER 

(~ 0.95 to ≤ 1.0) and blood lactate levels, and higher limits for acceptable peak HR, but 
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it is still problematic to conform specific criteria to such a heterogeneous group as chil-

dren and adolescents during growth (88, 89, 96). Because young subjects may be fa-

tigued just as the highest tolerable VO2 has been reached, and thereby only exhibits a 

peak in VO2 from a maximal exercise test, it is rather common that the literature refer to 

a value from maximal exercise testing in children and adolescents as a “peak”. 

1.6.4 Submaximal cycle tests in youth 

Commercially available exercise tests must be easy to conduct and safe to perform. 

These aspects are especially important when testing unaccustomed and/or vulnerable in-

dividuals and young people. Thereby, submaximal exercise tests are suitable to use in 

children and adolescents. Another advantage of submaximal tests in youth is the elimi-

nation of a maximal and/or performance aspect, which means that the subject cannot 

“fail” or perform bad, as in many other tests. Furthermore, a valid and precise test, that 

not requires maximal effort and/or laboratory equipment, can be used in both epidemio-

logical and clinical studies. However, it is still largely unknown to which extent sub-

maximal tests, developed for adults, are applicable in pre-pubertal and maturing chil-

dren and adolescents.  The above-mentioned circulatory differences between children 

and adults may affect the validity for submaximal tests that are developed for adults. 

The observation of a different response in SV, for example, may lead to that an increase 

in work rate generates a somewhat less increase in HR, resulting in an overestimation 

from a submaximal one-point test like the Åstrand test. 

 The Åstrand test has been evaluated in children. In one study, results showed a 12% 

underestimation of VO2max in 10-12 years old boys, with a correlation coefficient of r 

= 0.60 (p < 0.05) when expressed in L/min and r = 0.55 (p < 0.05) when expressed in 

mL/kg/min. Furthermore, the test falsely indicated an enhanced VO2max after a training 

period, although no actual change in VO2max was present (187). One possible explana-

tion to this might be the familiarisation with the test after the training period, resulting 

in lower HR on the submaximal work rates and thereby a higher estimated VO2max in 

the nomogram. Others have reported that submaximal cycle ergometer exercise tests 

generally overestimated VO2max Also, previous studies have developed child-specific 

regression models for estimation of VO2max from the Åstrand test, for example the 

Woynarowska model (r = 0.82 in girls and 0.52 in boys, respectively) (188) and the 

Binyildiz model (r = 0.70 in 11-13 year old boys) (189). When Binyildiz et al. included 

height and age in the analysis, r was improved to 0.80, with a standard error (SD) of ± 

18% of the mean (189). In a comparative study, Ekblom evaluated the Åstrand-Ry-

hming nomogram and the two above mentioned regression models in 62 children aged 

11-12 years. Low mean misclassification was found for the Woynarowska regression 

model and Åstrand-Ryhming nomogram (14 mL/min and 23 mL/min, respectively). 
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The Åstrand value was adjusted to an age of 12 years, while the unadjusted value re-

sulted in an over-estimation of 346 mL/min. The tests had moderately to high correla-

tion with measured VO2max (r = 0.81 and 0.73, respectively), and a high standard error 

of estimate (SEE 398 mL/min and 340 mL/min, respectively). The Binyildiz method 

displayed a high correlation with measured VO2max (r = 0.87) and relatively low SEE 

(298 mL/min), but a large mean underestimation (660 mL/min). Furthermore, all meth-

ods underestimated VO2max in well-trained children (190).  

 Also, different forms of the PWC test have been validated in the pediatric popula-

tion. The PWC tests predict VO2max with varying accuracy (r = 0.46-0.87) in children, 

depending on sex, age, amount of minutes cycled at each stage, and if VO2max is pre-

dicted with absolute or relative values (130, 131, 191-193). For example, Wells et al. 

found that the significant correlation between measured and estimated VO2max in teen-

aged well-trained boys and girls differed between 0.87 and 0.56, respectively (193). 

Furthermore, Rowland et al. found that the PWC170 test had the best precision when 

VO2 was expressed in L/min (r = 0.71 and 0.70 for girls and boys, respectively) (192). 

 In summary, the circulatory functions are more alike in pre-pubertal boys and girls 

than in adult men and women, and the morphological and physiological changes during 

puberty are more pronounced in boys than in girls. The influence of pubertal develop-

ment on the circulatory responses to submaximal and maximal aerobic work is partly 

unknown, and more research is needed to clarify the role of maturity on cardiovascular 

responses to submaximal exercise. It is reasonable to believe that any differences in va-

lidity are related to growth and sexual maturity, but up today, knowledge in this field is 

sparse. Based on the above mentioned growth-related differences between boys/men 

and girls/women, it is possible that pre-pubertal boys has a circulatory response to sub-

maximal work that has more similarities with woman than fully grown men. In that 

case, for example, the validity for a sex-specific prediction equation would be higher if 

results for pre-pubertal boys were calculated with the female model. 

1.7 Conceptual issues regarding cycle ergometry 

The use of ergometers to produce work during exercise tests in laboratory environments 

dates back to the eighteenth century. In 1896, Bouny constructed the first bicycle er-

gometer by putting a mechanical brake directly on the rear wheel on an ordinary bicy-

cle, which was lifted from the floor (194). The more precise control of the work rate 

came with the stationary ergometer with a pendulum with a known weight, an innova-

tion made by von Döbeln in 1954 (195). In order to create a general context for the con-

cept of submaximal exercise testing, this section will include a brief historical and meth-

odological background, as well as some additional experimental cycle ergometry data. 

Bicycle ergometers of varying construction and price are available.  
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The cycle ergometer used for the tests in the present thesis, the Monark 828E (Monark 

Exercise AB, Vansbro, Sweden), is a modification of a construction von Döbeln (195), 

with the technical assistance of Mr. Hagelin. Monark Exercise AB has produced and de-

veloped cycle ergometers since the early 1900s. The ergometer 828E by Monark has a 

stable frame of a solid steel tube. The flywheel is large and well-balanced (20 kg) and 

the total weight of the ergometer is 52 kg. The highest tolerable user weight is 250 kg. 

 
Figure 5. The central parts of the flywheel construction of a Monark cycle ergometer. 

 

The main piece of the 828E cycle ergometer construction is shown in figure 5. The main 

piece is the front wheel (A) which is mechanically braked by a belt (B) running around 

the rim. Both ends of the belt are connected to a rotating cylinder, to which a pendulum 

(C in figure 5) is fixed. The belt can be stretched or loosened by the use of load-regulat-

ing hand wheel, i.e. the braking power (kp) is set by adjustment of the belt tension. The 

braking power from the pendulum can be read off on a scale (D in figure 5), where 1 kp 

is the force acting on the mass of 1 kg at normal acceleration of gravity; 100 kpm/min = 

723 foot-ponds/min = 16.35 watts (nominal work rate). However, to obtain the actual 

work rate to be performed, an additional eight percent to correct for frictional losses at 

the chain and drive train has to be included (196). 

1.7.1 Operational aspects  

The use of cycle ergometry in exercise testing requires that certain conditions are ful-

filled. For example, it is of great importance that the device is properly handled, from 
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general service to standard calibration. However, it is rather common that important op-

erational aspects – such as the calibration routines for the cycle ergometer – is described 

very sparsely (or not at all) in different contexts of submaximal cycle testing.  

 Another possible source of error when using mechanically braked ergometers is the 

manual handling of the adjustments of the breaking force. The ability to reproduce an 

exact work rate is dependent on the carefulness and precision from the operating person. 

Furthermore, the resulting effect from the cycling work against a known breaking force 

is also dependent on the pedalling rate, which is generated of the subject himself. The 

resisting force from 2.0 kp will result in a work rate of 118 W if the subject delivers ex-

actly 60 rpm. However, the work rate will be only 114 W if the cadence drops to 58 

rpm, and it will increase to 122 W with a cadence of 62 rpm (excluding friction losses). 

Hence, it is of great importance to carefully monitor the cadence during testing, in both 

clinical and scientific contexts. For example, the use of a metronome may facilitate the 

maintenance of the correct cadence. These “built-in” sources for errors are seldom dis-

cussed in the current literature. 

 Yet another operational aspect is the role of the surface where the cycle ergometer is 

operated. Still, some uncertainty remains with regard to the influence of soft grounds 

(carpeted floor, rubber floor) compared to steady and stable grounds (hardwood floor, 

stone floor). The different surfaces may alter the load from the pendulum and influence 

the work rate. The current recommendation is that the cycle ergometer should stand on a 

level, firm foundation. Furthermore, the calibration should be done on the same type of 

ground and at the same place where the ergometer shall be operated. Calibration – with 

adjustment/zeroing of the scale – shall be performed with the subject seated on the er-

gometer, without touching the pedals (196).  Another aspect that has to be taken into ac-

count is the function of the cycle ergometer on a slightly inclined surface. This should 

be avoided (196). 

 In addition to the above mentioned aspects of cycle ergometry, it is also possible 

that difference in body mass may influence the function of the ergometer – i.e. that the 

calibration and the load (kp) is affected differently by an individual with a body mass of 

40 kg compared to a body mass of 100 kg. Up to date, the eventual impact of total body 

mass on the cycle ergometer is largely unresolved. 

1.7.2 Body position and pedals 

The influence of body position during stationary cycling attracted attention in the 1970s.  

Faria et al. investigated the physiological responses to an almost horizontal position dur-

ing an incremental exercise test on a cycle ergometer. The dropped position generated 

significantly higher VO2 at a submaximal intensity around 84% of VO2max, compared 

to the upright position. Also, VO2max, maximal work output, and maximal VE was 

higher in the dropped position (197). Alterations in mechanical efficiency or ventilation 
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were suggested as possible explanations to these findings. Later studies have presented 

contradictory results, with no significant differences between VO2max for upright and 

dropped body position during cycling (198, 199). In trained cyclists, physiological re-

sponses like VO2, RER and HR has been reported to be unaffected by different body po-

sition during submaximal workloads (200), while other researchers have reported higher 

ventilatory variables and RPE with a dropped compared to an upright body position 

(201). Another position during cycling is the aero position, but that feature of competi-

tive cycling will not be further discussed. However, studies of different seat-tube an-

gle variation during steady-state cycling with aero bars have showed that only extreme 

combinations of seat-tube and trunk angles are associated with higher steady-state cardi-

orespiratory measures when external power output is kept constant (202). Furthermore, 

it has been shown that no combination of seat-tube and trunk angle can be considered 

optimal of experienced cyclists. The most economical work (i.e., lowest VO2 cost for a 

given workload) was seen when the cyclists rode with ergometer geometries that most 

closely replicated the lower-limb kinematics of the subjects riding their own bicycles 

(203). 

Another aspect that may have influence on the efficiency while cycling is the pedals. 

One of the first mentioned concerns with the “foot fixed” bicycle pedal versus ordinary 

bicycle pedals, and possible influence on efficiency (i.e., VO2 uptake) on submaximal 

workloads, can be found in a study by Sutton et al. 1988. The research group conducted 

a series of experiments with different workloads on successively increasing during a 

simulated ascent of Mt. Everest over 40 days. In contrast to many previous studies, Sut-

ton et al. reported a reduced VO2 at submaximal workloads at simulated altitudes. How-

ever, after the first trials in the decompression chamber (sea-level conditions), the cycle 

ergometer was modified on request from some of the subjects. Toe clips were added, 

and the handlebars and saddle were changed to a “racing” version. The authors reflect 

upon their findings by adding the following sentence in the method section: “These 

modifications may have improved the “efficiency” of subsequent ergometry at altitude, 

i.e., lowered the O2 uptake (VO2) for any given work load (204). 

Later, Ostler et al. tested this assertion. They aimed to establish if the efficiency dur-

ing cycle ergometry could be reduced by at least 8% (a value taken from the study by 

Sutton et al. 1988) when using pedals fitted with toe-clips and straps compared with flat 

pedals (i.e. fitted with neither clips, nor straps). The tested flat pedals were the blue ped-

als (Exerfit PD-E100, Shimano, Japan) that is found on numerous Monark cycle ergom-

eters like the model 824E and 828E. These pedals were modified by removal of the 

standard Monark rubber foot straps, giving these pedals a resultant mass of 388 g each. 

The toe-clip pedals were bicycle pedals with plastic toe-clips and toe straps (total mass 

236 g per pedal) similar to those supplied by Monark Exercise AB. The cycling was 

performed in 5-min stages of 60, 120, 180, and 240 W, with a pedalling rate of 60 rpm. 
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Measurements of VO2 were done with the Douglas Bag method. Toe-clip pedals did not 

significantly reduce VO2 or HR compared to the flat pedals (205).  

In the study by Ostler et al., the observed VO2 values at 60 and 120 W with flat ped-

als were within 4% of those predicted by the American College of Sports Medicine, 

2000 (206), while the higher workloads resulted in 9-12% higher values than expected. 

Compared with the VO2 predictions of Åstrand & Rodahl (113) for 180 and 240 W 

(2.55 and 3.33 L/min, respectively), the corresponding values in the study by Ostler et 

al. were ~6.5% higher (205). The measured VO2 for flat pedals at 60 and 120 W (1.26 

and 1.85 L/min, respectively) were 5% and 3% higher than those reported by Sutton et 

al. at sea level at the same power outputs (1.20 and 1.80 L/min, respectively) (204, 205).  

Overall, research on the influence of various types of pedals on gross efficiency is 

sparse. 

1.7.3 The influence of body size on work efficiency (O2 consumption) 

It is known that differences in body size influence the VO2 consumption during stand-

ardised cycle exercise. Early studies by von Döbeln and coworkers investigated the ef-

fect of body size on the energy cost for exercise (both at standard work and at maximal 

work). In these studies, the researchers noticed that variations in body size introduces 

problem regarding comparisons between individuals (207). The energy consumption in 

relation to a given cycle workload correlates to body mass to various degrees (208-211). 

 Furthermore, there are support to the idea that the increased VO2 cost with increas-

ing body mass is a consequence of the difference in the cost of moving the “leg mass” 

in the pedalling movement (51, 208, 210). In line with the previous findings that work 

efficiency is dependent on body mass, it has also been shown that the predictive power 

in estimations of VO2max from a submaximal work rate can be enhanced by adding 

body mass to the prediction equation (209). 

 While it is well understood that individuals with differing body sizes have differing 

energy costs for a given workload, the development of reliable scaling methods in order 

to adjust for this is an ongoing concern. There is no current consensus in the field, alt-

hough it is common to describe differences and changes in cardiorespiratory fitness with 

VO2max in mL/kg/min. However, that is a less accurate way of quantifying for example 

growth-related changes in VO2max in children and adolescents (179, 181). Other meth-

ods for removing the influence of body size on VO2max are allometric scaling. The 

scaling of VO2max is often performed using different functions of body mass, for exam-

ple the full body mass or raised to the 0.67 (predicted from the theory of geometric sim-

ilarity), or as a function for fat free body mass or fat free mass of the legs (181). Al-

lometric scaling is a way to even out the effect of body size found in each sample, 

which therefore is unique for each study. However, all currently used forms includes 

L/min as a nominator, which is the reason for reporting this in the present paper. Hence, 
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all VO2 values from the experiments within the present thesis are expressed as L/min, 

and thereby not corrected or adjusted for any size-dependent differences in VO2max. 

This approach places focus on the total energy expenditure and oxygen consumption, 

rather than adding analyses on scaling. 

 Differences in body size and body composition are interesting aspect to considerate 

in relation to the development of submaximal exercise tests. It is useful to have 

knowledge about the population where a test has been developed and validated. During 

the past decades, a rapid change in mean body mass, and also height and body composi-

tion, has been seen in people in many societies. For example, the Åstrand test (108) was 

developed in a homogenous group of young, lean and fit students in Sweden. The valid-

ity may be affected when the test is applied in other groups, both concerning fitness 

level and body size. However, the definite influence of differences in body mass on en-

ergy expenditure during cycling, and in relation to submaximal cycle tests, needs to be 

further investigated.  

1.7.4 Effect of cadence on work efficiency (O2 consumption) 

It is well established that the pedaling rate (cadence) has an influence on work effi-

ciency (O2 consumption) and HR at submaximal work rates. As already mentioned (see 

section 1.2.2), it has been historically believed that a pedalling rate of 50-60 rpm was 

the best cadence to use in tests of both energy efficiency on submaximal work rates and 

performance and VO2max (12, 56-58). It has been repeatedly shown that the most eco-

nomical pedalling frequency during submaximal cycling is in the range of 50-60 rpm 

(60, 61). Furthermore, it has been reported that there are no significant differences in 

mechanical efficiency between 50 and 60 rpm (212, 213).  

 With the above said, the freely chosen cadence still varies between individuals. For 

example, one study examined the responses to workloads corresponding to 40, 50, and 

60% of maximal power output, with fixed cadences of 50, 65, 80, 95, 110 rpm, and in 

one trial with freely chose cadence. These non-experienced cyclists had a self-selected 

freely chose cadence of 70-90 rpm (65), which is higher than the most economical ped-

alling frequency of 50–60 rpm, that optimize efficiency, economy and ratings of per-

ceived exertion (60, 61, 214). Competitive cyclists tend to select cadences that are even 

higher (> 90 rpm) during training and racing. Moreover, during submaximal cycling, 

trained cyclists tend to prefer a cadences that are higher than those that are energetically 

optimal, resulting in an excess energy expenditure of approximately 5% (215). For these 

subjects, it may be more important to adopt a cadence that minimise muscle strain and 

mechanical load, rather than minimising metabolic economy (65). Furthermore, Sac-

chetti et al. have shown that young cyclists (24.3 ± 5.3 years old) reached their peak ef-

ficiency (21.2% ± 1.9%) at 60 rpm, while the peak efficiency (18.3% ± 0.6%) in older 

cyclists (65.6 ± 2.8 years old) was observed already at 40 rpm (and was not different 
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from that at 60 rpm). Furthermore, the decline in gross efficiency (calculated as the ratio 

of external work and energy expenditure, i.e. VO2) with an increase in cadence was sig-

nificantly more pronounced in older than in young cyclists (66). 

1.7.5 Test standardisations 

There are a number of aspects to consider with regard to standardisation before, and 

during, submaximal exercise testing. First of all, it is important that the subject is in a 

rested state at the time for test (196). The amount of the regulations in training and 

physical activity before test may vary between individuals. The pre-test conditions shall 

still be considered and monitored, especially in a test-retest situation. The fundamentals 

for the recommendations regarding training and activity before test is that the circula-

tory system has to be in a homeostatic/balanced state, and the working muscles must be 

well rested and free from previous exercise stresses and lactic acid accumulations. 

 Another vital aspects to adjust before a submaximal test is food intake, because of 

the influence on blood flow, HR, blood pressure and cardiac output. The blood flow to 

the digestive system increases after eating (216). As a consequence of this re-direction 

in blood flow, there is an increase in HR response to submaximal work (217). The usual 

recommendations is that subjects can have a light meal ≥ 2 hours before test, or avoid 

all food consumption within 3 hours before test. Regulations of alcohol consumption 

may also be appropriate, to avoid that a subject suffers from negative alcohol related is-

sues on test day (such as hangover and altered fluid balance). 

 The effect of each medication on exercise response and the medication's side effects 

should be known to the person administering the test (218). For example the β-blocking 

agents attenuate normal HR and blood pressure (BP) responses to exercise and contrib-

ute to fatigue in some people. Furthermore, medications such as bronchodilators and an-

algesics have peak effect times, which makes it important to ensure that these medica-

tions are at peak effect during the test and that this effect is replicated on subsequent test 

(219). The same principle also applies to the use of nicotine in various forms, since it is 

well known that both smoking (220) and snuff use (221) have acute effects on submaxi-

mal HR. Thus, the regulation/standardisation of the use of nicotine in various forms be-

fore submaximal tests is highly important. For example, P-O Åstrand stated that “the 

subject should not smoke for the last 30 minutes prior to the commencement of the test” 

(196). Irrespectively of the time span chosen, it is important to be consequent regarding 

the regulation of the use of nicotine products before tests, especially when it comes to 

repeated tests. Also, caffeine and coffee intake may need to be restricted before test, due 

to its central-stimulating effects and influence on HR. 
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1.8 Observations regarding previous exercise testing research 

There are a diversity of areas that need to be covered and considered in order to seize a 

general understanding of the field of exercise testing. However, there are also a number 

of issues that complicates the interpretation of the results from previous research. 

1.8.1 Insufficient descriptions of test standardisations 

The pre-test standardisations and operation procedures (calibration of equipment, execu-

tion of test, and more) are often incompletely described in the literature. For example, a 

submaximal exercise test may be influenced of the timing of food intake (see section 

1.7.5), so this aspect has to be addressed in relation to the testing. It is also vital to have 

information about any restrictions in physical activity and training, smoking and snuff 

use before tests. The inclusion- and exclusion criteria are not always stated in the previ-

ous literature, for example the use of medications that influences HR at submaximal 

workloads. Furthermore, it is often far from clear whether or not any smokers or snuff 

users have been included, and if smoking- or snuff-habits were regulated or standard-

ised before test. All of the above-mentioned aspects make it hard to scientifically judge 

the value of previous studies, and it is also difficult to make fair comparisons amongst 

previous research on submaximal cycle tests. 

1.8.2 Lack of information about the VO2max estimations 

From an overview of previous studies on submaximal exercise tests, it is sometimes un-

clear what prediction equation that has been used to estimate VO2max. For example, 

some studies have examined the validity of the PWC- and YMCA-tests, without giving 

the exact method for calculations of VO2max (133, 135). Furthermore, references to 

original studies do not always contain this information. With regard to the Åstrand test, 

the test manual recommends exclusion of a first test in order to reduce the effect of 

stress on the submaximal HR. However, this familiarisation procedure is absent in most 

studies of validity and reliability for the Åstrand test. It is not always clearly descripted 

which nomogram that has been used, and whether any correcting factors (for example 

age, maximal HR) have been applied. Furthermore, different types of ergometers have 

been used, and these ergometers have probably differed in precision (141, 149). It is im-

portant to be aware of the above-mentioned uncertainties when comparing and evaluat-

ing the existing literature in the field of submaximal exercise tests. 

1.8.3 Differences in methods and procedure 

It is useful to have sufficient knowledge of previously used methods for determination 

of VO2max, in order to fully understand the historical development of submaximal exer-
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cise tests. Hence, to be able to understand and interpret the current literature and previ-

ous research on submaximal exercise tests, it is also essential to have basic knowledge 

about different procedures for direct measurements of VO2max. All studies uses differ-

ent arrangements with regard to work mode (for example cycle, horizontal- or uphill 

running), test protocol, measurement devices, criteria for determination of VO2max, etc. 

These aspects have to be taken into account when discussing validity and reliability of a 

submaximal test. For example, the Åstrand test has been evaluated against reference 

values (i.e. measured VO2max) from both treadmill running (139, 143, 222) and cycling 

(133, 140, 141, 223), which may have influence on the results (see point 1.2.2).  

 Furthermore, the measurement technology has great influence on the ability to col-

lect reliable ventilatory values during exercise. For example, the issue with reactive ef-

fects in the early measurements with the Douglas bag method may have caused low val-

ues for maximal VE, and could have hindered the subject to perform at their absolute 

maximal level. In the later years, these effects have been minimised. The first Douglas 

bags also experienced problems with gas diffusion, which may have yielded incorrect 

VO2 values (40). The modern computerised apparatuses have more flexible systems for 

air collection, connected to a comfortable face masks instead of the mouthpiece and 

nose-clips that are used for Douglas bag measurements.  

 The development of the bag collecting method also took for granted that the compo-

sition of the expired air was representative of the gas exchange that was occurring in the 

active tissues at the time of gas collection (40). This is also the case, as long as the 

measurements of metabolic cost are conducted during low-intensity, steady-state condi-

tions. However, the Douglas bag technique have also been used for VO2 measurements 

during progressive exercise up to maximal intensity. At the time for occurrence of 

VO2max, as well as during anaerobic work, it is most likely a substantial discrepancies 

between the metabolic activity of the tissues and the composition of the expired air that 

is collected (40). It is understandable that studies with the Douglas bag technique may 

present somewhat lower maximal values, compared to the computerised systems with 

high resolution of the ventilatory measurements, and frequent sampling times. This is 

especially true for measurements in populations where the subjects are unaccustomed to 

high intensity exercise. Taken together, the modernisation of measurement equipment 

and the easier measurement procedures, may have the ability to generate sometimes 

higher maximal values in certain groups of subjects. 

 Also, the criteria for achievement of VO2max also vary considerably among studies. 

The use of the levelling off criteria as a “golden standard” has been debated, and the 

supporting criteria/secondary criteria are far from standardised. The reported values can 

vary from mean of the highest 15 s to 60 s, a wide range that probably has influence of 

the actual value of VO2max. These aspects in VO2max testing further complicate the 

understanding and interpretation of previous research findings. 
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Another scientific field that has been through a radical technical development is the HR 

determinations (224). For example, the measurements by Åstrand in the 1950s were 

done by palpation over the ictus or the arteria carotis. When tests were conducted on 

treadmill, the time for the 10 or 15 first beats was taken directly when the subject had 

stopped exercising. When the subjects were cycling, HR was counted during work (49). 

The early recommendations for the determination of HR during the Åstrand test was to 

take the time for 30 heart beats, and then convert that number to beats/min. At this time, 

technological measurements of HR could be done in the laboratory environment, with 

the use of a visoscope connected to an electrocardiograph (ECG). However, these elec-

trocardiograms could not be easily collected in large population, and could not be used 

in field. The development of portable devices for measurement of HR escalated during 

the 1950s, and the Holter-monitor was the first portable electrocardiocorder with semi-

automatic methods for the rapid analysis of the resulting voluminous data (225). It was 

not until the late 1970s that first wireless HR monitor was invented, and the first wire-

less HR monitor using electric field data transfer (the Sport Tester PE 2000) was intro-

duced in retail sales in 1983 (226). The introduction of the user-friendly and wireless 

HR monitors, in contrast to the breakable and cumbersome Holter-monitors, was a revo-

lution in the field of exercise science and training. The modern high-quality devices for 

analyse of HR data has inevitably enhanced the precision in determination of HR during 

exercise, both at submaximal and maximal levels. 

 Lastly, a few studies have doubtful study set-up and test procedures. For example, 

there is no guarantee that a study is performed in a randomised order, as evident in a 

work by Faristher et al. They examined different test protocols for determination of 

VO2max, and these subjects performed two maximal exercise protocols with one hour 

rest in-between, in a non-randomised order. A very short-duration and high intensity 

protocol with frequent and rapid increases in work rate was followed by another all-out 

effort with increases in work rate every minute, i.e. a test with prolonged duration up to 

the maximal level. It is not unlikely that such study design may have hindered a higher 

VO2max value to occur from the second protocol, due to exhaustion from the first test. 

Furthermore, 2/3 criteria’s for achievement of VO2max were used as verification, so 

that the commonly used “plateau in VO2” may have been ascent. Also, the reported 

VO2max values were the highest 15 s (53). 
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2 AIMS 

The overall objective of this thesis was to develop and validate a new submaximal 

cycle ergometer test for estimation of VO2max. The specific aims were as follows; 

 

 To construct a new cycle ergometer test for the estimation of VO2max in 

adults 

 To further develop and cross-validate a new submaximal cycle test and its 

associated prediction equations for estimation of VO2max 

 To examine the ability of a submaximal cycle ergometer test to detect 

changes in VO2max over time 

 To determine the applicability and validity of a submaximal cycle ergome-

ter test in pre-pubertal and pubertal adolescents 
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3 METHODS 

3.1 Subjects 

All participants in the present research program were recruited via public announcement 

and word-of-mouth in the region of Stockholm, Sweden. All procedures in the studies 

were performed in accordance with the principles outlined in the Declaration of Hel-

sinki, and were approved by the Regional Ethics Review Board in Stockholm, Sweden 

(ref. no. 2008/384-31 for study I and II, 2017/784-31/1 for study III, and 2016/175-31/2 

for study IV). All volunteers were provided with written information about the full pro-

cedure, including the information that they, at any given point and without any specific 

reason, could terminate their participation in the study. All subjects signed a written 

consent at their first visit at the laboratory. When subjects were underage, the parents or 

legal guardians received written and verbal information about the study, and also signed 

a written consent. The total number of included subjects in each study, as well as re-re-

cruitment and cross-inclusion of subjects, is shown in figure 6. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Schematic model of connections between subjects in the different studies. 

 

In study I, II and III, the participants were adults with a wide range in age and physical 

fitness. In study IV, most of the subjects were active or very active adolescents. All in-

cluded subjects were healthy, with no known diseases that limited the physical work ca-

pacity. They also stated themselves as free from ongoing illnesses and infections on the 

test day. This is a criterion of importance when the exercise testing procedure causes 
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stress on the physiological functions and requires a well-functioning body. Furthermore, 

an exclusion criteria for all studies was medication that could influence the relationship 

between HR and VO2 and the HR response to submaximal exercise. Examples of such 

medications are β-blocking or β-stimulating agents, known to have influence on HR and 

the circulatory response to submaximal as well as maximal exercise (117, 227, 228). 

Furthermore, an additional exclusion criteria in study II were smoking and snuff use.  

Study I included men and women in different ages, with a self-reported activity sta-

tus that ranged from inactive to highly active (145). Six subjects were excluded, due to 

extreme overweight (n = 1), in-valid cycle tests (n = 2), medication with β-blocking or 

β-stimulating agents (n = 2), and abnormal changes in the physiological response to the 

repeated submaximal cycling tests (n = 1). 

In study II, a total of 74 subjects were pooled to the model group from study I (see 

figure 6). These additional subjects had age- and VO2max values outside the valid range 

for the prediction equation from study I (145). The additional subjects were 16 men 

with VO2max above 4.5 L/min, 11 men with low VO2max, 43 elderly individuals (≥ 60 

years old), and four subjects with the highest and lowest recorded values for age and 

VO2max, respectively. The pooled sample was used to create the sex-specific prediction 

equations (also referred to as EBnew) for the EB test. The sex-specific prediction equa-

tions were also cross-validated in an external sample. A total of nine volunteers were 

excluded from the analysis in study II, due to failure to achieve the requirements for ac-

ceptance of test (five participants failed the VO2max test and four participants had non-

valid EB test). The corresponding values in the cross-validation group were four ex-

cluded volunteers (two with non-valid VO2max test and two with non-valid EB test). 

The subjects in study III were recruited among the individuals that originally partici-

pated in the data collection for study I. Hence, these subjects were tested for the first 

time between the years of 2009 to 2012. Approximately 100 individuals were contacted 

via email, and a few more received the information about the follow-up tests from col-

leagues and friends. Three volunteers were excluded, due to onset of medication with β-

blocking agents, serious illness, and failure to achieve a valid VO2max test. All other 

volunteers were included. The self-reported physical activity status varied from “defini-

tively less trained and/or active” to “definitely more well-trained”. 

Inclusion criteria in study IV were pre-pubertal and mid-pubertal boys and girls, 10 

to 15 years old. In total, 64 subjects visited the laboratory for the physical exercise tests. 

Out of those, 50 boys and girls completed the full medical examination including sexual 

maturity ratings, and provided full data on validity. These subjects where thereby in-

cluded in the validation group. Furthermore, a total of 22 of the 64 subjects agreed to 

visit the laboratory for another test session within two weeks, and those subjects where 

included in the test-retest group (note: two of the boys in the test-retest group lacked 
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maturity ratings, but were still included in the test-retest analysis). Nine of the 64 partic-

ipants were not assessed for maturity status, and were thereby excluded from the final 

analysis in the validation group. Furthermore, a total of five subjects were excluded 

from all analysis: three of these subjects were excluded because they did not meet the 

criteria for achieving a valid VO2max, one participant was excluded because of failure 

to keep the cadence in the submaximal cycling test, and one adolescent was evaluated to 

be in Tanner stage V.  

 

Table 2. The subject characteristics for all participants in the four studies. Values are mean (SD), 

with exception for the value of VO2max in study III. 

 Sex n = 
Age 

(years) 
Height (cm) 

Body mass 

(kg) 

VO2max 

(L/min) 

Study I 
Men 

Women 

65 

78 
41 (12) 173 (9) 70.3 (11.4) 3.2 (0.7) 

Study II Men 

Women 

117 

100 
47 (16) 174 (10) 72.9 (12.0) 3.2 (0.9) 

(model group) 

Study II Men 

Women 

60 

55 
41 (17) 174 (9) 73.6 (15.6) 3.4 (1.0) 

(cross-validation group) 

Study II Men 27 
37 (13) 172 (9) 70.5 (15.1) 3.2 (0.7) 

(comparison group) Women 44 

Study III 
Boys 

Girls 

29 

23 
12 (1) 155 (10) 42.2 (8.8) 2.2 (0.5)* 

Study IV Men 

Women 

21 

14 
43 (11) 177 (10) 73.1 (12.3) 3.6 (0.9) 

(first test) 

Study IV Men 21 
48 (11) 177 (10) 73.5 (12.3) 3.6 (0.9) 

(follow-up test) Women 14 

*Median and IQR, due to a skewed data distribution. 

 

Unfortunately, some people in the target group for submaximal exercise tests (older, 

obese, and people with ongoing medical conditions) are not suitable subjects in the 

studies in this research project. For example, all people with conditions affecting the 

heart and central circulation were excluded. A detailed description of contraindications 

for exercise testing is found in “ACC/AHA 2002 Guideline Update for Exercise Test-

ing” (229). Even though an individual may not exhibited any absolute contraindications 

for exercise testing (for example unstable angina, uncontrolled cardiac dysrhythmias, or 

acute systematic infection with fever, body aches, or swollen lymph glands), it is out-

side the scope of this thesis to examine the validity of the test in diseased and/or medi-

cated populations. 
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3.2 Equipment 

3.2.1 The cycle ergometer 

In all four studies, a manually braked pendulum ergometer cycle (828E, Monark Exer-

cise AB, Vansbro, Sweden) was used (see figure 7). The ergometer was operated on a 

firm and level surface. Zeroing of the scale was performed before each test, while the 

subject sat on the saddle with the feet on the frame between the pedals and hands on the 

handle bars. The saddle height and handlebar were adjusted to suit the subject, as long 

as the preferred settings were within reasonable limits. However, all subjects were ad-

vised to adopt an upright position, with the saddle adjusted so that the knees were 

slightly flexed when the pedals were in the lowest position. The pedals on the ergometer 

were the original blue Monark 828E pedals, with the accompanying rubber foot straps. 

All subjects cycled with regular shoes for training or running. 

 

 
 

Figure 7. The Monark 828E cycle ergometer. The photo is published with permission from 

Monark Exercise AB, Vansbro, Sweden. 

 

3.2.2 Heart rate measurements 

Heart rate was measured with a HR monitor, with a HR sensor chest strap. The HR 

monitors were model F4 or RS400 (Polar Electro Oy, Kempele, Finland). Measure-

ments of HR were recorded in 5 s epochs. The two models are based on the same tech-

nology and are comparable. 
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3.2.3 Oxycon Pro 

All ventilatory measurements were conducted with Oxycon Pro (Erich Jaeger GmbH, 

Hoechberg, Germany). Before each test session, ambient conditions were measured 

with the portable humidity and temperature instrument HygroPalm 0 (Rotronic, Craw-

ley, West Sussex, UK). Calibration was performed with the built-in, automated calibra-

tion procedures, including control of low and high flow and gas analyse calibration with 

a high-precision gas mixture of 15.00% O2 and 6.00% CO2 (Air Liquide AB, 

Kungsängen, Sweden), and ambient indoor air. The calibrations were performed in the 

same environmental settings as for the experiments.  

The Oxycon Pro offers air collection with both breath-by-breath and mixing chamber 

mode. The breath-by-breath method delivers continuously measured expired gas con-

centrations and ventilation, just outside the mouth (46). Previous studies have reported 

that the Oxycon Pro is an accurate system for measurements of metabolic parameters, 

with a CV of around 5% over a wide range of workloads and O2 uptakes (42, 47). The 

use of Oxycon Pro with mixing chamber may yield even lower CV, ≤ 1.4% (46). How-

ever, the latter validation study used a procedure of serial measurements with the Doug-

las bag method and the Oxycon Pro. In contrast, the studies of the breath-by-breath 

method used repeated measures, which also includes biological variations. 

The ventilatory measurements were conducted with the breath-by-breath method for 

most of the test sessions, since the equipment is slightly more comfortable for the sub-

ject during maximal running. Furthermore, the mixing chamber may be unsuitable to 

use during test sessions with many consecutive tests, due to the need of constant dryness 

in the tube and the mixing chamber (46). 

 

 
Figure 8. The 7450 Series V2 Mask™ (Hans Rudolph, inc), connected to the flow meter for 

breath-by-breath measurements with the Oxycon Pro. 
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Measurements of gas exchange and ventilatory variables were averaged in 5 s epochs 

for the maximal tests, and in 10 s epochs for the submaximal tests. All data from the 

measurements of VO2 during the submaximal work rates are derived from mean values 

between the third and fourth minute (i.e. six consecutive 10 s epochs) of work. This 

time is sufficient to elicit steady-state values at submaximal work rates, as previous re-

search have shown that VO2 increases exponentially from rest to a steady-state value in 

about 2–3 min (72, 230). For all maximal tests, VO2max was referred to as the mean of 

the highest consecutive values over 30 seconds (i.e. six consecutive 5 s epochs). 

3.2.4 RPE scale 

Perceived exertion was rated using Borg’s scale for rating of perceived exertion (RPE) 

scale. The scale is a 15-point category scale (ranging from 6 to 20), constructed to in-

crease linearly with increased intensity in workload (231). The scale values are from 6 

to 20, values that denotes HR ranging from 60–200 beats/min. This construction also 

leads to a practical situation where 13 on the scale would match a HR of approximately 

130 beats/min, for subjects between 30-50 years of age. Hence, the ratings are highly 

correlated to exercise HR (231, 232).  

The RPE scale has been shown to be a useful tool to assess perceived exertion during 

exercise testing, and for prescriptions and adjustment of exercise intensity in sports and 

rehabilitation. The scale numbers are supported by a brief description of the correspond-

ing subjective strain at that level, for example the term “no exertion at all” (rating 6), 

“somewhat hard (rating 13) and “maximal exertion” (rating 20). The Borg’s RPE scale 

was introduced and described to the participants. Furthermore, the subjects were asked 

to rate their perceived exertion in the resting state, and/or in some made up situation (for 

example “which rate would you have during an easy walk in the park”), in order to fully 

understand the use of the scale and the ratings. 

3.3 Pre-test procedures 

The basic pre-test procedures were the same for all studies. All participants were asked 

to refrain from vigorous physical activity the day before and on the test day, and to not 

consume a heavy meal less than three hours before the test. All participants filled out 

formulas about health history, illnesses and medication status. Height (to the nearest 0.1 

cm) and body mass (to the nearest 0.1 kg) were measured with the participant wearing 

light clothing and no shoes. All test sessions were preceded by a brief health check with 

measurement of resting HR and resting blood pressure.  
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3.3.1 Tanner classification 

In study IV, all participants underwent a more extensive medical examination, con-

ducted by a medical doctor or nurse. This examination also included visual assessment 

of pubertal maturity with the five-point Tanner scale (233). The determinations of pu-

bertal maturity allowed Tanner stage classification of all subjects, according to the indi-

ces developed by Tanner (233-235). Classifications were made for pubic hair rating (for 

both boys and girls), genitalia rating (boys), and breast rating (girls). As pubic hair rat-

ing was the only common value for all subjects, this value was used for further analyses. 

All children were able to choose for themselves if a male or female nurse/doctor should 

conduct the examination, and legal guardians were invited to accompany the child if 

they desired.  

3.3.2 Familiarisation tests 

In study I, all participants visited the laboratory on two occasions, on the same weekday 

and at the same time, to perform submaximal and maximal testing. The tests were con-

ducted with one week in-between. A subsample (n = 49) visited the laboratory only 

once, and without measuring actual VO2 during the submaximal test. However, analysis 

showed no significant difference in age (men), height, body mass, measured VO2max, 

and maximal HR between this subsample and the rest of the study population. 

In the thesis of Ekblom-Bak, it is stated that analysis of data from the repeated 

VO2max tests in study I revealed that not all participants fulfilled the criteria for 

achievement of VO2max during both test sessions. Furthermore, 59 participants with 

two acceptable measurements were analysed with regard to variation between the first 

and second test session. There was no significant difference between the achieved 

VO2max values (3.49 L/min and 3.50 L/min, respectively). The CV was 2.7%, which is 

regarded to be a low value, and in concordance with internal laboratory measurements 

and other previous reports (69). Therefore, the first accepted VO2max value was used in 

the analysis. Also study IV comprised of two sessions. The main reason for that was the 

aim to examine test-retest reliability, but it also made it possible to evaluate the poten-

tial need for a familiarisation session when using the EB test in adolescents. 

3.4 Submaximal cycle ergometer tests 

The physical tests were performed in laboratory environment with a normal ambient cli-

mate. Before the submaximal cycling commenced, all participants had at least 10 min of 

calm activities and 10 min of relaxation in conjunction with the resting measurements. 
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3.4.1 Development and validation of a new cycle test 

The cycle tests in study I were conducted with two different versions of the test proto-

col, due to experimental reasons. After reviewing a low number of subjects, we set the 

protocol to include two work rates. The first stage was 0.5 kp and 60 rpm – also referred 

to as “standard work rate”. The standard work rate was immediately followed by two 

higher and individually chosen work rates, conducted at a pedalling rate of 60 rpm. 

Later, the protocol for most of the subjects comprised of continuous cycling with a pe-

dal frequency of 60 rpm, where the first load was the standard work rate (0.5 kp), fol-

lowed by two higher submaximal work rates. The higher rates of work were individu-

ally chosen to obtain an RPE of 12–13 on the Borg’s scale for the first rate, and 14–15 

for the second rate. Tests resulting in RPE above 16 were excluded due to suspicion of 

effects of anaerobic energy production on HR and mechanical efficiency. 

In study II, all participants visited the laboratory on one occasion and performed two 

consecutive submaximal workloads on the cycle ergometer, i.e., the EB test. The test is 

described in detail in point 3.4.2. With regard to the test protocols in study III, some of 

the subjects were unable to exercise at the same high work rate as in the baseline test 

(5–8 years earlier). Before the start of the follow-up test, all subjects were asked about 

their current physical status. The subjects who self-reported a great change in physical 

fitness were assessed to cycle on an adjusted high work rate, compared to the first test. 

In total, 71% of the subjects cycled at the same high work rate at baseline and follow-

up, 11% (4/35) cycled at a work rate that was 0.5 or 1.0 kp lower, and 17% (6/35) cy-

cled at a work rate that was 0.5 or 1.0 kp higher. 

In study IV, all subjects and their legal guardians were introduced to all procedures 

and the cycling on the ergometer. Individual adjustments of saddle height and handle 

bar were done for each adolescent. This was followed by a brief session (1-3 min) of 

unloaded cycling at 60 rpm, so the subject got familiar with the cadence of the EB test. 

Thereafter, the subject were introduced to the Borg’s RPE scale, and equipped with a 

child-specific facemask, connected to the on-line metabolic system. All adolescents per-

formed an EB test, as described in 3.4.2. However, all subjects were smaller and 

younger than the population that the test is originally developed for. Therefore, all par-

ticipants initially cycled at 1.0 kp on the second (high) work rate. Only a few individu-

als were strong enough for an additional increase in work load. 

The HR and VO2 were measured continuously during the physical tests. 

3.4.2 Description of the EB test 

The EB test is a two-point submaximal cycle test, comprised of two different work 

rates. The test is conducted with a pedaling rate of 60 rpm. The first work rate is 4 min 

at a standard work rate of 0.5 kp, which is equal to 29 W when 1 W = 6.116 kpm/min 

(without taking into account the additional work of 8% due to frictional losses at the 
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chain and drive train. The standard work rate is immediately followed by 4 min of cy-

cling on a higher work rate (145). The higher work rate is individually chosen to induce 

a steady-state HR above 120 beats/min (or, above 110 beats/min for older subjects) and 

a perceived rate of exertion of ≈ 14 according to the Borg RPE scale (231), correspond-

ing to 50-70% of maximal capacity. After the first minute of the higher work rate, sub-

jects are asked to state their level of perceived exertion on the Borg scale and the in-

crease in HR is controlled. If the work rate seems to be too easy (≤ RPE 11), an increase 

of 0.5 kp is done and the subject cycles for another 4 min on the new work rate. HR is 

measured continuously during the test, and mean HR is calculated from the last minute 

on each work rate, respectively. The EB test is developed and validated for use on a me-

chanically braked cycle ergometer, like the model 828E (Monark Exercise AB, Vans-

bro, Sweden) in figure 7. It is unclear to which extent a change of ergometer type may 

affect the validity of the test. A point-by-point instruction for the test procedure is given 

below. 

 

1. Calibrate the ergometer according to standard procedures. The 828E shall be 

used, and calibrated, and the ergometer should stand on a level, firm founda-

tion. With the subject mounted, but not touching the pedals, adjust the “0” 

mark on the scale so that it coincides with the mark on the pendulum weight. 

This setting must be made accurately if the load is to be precisely set. 

2. Ensure that the subject has followed conventional pre-test standardisations 

(comments on this is found in section 1.7.5).  

3. Adjust seat and handlebar to suit the subject, as long as the settings are within 

reasonable limits. The most comfortable position, and in the case of very heavy 

work the most effective one, is the saddle height that gives a slight bend of the 

knee-joint in the lower position when the subject has the front part of his foot 

on the pedal (i.e. with the front part of the knee straight above the tip of the 

foot). 

4. Introduce Borg’s scale for ratings of perceived exertion (the RPE scale). Make 

sure that the subject has understood the scale by asking about the rating of per-

ceived exertion while the subject is sitting inactive on the ergometer.  

5. Before the test, estimate a suitable higher work rate to allow the individual to 

reach a heart rate in the range 120-150 beats/min (for individuals < 50 years) 

and 110–140 beats/min (for individuals ≥ 50 years), respectively, aiming at a 

rated perceived exertion of ≈ 14 according to the RPE scale. 

6. Work is started with a slack brake belt. Thereafter the belt should be stretched 

with the aid of the hand wheel until the required work load is obtained. Start 

standard work rate pedalling for 4 min at 60 rpm and resistance of 0.5 kp. 

Check each minute that both pedalling speed and resistance are kept constant.  
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7. Measure average heart rate during the 4th min by taking notes of the heart rate 

at four occasions (3.15, 3.30, 3.45, and 4.00) and average these.  

8. Increase resistance to the higher individual work rate (point 5 above). Check 

each minute that both pedalling speed and resistance are kept constant. 

9. Ask for the subjects RPE during the 2nd min at the higher work rate.  

10. If RPE is < 10, increase resistance with 1 kp and repeat point 9. If the RPE is 

10-11, increase with 0.5 kp and repeat point 9. With a RPE of 12–16, maintain 

the work rate and go to point 11. If the subject points at a RPE of 17 or higher, 

stop the test and let the subject rest for 20 min before performing a new test at 

a lower rate. However, it is preferable to cease testing and perform the test an-

other day. 

11. Measure average heart rate during the 4th min at the higher work rate by taking 

notes of the heart rate at four occasions (3.15, 3.30, 3.45, and 4.00) and average 

these.  

12. After completion of the test, ask for the RPE for the 4th min at the higher rate. 

 

The variables age, sex, HR and work rates are used in the equations for prediction of 

VO2max. 

3.4.3 The Åstrand test 

For comparative reasons, the HR from one of the higher work rates in study I was also 

applied to the Åstrand nomogram, and adjusted with associated age-correction factors 

(109). The Åstrand test was originally based on a pedalling rate of 50 rpm. However, 

Jessup et al. found no difference in predicted VO2max by the Åstrand test comparing 50 

rpm (correlation to measured VO2max of 0.64) and 80 rpm (correlation of 0.63), respec-

tively (223). Negligible differences in mechanical efficiency between 50 and 60 rpm are 

also reported (212, 213). In line with the test prerequisites, a submaximal pulse rate 

within the range of 120 to 170 beats/min was accepted. However, for some of the older 

participants with low maximal HR, a HR of ≥ 110 beats/min was accepted, as they re-

ported a RPE of 14-15 on the RPE scale even at these levels. In total, 12 participants 

were excluded from the Åstrand test analysis, as their HR during the submaximal test 

was too low (< 110 beats/min). 

The same procedure was applied in study II and III, i.e. the HR from the high work 

rate in the EB test was applied to the Åstrand nomogram. In study II, 44 of the subjects 

were excluded from the Åstrand analysis because their HR during the submaximal test 

was too high (> 170 beats/min) or too low (< 120 beats/min), or because the subject had 

a measured HR that was outside the valid range for estimated VO2max from the coinci-

dent work rate. For the same reasons, 15 subjects were excluded from the Åstrand anal-

ysis in study III. Lastly, eight adolescents were excluded from the Åstrand analysis in 
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study IV, due to a submaximal HR that was either too high or too low, and in one case 

the estimated VO2max (< 1.5 L/min) were outside the range of valid VO2max-values in 

the nomogram. 

3.5 Maximal treadmill running tests 

All reference values, i.e. the direct measurement of VO2max, were derived from maxi-

mal running tests. The reason for that was the aim to capture the true VO2max of an in-

dividual, and compare this value to the estimations from a submaximal cycle test. Dur-

ing the submaximal test, an estimation of VO2max is based on the regulation of the cir-

culatory response to a given workload. Even though there might be some differences for 

running and cycling with regard to the absolute values of VO2 at a certain HR, this has 

little importance for the overall predictive capability of the cycle test. Thereby, a graded 

treadmill running test to voluntary exhaustion was rational to use, in order to elicit a 

whole body maximal exhaustion in different subjects from a mixed population. The pro-

tocols for the VO2max test included increases in both speed and incline, in order to 

avoid extremely high velocities and facilitate whole-body work with large muscle 

groups. The inclined running, or inclined brisk walking, is an activity that most people 

are somewhat familiar with. The overall aim with the maximal tests was to come as 

close as possible to a levelling off, caused by maximal cardio-respiratory stress. Direct 

measurements of ventilatory variables were conducted with a computerised metabolic 

system, and HR was registered with a HR monitor. See point 3.2 for detailed descrip-

tions of the equipment. 

3.5.1 Introduction and warm up 

All treadmill-running tests were preceded by at least five minutes of warm up on the 

treadmill, to familiarise the subject with the work mode and equipment. All running 

tests were conducted on a treadmill from Rodby Electronics (Vansbro, Sweden). In 

studies involving children, older and/or untrained people, some subjects experienced 

their first session of treadmill running. The pre-test warm up procedure, with a careful 

and meticulous introduction to treadmill running, was of great importance. The proce-

dure was also a possibility to assess the subjects’ capacity, and design an individual test 

protocol. All test protocols were aimed to elicit a test-duration of 6-10 minutes, before 

subjective exhaustion. After the initial warm-up, all subjects were instructed how to 

grab the handlebars and jump off the treadmill. This safety procedure was practiced un-

til the subject felt comfortable. Furthermore, a number of high intensity work bouts of 

approximately 30-45 s were included in the late phase of the warm-up, in order to pre-

pare the subject for the high intensity of the maximal test. Lastly, the velocity were de-

creased to a comfortable walking or jogging pace, and the elevation was increased to 3-

6°, so the subject could practice how to jump off the elevated treadmill. If needed, the 
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warm up was followed by a brief rest (≤ 5 min), sometimes including intake of small 

amounts of water, some pre-conditioning stretching, or other individual preparation that 

the subject wished for. 

3.5.2 Incremental tests 

All participants performed an incremental treadmill test for determination of VO2max 

test. The test started off with 1° incline and the same speed as the subject felt comforta-

ble with during the warm up (usually a speed corresponding to approximately 60-65% 

of VO2max). Then, speed and/or incline were increased every minute until volitional ex-

haustion. All test protocols were individually designed with regard to starting level, as 

well as size and frequency of the increases in workload. The workloads were selected to 

elicit a total exercise time of 5-8 min before exhaustion occurred. All subjects were 

given extensive verbal encouragement in order to attain their maximal level and achieve 

their “true” VO2max. After completion of the test, subjects were asked to rate their per-

ceived exertion for breathing, legs and whole-body exhaustion, using the Borg RPE 

scale (231).  

Predetermined criteria for acceptance of the test were used to determine whether or 

not the subject attained a “true” VO2max during the incremental test, see point 3.6.2. 

The methods and procedures for the incremental tests were the same for both adults and 

adolescents, whereas the tests of the adolescents were judged with somewhat different 

criteria. 

In total, 10 of the 35 participants in study III were tested with different work rates at 

the second step of the test at the follow-up test 2017, compared to their first test 5 to 8 

years earlier. This was due to individual changes in physical fitness, which in many 

cases made the old test protocol unsuitable to the subject. Hence, all protocols in study 

III were designed with respect to the current physical status of the subject. The ac-

ceptance of a test as VO2max was done with the same criteria as for earlier tests, and the 

mean values of VO2max were calculated according to the same procedures. 

3.5.3 Supramaximal tests 

In study IV, the first incremental running test was followed by approximately 10 

minutes of rest. Thereafter, an additional treadmill test was performed. The second test 

was a supramaximal test, where the supramaximal phases comprised of a speed and in-

cline 1 km/h or 1 degree above the intensity where the previous treadmill test was termi-

nated. The main purpose of the double tests was to increase the possibility for the child 

to achieve a true VO2max value.  

Two different protocols for the supramaximal exercise testing were examined. All 

supramaximal tests started with 2 minutes warm-up at the same speed as was used at the 

first level (first minute) of the incremental test. Then, in one of the protocols (supra I), 
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the intensity was directly increased to a supramaximal load. The other protocol (supra 

II) comprised of an intermediate stage with two minutes of running at a moderate 

“threshold-intensity”, immediately followed by the supramaximal load. In both proto-

cols, the supramaximal load was set to one level above (in incline by 1º, or in speed by 

1 km/h) the level where the subject stopped at the incremental test (236). In total, 45 of 

the 52 included adolescents in study IV agreed to perform the supramaximal test within 

10 min after the incremental test. The supra I-protocol was performed by 24 subjects, 

and the supra II-protocol was used for 21 subjects. 

3.6 Analysis of data 

3.6.1 Submaximal tests 

In study I, the values of submaximal HR, VO2, RER and VE were analysed as the mean 

value from four consecutive 15 s epochs. The mean values for the ventilatory variables 

in study II, III and IV were derived from six consecutive 10 s epochs, and the HR values 

were the observed and noted HR at 3:15, 3:30, 3:45, and 4:00 min at each work rate (as 

described in section 3.4.2).  

3.6.2 Maximal tests 

The reported maximal HR is the highest observed value during the maximal test, regard-

less of the time point for the occurrence of this HR (i.e. the highest observed HR must 

not co-exist with the highest achieved VO2max). In study I, maximal HR was calculated 

from the mean values during the highest 30 s registered. In study II–IV, the maximal 

HR was referred to as the peak value (the highest registered HR for a single 5 s epoch). 

 Criteria for acceptance of the VO2max measurement were levelling off of VO2 de-

spite an increase in speed or incline, a RER > 1.1, RPE above 16, work time above 6 

min, supported by a maximal HR within ± 15 beats/min from age-predicted maximal 

HR (113). A test was accepted as VO2max when a minimum of three out of the five cri-

teria was achieved. The methods and procedures for the incremental tests were the same 

for both adults and adolescents. Due to the controversy regarding the ability in children 

to reach a plateau in VO2max, somewhat different criteria were used for determination 

of the maximal values in children. The criteria for achievement of VO2max from the in-

cremental test in adolescents were a maximal HR > 190, RER > 0.95, Borg rating > 17 

in at least one variable, running time > 5 min, and obvious signs of exhaustive/maximal 

effort. The test was only accepted if all of the first four variables were fulfilled.  

 The adolescents also performed an additional verification test of VO2max. Criteria 

for acceptance for the supramaximal test were a maximal HR ± 4 beats/min compared to 

the incremental test, RER > 0.95, ratings on the Borg scale >17 in at least one variable, 

and VO2peak within 0.2 L/min compared to the incremental test. A supramaximal test 
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was accepted if three of the four variables were confirmed. In case a subject had a su-

pramaximal HR or VO2 that was higher than the above-mentioned criteria’s, the incre-

mental test were dismissed, and the highest recorded VO2 value from the supramaximal 

test substituted the incremental VO2peak value. In both adults and children, VO2max 

was defined as the highest recorded oxygen uptake during 30 consecutive seconds/the 

mean of the six highest consecutive 5 s epochs were regarded to be the maximal value. 

3.6.3 Statistical analysis 

The assumption of normality were tested for all variables, using the skewness test for 

normality. Parametric statistical analysis were employed to calculate the means and 

standard deviation (SD). The continuous descriptive characteristics are presented as 

means  SD, if not some other is stated. The descriptive statistics for VO2max in study 

IV are presented as median and 25th –75th percentiles (or median and interquartile range, 

IQR), because the values in L/min were skewed. For comparison between values (“two 

cases with a single variable”) the Students´ paired t-test was used. Pearson’s coefficient 

of correlation (r) and R2 were used to analyse the association between variables. The R2 

– the determination coefficient – is a measure of how close the data are to the fitted re-

gression line. In general, the higher the R2, the better the model fits the data. Adjusted 

R2 was used when comparing the explanatory power of regression models that contained 

different numbers of predictors. 

Repeated measures ANOVA were used to test differences between changes over 

time in study I and in study III. The standard errors of the estimate (SEE) were obtained 

by linear regression (enter mode), by entering measured VO2max as the dependent vari-

able and estimated VO2max as the independent variable. The SEE is a measure of the 

accuracy of predictions made with a regression line. A large SEE is the same thing as a 

lot of variability in the outcome variable, i.e. measurement in different samples would 

result in different mean values. A small standard error would mean that the population 

is more uniform, so your sample mean is likely to be close to the population mean. In 

study III and IV, measurement errors were evaluated as mean differences and limits of 

agreement (LoA) and/or measures of systematic error (mean- or median difference, 95% 

CI). The LoA shows the interval where 95% of all the individual values will be found, 

or expressed differently, the interval within which a new individual observation will ap-

pear with 95% probability. 

In study I and II, a multiple linear regression with forward selection was used to in-

clude independent variables in the VO2max estimation models, in order of significance 

(probability of F = 0.05 for entry, and 0.10 for removal). The final models was checked 

for equal variance. CV was calculated as the ratio between the standard deviation of the 

difference between estimated and measured VO2max, and the mean measured VO2max. 
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That makes the CV is a measure of relative variability, and the value is given in percent-

age (%). A low CV is a sign of smaller variability for the examined variable.  

For the reliability analysis, paired sample t-tests were used to compare the absolute 

HR and ΔHR for the first and second occasion at the standard and higher work rate, re-

spectively. Correlation analysis was used to analyse the influence of maximum HR, de-

viation from age-predicted maximum HR (220 beats/min - age), and VO2max for the 

difference between measured and estimated VO2max.  

In study III, bivariate correlations were performed for all individual variables of the 

EB test prediction equation, as well as for sex, change in maximal HR (ΔHRmax), 

change in body mass, change in HR and change in VO2 at standard work rate, respec-

tively. Linear regression models with enter method were used to identify significant pre-

dictors for the EB test measurement error. Correlation analysis was also used to evaluate 

the association between the error in the estimated VO2max (i.e. the difference between 

measured and estimated VO2max) from the first and the follow-up test, respectively.  

The statistical analyses in study I were conducted using version 19.0 of the SPSS 

software package (SPSS Inc., Chicago, Illinois, USA) and version 12.2.1.0 of MedCalc. 

The SPSS statistical software version 21.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) was used for 

the statistical analyses in study II. Study III and IV, statistical analyses were performed 

with SPSS statistical software version 24.0 (SPSS Inc, Chicago, Illinois, USA). Statisti-

cal significance was set at p < 0.05 for all analyses, in not otherwise stated. 
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4 RESULTS 

An overview of the validity and reliability for the EB test in study I–IV is presented in 

table 3. 

 

Table 3. Summary of validity and reliability for the Ekblom-Bak test. The measurement error is 

calculated as estimated – measured VO2max in L/min. Correlations are for VO2max in L/min. 

* Values from the cross-validation group. ** Values from the validation group.✝ Values from the follow-up test. 

4.1 Study I and II 

A new submaximal cycle ergometer test for estimation of VO2max was presented in 

study I, and associated prediction equations were presented in study I and II. All data 

used for model construction and calculation on test validity were collected from the first 

test session in these studies. However, in study I, the submaximal test on the firsts visit 

was not valid for 15 participants, due to reported RPE > 16 (n = 4), illness (n = 4), fail-

ure to follow the standardised procedure before the test (n = 3), and abnormal ambient 

climate during the test (n = 4). Hence, for these participants, the data from the second 

test occasion was used. In study II, 24 of 217 subjects in the model group had their esti-

mated VO2max from the second test occasion, while all the others were calculated from 

their first test. 

Study Subjects 
Measurement error 

Mean (SD) 

Correlation to measured 

VO2max 
Other analyses  

I 
143 adults 

21–64 years 
- 

r = 0.91,  

adjusted R2 = 0.82 

CV = 9.3%,  

SEE = 0.30 L/min, 

test–retest: 

CV 6.2%  

II 
115 adults* 

20–86 years 
0.02 (0.32) 

r = 0.95,  

adjusted R2 = 0.90 

CV = 9.4%,  

SEE = 0.30 L/min,  

LoA = -0.64 to 0.61 

III 
50 youths** 

10–15 years 
0.11 (0.35) 

r = 0.86,  

adjusted R2 = 0.73 

CV = 14.7% 

SEE = 0.29 L/min, 

LoA -0.59 to 0.76 

test–retest: 

CV 3.1% 

IV 
35 adults✝ 

29–72 years 
-0.17 (0.34) 

r = 0.93,  

adjusted R2 = 0.86 

CV = 9.4 % 

SEE = 0.33 L/min, 

LoA = -0.83 to 0.50 
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4.1.1 Model construction (Study I) 

The variable ΔHR was calculated as the difference between HR at the higher, individu-

ally chosen work rate and HR at standard work rate, i.e. HR high - HR standard. To 

standardise ΔHR, and make it comparable between individuals cycling at different final 

work rates, it had to be related to the increased VO2 demand (ΔVO2). However, due to 

technical hitches with direct VO2 measurements in clinical and practical use, the test 

prediction equation includes the delta work rate (delta power output, ΔPO) as a proxy 

for ΔVO2. The ΔPO was calculated as the difference between the higher work rate and 

the standard work rate, and the individually measured ΔVO2 was plotted against ΔPO. 

Additionally, a ΔHR/ΔPO score was calculated for each participant. Further details 

about the variables included in the model construction can be found in the thesis “Physi-

cal activity, cardiorespiratory fitness, and abdominal obesity in relation to cardiovascu-

lar disease risk – epidemiological studies” (237) and in paper I (145). 

4.1.2 Prediction equations (Study I and II) 

The prediction equations for the EB test were developed with a multiple linear regres-

sion model, where the forward method was used to include independent variables, in or-

der of significance, into the VO2max estimation model (probability of F = 0.05 for en-

try, and 0.10 for removal).  

 

The original prediction equation for estimation of VO2max (also referred to as EB2012) 

included the variables ΔHR/ΔPO, sex and age as independent variables:  

 

VO2max = 4.98196 - 2.88618(∆HR/∆PO) + 0.65015(sex) - 0.01712(age) 

 

where codes for sex male = 1 and female = 0. 

 

Analyses showed that the theory behind the estimation from ΔHR, and further the varia-

ble ΔHR/ΔPO, was a good prognostic tool for low or high VO2max. The higher 

VO2max, the lower ΔHR and ΔHR/ΔPO. Hence, the slope of individual relation be-

tween HR and PO is lower for a subject with high VO2max than for a subject with low 

VO2max. The correlation between VO2max and ΔHF/ΔPO is shown in figure 9.  
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   Figure 9. Sex-specific relations between ΔHR/ΔPO and VO2max. Data from study I. 

 

Furthermore, the correlations within each sex were stronger than the correlation for the 

whole group of subjects (see figure 9), and the prediction error increased with higher 

VO2max values. The EB2012 model underestimated subjects with very high VO2max and 

overestimated those with lower VO2max, especially men (145). It was not possible to 

create sex-specific prediction equations because the representation of each sex was too 

low in some of the age-categories. Based on these shortcomings of the original model, 

there was a need for a new sex-specific algorithm for estimation of VO2max from the 

EB test. The sex-specific prediction equations were presented in study II. 

The first step in the modifications of the model was the inclusion of more subjects in 

the study population. Thereby, it was possible to create sex-specific prediction equa-

tions, and enhance the valid range of age and VO2max. The sex-specific prediction 

equations for the EB test were developed with a multiple linear regression, where the 

forward method was used to include independent variables, in order of significance, into 

the VO2max estimation model (probability of F = 0.05 for entry, and 0.10 for removal). 

Dependent variable was lnVO2max, and the independent variables were age, ΔHF/ΔPO, 

ΔPO and HR at standard work rate. The reason for inclusion of the HR at standard work 

rate and ΔPO was a high correlation to measured VO2max. The use of lnVO2max was 

motivated through the better fit (see figure 10) and avoiding extrapolation to infinity. 
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Figure 10. Relation between ΔHR/ΔPO and VO2max (left) and lnVO2max (right). The linear rela-

tion was slightly higher for lnVO2max, but no formal interaction test was performed. Data from 

the cross-validation group in study II. 

 

The final sex-specific regression models included age, change in HR per unit change in 

power (ΔHR/ΔPO), the difference in work rates (ΔPO) and HR at standard work rate as 

independent variables. The EBnew prediction equations for men and women, respec-

tively, were: 

 

Men: lnVO2max = 2.04900 - 0.00858(age) - 0.90742(ΔHR/ΔPO) + 0.00178(ΔPO) - 

0.00290(HR at standard work rate) 

 

Women: lnVO2max = 1.84390 - 0.00673(age) - 0.62578(ΔHR/ΔPO) + 0.00175(ΔPO) -

0.00471(HR at standard work rate) 

4.1.3 Validation and cross-validation (Study I and II) 

In study I, the mean measured and estimated VO2max were both 3.23 L/min (SD 0.72 

and 0.65, respectively). The internal validation revealed an over-all standard deviation 

(SD) of 0.30 L/min (0.33 L/min for men and 0.28 L/min for women) for the difference 

between measured and estimated VO2max. The coefficient of variance (CV) for the 

EB2012 was 8.5% for men and 10.3% for women, respectively. 

In study II, the values in the cross-validation group were a measured VO2max of 

3.37 (0.97), and an estimated VO2max of 3.39 (1.02) L/min, respectively. The mean 

difference between estimated and measured value was 0.02 L/min (95% CI -0.04 to 

0.08). The male subjects were overestimated by 0.11 L/min (95% CI 0.02 to 0.20) and 

the females were underestimated by -0.09 L/min (95% CI -0.16 to -0.01). The CV for 

the EBnew was 8.3% for men and 10% for women, respectively. 
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Further, we compared the precision for the EB2012 and the EBnew prediction equations in 

a sub-sample of 71 subjects from the cross-validation group. In this sub-sample, the 

mean (SD) measured VO2max was 3.17 (0.67) L/min. The corresponding estimated val-

ues were 3.14 (0.71) L/min for the EBnew, and 3.30 (0.66) L/min for the EB2012, respec-

tively. Hence, the calculations of estimated VO2max with the EB2012 prediction equation 

resulted in a group mean difference of 0.12 L/min (95% CI 0.04 to 0.21) between esti-

mated and measured values. The CV for the entire sample was 10.9%. In comparison, 

the EBnew resulted in a group mean difference of -0.03 L/min (95% CI -0.10 to 0.04), 

with a CV of 9.4%. 

There was a correlation between the estimation error and VO2max level (especially 

among men). However, this correlation was lower when the estimations were derived 

from the sex-specific prediction equations (see figure 11). This reduction may be partly 

explained by the inclusion of two new variables (∆PO and HR at standard work rate) in 

the prediction equation. 

 
Figure 11. The relations between measured maximal oxygen uptake and estimated maximal oxy-

gen uptake from the EB2012 prediction equation (left) and the sex-specific EBnew prediction equa-

tions (right). Data in the left picture is from study I (n = 143) and data in the right picture is from 

the cross-validation sample in study II (n = 115). 

 

With regard to external validity and generalizability, the first prediction equation was 

tested for validity in a mixed population of men and women, 21–65 years old with 

VO2max values from 1.56 to 4.49 L/min (1.56 to 3.73 L/min for women and 2.75 to 

4.49 L/min for men, respectively). The validity for the sex-specific prediction equations 

from study II were tested in women from 21 to 86 years old, with a VO2max of 1.33–

3.94 L/min (18.9–61.9 mL/kg/min), and in men from 20 to 84 years old, with a VO2max 

of 1.67–5.97 L/min (23.5–76.4 mL/kg/min) respectively. 
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4.1.4 Reliability (Study I) 

The test-retest analyses were performed on the data from 57 participants with two valid 

submaximal tests, at the same workload on both the first and second occasion. The test–

retest CV was 6.2%. The absolute HR at both standard and higher work rate was signifi-

cantly higher for the first occasion compared with the second occasion. However, mean 

ΔHR for the first occasion and mean ΔHR for the second occasion were correlated with 

no mean difference. The reliability analysis revealed a high agreement between esti-

mated and measured VO2max at both test sessions, and no mean difference in the esti-

mated VO2max values. In general, the HR response was higher at both work rates dur-

ing the first test compared to the second. However, this did not influence the predictions 

of VO2max because the ∆HR was similar at both occasions.  

4.1.5 Comparison of the validity for the Åstrand test and the EB test 

Results from the comparison group in study II revealed that there were larger systematic 

errors and variations in the VO2max estimation from the Åstrand test, compared to the 

EB test. The adjusted R2 for the Åstrand test was 0.50. Mean estimation error was -0.07 

(95% CI -0.21 to 0.06) L/min, which was significantly higher compared to the results 

from the EB test with the sex-specific prediction equations (-0.03 L/min, 95% CI -0.10 

to 0.04). The SEE for the absolute VO2max was 0.50 L/min, and the SEE for relative 

VO2max values were 5.6 mL/kg/min.  

The CV for the Åstrand test in the total sample was 18.1%. Consequently, for sub-

jects with a measured VO2max of 3.0 L/min, 95 out of 100 tests would generate an esti-

mated VO2max within ± 0.9 L/min. For the EB test, the CV is ~9%, and with a meas-

ured VO2max of 3.0 L/min, 95% of the observations would instead be expected to fall 

within ± 0.55 L for the same subjects. With lower values for VO2max, the margin of er-

ror will be smaller. For subjects with an actual VO2max of 2.0 L/min, VO2max can be 

predicted within ± 0.36 L by the EB test, and ± 0.71 L by the Åstrand test, respectively. 

In study I, the test-retest CV for the Åstrand test was 9.8%, and the corresponding 

CV for the EB test was 6.2%. Reliability analysis revealed a high agreement of esti-

mated VO2max between the first and second occasion, but with a significantly higher 

mean estimated VO2max from the Åstrand test for the second occasion. 

As mentioned in the introduction, the theory behind the Åstrand test is that 50% of 

VO2max is achieved at a HR of 128 beats/min for men, and 138 beats/min for women. 

This observation held true in the sample of young, healthy subjects that formed the basis 

for the development of the Åstrand test. However, this relation is highly dependent on 

age and concomitant age-related variation in maximal HR. Figure 12 is based on data 

from 18 men and 18 women (20–56 years old, VO2max 1.96–5.3 L/min), randomly se-

lected among all 20–60 year olds in study II. The figure shows the relationship between 

maximal HR and the actual % of VO2max at an absolute HR of 128/138 beats/min. 
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Figure 12. The relation between maximal HR and the proportion of VO2max at a HR of 128 

beats/min in women and 138 beats/min in men, respectively. 

 

There is a high correlation between actual % och VO2max at a HR of 128/138 and indi-

vidual maximal HR. The first nomogram for the Åstrand test was based on data from a 

group of young subjects with mean maximal HR of 195 (SD 10) beats/min. The homo-

geneity of the tested subjects consequently resulted in a poor validity when the test and 

the nomogram was later applied in other populations. 

Furthermore, the deviances from predicted maximal HR (220 - age) was correlated 

to the measurement error for the age-adjusted Åstrand test (r =0.57, p < 0.001). The cor-

responding correlation for the EB test was considerably lower, and non-significant (r = 

0.22, p = 0.10). Hence, the deviance from the predicted maximal HR is less related to 

the estimation error for the EB test, compared to the Åstrand test. The reason for this is 

probably related to the different theoretical bases for the two tests. 

 

 
Figure 13. The relations between the maximal heart rate (HR) deviance (difference between 

measured and estimated [220-age] maximal HR) and measure error for the Åstrand test (left) and 

Ekblom-Bak test (right). Data from the comparison group in study II; the Ekblom-Bak test results 

are derived with the sex-specific prediction equations. 
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4.1.6 Additional analysis: the impact of body size on oxygen consumption 

In theory, the energy expended for a given rate of work on an ergometer vary only to a 

small degree between individuals. This is thought to be due to a small variation between 

individuals, and the fact that a non-weight bearing activity like cycling limits the effect 

of differences in body mass. However, as pointed out above, when assessing oxygen 

consumption during a standardised rate of work among individuals of different sex, with 

variations in body size and fitness-level, it is obvious that the theoretical assumption is 

not fully correct. Previous studies have found that body size influence energy expendi-

ture on a given cycle ergometer work rate (208, 209). 

From the material in the present thesis, we analysed the role of body mass on gross 

O2 cost for cycling at a submaximal work rate of 0.5 kp (32 W) and 2.0 kp (127 W). The 

relation between body mass and O2 consumption is shown in figure 14.  

 

 
Figure 14. The relations between body mass (kg) and oxygen consumption at a work rate of 32 W 

(left) and 127 W (right). Data from the model group in study II. 

 

Using our data from study II, we applied a linear regression with oxygen consumption 

at 0.5 kp as dependent variable and body mass, measured VO2max and sex as independ-

ents (n = 110). Results showed 57.5 mL/min higher oxygen consumption among men. 

For each kilo body mass, oxygen consumption rose by 5.1 mL/min. Also, for each 

mL/kg/min of higher VO2max, oxygen consumption rose by 2.8 mL/min. These three 

independents explained 62% (i.e. adjusted R2 = 0.62) of the variation between individu-

als in oxygen consumption at a standard work rate of 0.5 kp. When analysing the oxy-

gen consumption at 2.0 kp (n = 68), very similar values were obtained for body mass 

(6.1 mL/min) and VO2max (2.1 mL/min), but slightly lower for sex (41.4 mL/min). The 

adjusted R2 at 2.0 kp was lower, 0.32. 
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Table 4. Predictors of oxygen consumption at 32 W and 127 W. Data show the results from linear 

regression models, oxygen consumption as dependent variable. 

Independent variables B at 32 W* p-value B at 127 W* p-value 

Constant 236.3 0.003 1148.8 >0.001 

Body mass (per kg) 5.1 <0.001 6.1 0.005 

VO2max (per mL/kg/min) 2.8 0.002 2.1 0.31 

Sex (men = 1, women = 0) 57.5 0.01 41.4 0.33 

*32 W, generated from cycling at a cadence of 60 rpm, with a resistance of 0.5 kp.  

**127 W, generated from cycling at a cadence of 60 rpm with a resistance of 2.0 kp. 

 

Based on data in the present thesis, we analysed relations between measurement error 

(the difference between estimated and measured VO2-values) and body size and sub-

maximal O2 consumption. We found strong correlations between measurement error for 

the Åstrand test and body size (body mass and stature r≈0.45), as well as for VO2 at 0.5 

and 2.0 kp (r = 0.54 and r = 0.45, respectively). However, no relations between error for 

the EB test and body size or submaximal oxygen consumption were found (all r<0.14). 

This indicates that the EB test does not rely fully on the assumptions of a uniform en-

ergy expenditure during work on a cycle ergometer, perhaps due to the use of a differ-

ence in HR, rather than one single observation. 

 When focusing on body mass alone, we observed a strong bivariate correlation (r = 

0.73, p < 0.01) between body mass and oxygen consumption at 0.5 kp (n = 110). The 

correlation at 2.0 kp was r = 0.54, p < 0.01 (n = 68). Since oxygen consumption during 

exercise is a mixture of activity related energy expenditure and resting metabolic rate 

(RMR), is logical to assume that a subtracting RMR from the gross oxygen consump-

tion would lead to a less pronounced relation between body size and oxygen consump-

tion on an ergometer. Hence, the role of individual differences in RMR was investi-

gated, in order to gather important information to the discussion about work/activity-re-

lated (i.e. the energy cost from the cycling) versus total (i.e. RMR + cycle work) energy 

expenditure. We applied the Harris–Benedict equations revised by Mifflin St Jeor Equa-

tion (238) for estimating RMR and subtracted the found value from the oxygen con-

sumption during standardised work at 0.5 and 2.0 kp. (i.e. 32 W and 127 W, respec-

tively). The strong correlation between oxygen consumption at 32 W and body mass 

was only slightly attenuated after adjustment for RMR (see figure 15). A possibility is 

that the equation for estimating RMR lacks validity. However, the fact that the correla-

tion still was significant is interesting. This may indicate that either external or internal 

efficacy varies between small and large individuals. 
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Figure 15. The relations between body mass (kg) and oxygen consumption at 32 W (left) and 127 

W (right), with estimated resting metabolic rate subtracted.  

 

Another way to briefly investigate the effect of body size is to induce an experimental 

“weight gain” by adding external load to the legs of subjects who cycle at different 

work rates, in order to analyse any effect on energy expenditure. Seven subjects cycled 

at 0.5 and 2.0 kp, with a cadence of 60 rpm. External mass was applied via leg weights 

of totally 5 kg, applied through a 2.5 kg weight on the left thigh, and a 2.5 kg weight on 

the right thigh, respectively. 

 

 

Figure 16. Oxygen consumption during cycling with and without extra weight added on the legs. 

Work load of 0.5 kp to the left and 2.0 kp to the right, respectively. 

 

Results from the pilot experiments showed that the O2 consumption was altered with ex-

tra weight on the legs. The reasons for this tendency to a change in gross efficiency is 

unknown. 

4.2 Study III 

Study III examined the conformity between the measured and estimated changes in 

VO2max over a time-span of 5 to 8 years. This quality of a test is crucial for the test to 
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be used successfully in health check-ups as well as longitudinal studies. The study also 

gave additional information to the theoretical background of the EB test, where it was 

unclear if the test would be able to detect a longitudinal change in VO2max. 

4.2.1 Changes in sample characteristics 

The mean time between tests was 2329 days (6.4 years, ranging from 5.2 to 8.1 years). 

Mean age was 42.8 (11.1) at baseline and 48.4 (11.0) at follow-up, respectively. The fe-

males were 24–56 years old at baseline, and 29–63 years old at follow-up. The corre-

sponding values for men were 21–65 and 29–72 years old, respectively. None of the 

subjects had a resting systolic blood pressure above 150, or a resting diastolic blood 

pressure above 100 mmHg. There was no significant change in stature. Women had a 

non-significant increase in mean body mass, from 61.3 to 62.4 kg (p = 0.08), ranging 

from -3 kg to +5.3 kg. Mean body mass for men was almost unchanged, 81.0 kg at base-

line and 80.8 kg at follow-up, respectively. The individual changes ranged from -4.5 to 

+5.1 kg. There was no significant differences in measured VO2max, while there was a 

significant decline in maximal HR, from 184.8 (14.6) to 181.0 (14.4) beats/min.  

4.2.2 Changes in HR 

The mean HR at the standard work rate was unchanged between tests, but with large in-

dividual differences. Ten subjects had a decrease of 10 beats/min or more (the greatest 

decrease was 23 beats/min) and three subjects had ≥ 8 beats/min (the greatest increase 

was 12 beats/min) in the last compared to the first test. Maximal HR was significantly 

lower at follow-up, with an average drop of 3.8 beats/min (-2.7 beats/min for women 

and -4.5 beats/min for men, with no significant difference between sexes). However, 

42% of the subjects had an unchanged maximal HR (±2 beats/min), while the maximal 

HR had dropped by as much as 10–13 beats/min in four subjects.  

There was no significant difference in time between the first and the follow-up tests 

for the subjects who exercised at the same high work rate at both occasions, and those 

who exercised at a different work rates. The mean HR for subjects that exercised on the 

same high work rate during both tests was significantly lower at follow-up, with values 

of 133.3 (14.6) and 129.6 (13.9) beats/min, respectively. The corresponding values for 

the group with a different high work rate was 123.5 (18.8) and 123.2 (10.3) beats/min. 

4.2.3 Changes in VO2 uptake 

There was no significant change in mean measured VO2max (3.65 and 3.64 L/min, re-

spectively). The estimated VO2max was significantly lower at follow-up, with values of 

3.56 (0.93) at baseline and 3.47 (0.91) at follow-up (p = 0.05). Furthermore, the mean 

difference between estimated and measured VO2max were -0.09 (0.31) at baseline and -

0.17 (0.34) L/min at follow-up, and this difference was significant (p = 0.018). There 
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were no significant differences in work efficiency. The VO2 at standard work rate was 

0.82 (0.11) at the first test, and 0.84 (0.09) L/min at follow-up, and 2.03 (SD 0.61) and 

2.07 (SD 0.61) L/min for the 18 subjects that had VO2 measurements from the same 

higher individually chosen work rate at both baseline and follow-up, respectively. 

4.2.4 Conformity between changes 

Linear regression analysis showed a significant unstandardized B coefficient of 0.88 

(95% CI: 0.61 to 1.15), indicating that for each litre of change in measured VO2max, the 

estimated value changed 0.88 L. The mean change in the error was -0.08 L/min. LoA 

were -0.43 to 0.28 L/min. Thus, at the follow-up test, subjects were slightly more under-

estimated than at the first test. The corresponding values expressed as mL/kg/min were -

1.15, with LoA -6.17 to 3.87 mL/kg/min 

 Expressed as dichotomous change (increases in measured VO2max versus decrease in 

measured VO2max), those who increased their measured VO2max had an underesti-

mated change (0.17 L/min). In total, 8 of the 35 subjects had a change in measured 

VO2max that was more than +0.20 L/min. The subjects who decreased in measured 

VO2max had a non-significant change in error (0.01 L/min).  

At follow-up, the mean estimated VO2max was slightly underestimated compared to 

the measured values. Furthermore, the subjects that were tested with the same high 

work rate displayed a significantly larger error at the second test (mean error -0.05 ± 

0.31 L/min at the first test and -0.15 ± 0.35 L/min at the second test, respectively). The 

group with changes in the higher work rate displayed almost identical error at both test 

occasions (-0.20 ± 0.30 and -0.20 ± 0.31 L/min, respectively). However, repeated 

measures ANOVA revealed that there was no significant difference between groups. 

The strong correlation between changes in measured and changes in VO2max values 

indicates that the measurement errors (i.e. the difference between measured and esti-

mated VO2max) seem to be rather constant over time. This means that anyone being 

overestimated at the first test will also be so at the second test. This was also verified 

with a strong correlation (r = 0.84) between the errors at the first test and at the follow-

up test.  

4.2.5 Internal and external factors with association to the prediction error 

To examine if slope and/or position changed with changes in VO2max, bivariate corre-

lations were performed between change in measured VO2max and the individual varia-

bles in the EB test prediction equation. With the exception of increased age (r = 0.23), 

all other variables included in the EB test prediction equation had a significant (p < 

0.05) bivariate correlation to change in measured VO2max (change in ΔHR/ΔPO r = 

0.27, change in ΔPO r = 0.43, and change in HR at standard work rate r = 0.42). These 

relations remained significant when tested mutually in a linear regression (standardised 
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beta coefficient -0.44, 0.42 and -0.35, respectively). Results indicate that changes in 

both the slope and it´s position were related to changes in measured VO2max. 

Apart from changes in EB test result (estimated VO2max using the full formula), 

ΔHRmax was a significant predictor for change in measured VO2max (B = 0.941, p < 

0.001 for the EB test value and B = 0.016, p = 0.028 for ΔHRmax respectively). Adding 

ΔHRmax to EB test result in a linear regression with measured VO2max as dependent 

variable, increased precision slightly (r = 0.80 and SEE 0.17 L/min). Sex, changes in 

HR as standard work rate, changes in VO2 at standard work rate, and change in body 

mass, were not associated to changes in measured VO2max, when controlling for 

change in the EB test result (estimated VO2max value). Changes in error was not corre-

lated to changes in body mass (r = -0.06, p = 0.72) or changes in VO2 at the standard 

work rate (r = 0.00, p = 0.99). The same results was observed when using post values 

for estimated values as dependent and pre values along with potential correlates as inde-

pendents. 

4.2.6 Additional analysis: results from the Åstrand test at baseline and follow-up 

Analysis of the age-corrected values from the Åstrand test revealed that there were no 

significant correlation between the changes in measured and estimated values (r = 0.37 

and p = 0.10, and SEE 0.22 L/min). The mean change in error was -0.08 (0.46) L/min, 

and LoA were -0.98 to 0.82 L/min. There was a significant correlation of r = 0.72 be-

tween baseline and follow-up error for the Åstrand test with the age correction factors, 

and 0.63 when the estimated values were corrected for maximal HR. Due to the rela-

tively small sample, no further analyses were done. 

4.2.7 Choice of work rate for repeated test 

With regard to the choice of work rate, the EB test does not seem to be heavily influ-

enced by the relative intensity (% of maximal HR) in the higher work rate (within rea-

sonable limits, i.e. the work rate shall always be chosen to correspond to a subjective in-

tensity 12–14 on the RPE scale). However, Davies et al. have showed that a higher 

work intensity during a submaximal cycle test yielded intra-individual variations in HR 

of about 2%, while the intra-individual variations at lower intensities were 3–8% (18). 

In line with that observation, we performed analyses on our data plotting HR at the high 

work rate against measurement error. The rectified difference was only weakly corre-

lated to the measurement error (r = 0.20, p = 0.02), and we therefore conclude that tests 

with a high HR down to 100 beats/min can be used for analysis. However, in figure 17, 

it is also obvious that the absolute measurement error is lower for tests conducted at 

over 140 beats/min for the high work rate, indicating that this would be an optimal in-

tensity for testing. However, the absolute error did not differ significantly between tests 
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with HR over and under 140 beats/min at the high work rate (Mann-Whitney U-test p = 

0.6), indicating that the effect of this factor is limited. 

 

 
Figure 17. The correlation between rectified measurement error (estimated - measured VO2max) 

and HR at the higher, individually chosen work rate from the EB test. 

 

In the original publication of the Åstrand test, P-O Åstrand and colleagues stated that a 

higher load gave a better prediction (108). This observation was later confirmed in work 

of Irma Åstrand (71). However, regarding the EB test, data showed that there was only a 

weak correlation between measurement error and HR at the high work rate. Hence, 

there is no need to exclude a test due to low HR at the second work rate (see figure 17). 

This is an advantage for the EB test, compare to the Åstrand test, where the nomogram 

only includes HR above 120 beats/min.  

4.3 Study IV 

In study IV, the validity and reliability of the EB test was examined in children and ado-

lescents. Furthermore, circulatory and/or maturity-related factors for prediction errors 

were identified. 

4.3.1 Validity 

The mean difference between estimated and measured VO2max was 0.09 L/min, r = 

0.86 and SEE 0.29 L/min. Sex and maturity status, as well as the variable ∆HR/∆PO in 

the prediction equation, were significant predictors for the estimation error. The largest 

overestimation was seen in pre-pubertal boys in Tanner stage I and II (see figure 18). 

The precision of the EB test was enhanced when the data from boys in Tanner stages I 
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and II were re-calculated using the prediction equation developed for women (mean dif-

ference -0.05 L/min, r = 0.92 and SEE 0.23 L/min in the entire sample). Prediction error 

decreased in boys, but not in girls, with increasing pubertal maturity. 

 

 

 

Figure 18. Mean differences between estimated and measured values of VO2max for the different 

Tanner stages (I–IV). Error bars denote 95% confidence interval. 

4.3.2 Reliability 

Analysis of the test-retest reliability for the EB test in children showed a non-significant 

mean difference of -0.08 (0.28) L/min, a LoA of -0.63 to 0.47 L/min and a correlation 

coefficient of 0.87 (adjusted R2 0.74) between the two test occasions. SEE was 0.28 

L/min. Coefficient of variation (CV) for test-retest was low, 3.1%. In comparison, the 

CV for measured VO2max was 2.7% in the 14 children who performed repeated maxi-

mal tests. 

4.3.3 Additional analysis: the Åstrand test 

A total of 39 adolescents (17 girls, 22 boys) had test results that allowed for estimation 

of VO2max from the Åstrand nomogram with the associated age-correction factors. The 

median estimated VO2max was 2.12 (2.00 to 2.45) L/min compared to the median 

measured VO2max of 2.20 (1.99 to 2.50) L/min, and there was a significant correlation 

between these values (r = 0.77 and adjusted R2 = 0.59). The mean difference between 

estimated and measured VO2max was -0.08 (0.43) L/min. The SEE was 0.33 L/min, and 

LoA were -0.73 to 0.57 L/min. Furthermore, the difference between estimated and 
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measured values was correlated to body mass (r = -0.48). The results from the Åstrand 

test were also analysed separately for boys and girls, and the values are given in table 5.  

 

Table 5. The validity of the Åstrand test for boys and girls, respectively.  

 Girls (n = 17) Boys (n = 22) 

Mean difference, estimated - measured VO2max (L/min)* 0.09 (0.18) -0.22 (0.36) 

Adjusted R2 0.70 0.63 

Limits of agreement (L/min) -0.26 to 0.44 -0.93 to 0.49 

SEE (L/min) 0.16 0.37 

*Values are mean (SD). 

4.3.3 Additional analysis: Supramaximal (verification) test 

In total, 45 subjects performed a supramaximal test after the maximal incremental test. 

There were no significant differences (with regard to age, height, body mass and incre-

mental VO2max) between the subjects that performed the supra I- and supra II-protocol. 

There was a strong significant correlation between the values from the maximal and the 

supramaximal tests (r = 0.992 and adjusted R2 0.986). 

 

Table 6. VO2 values from the incremental and supramaximal tests. Median (25th–75th percentiles). 

Unpublished data from study IV.  

 n = Incremental test, VO2 (L/min) Supramaximal test, VO2 (L/min) p-value* 

All 45 2.14 (1.94–2.49) 2.17 (1.95–2.56) 0.04 

Supra I-protocol 24 2.22 (1.96–2.56) 2.26 (1.96–2.61) 0.004 

Supra II-protocol 21 2.10 (1.94–2.46) 2.05 (1.94–2.42) 0.69 

*Wilcoxon test. 

 

The maximal VO2 values from the different test protocols are presented in table 5. In the 

whole group, the supramaximal test values were about 1.5% higher than the incremental 

values. However, this difference was regarded as small and it was concluded that the in-

cremental tests reflected a true VO2max. Furthermore, the protocols were also analysed 

separately. The supra I-protocol produced a higher VO2max than the incremental test, 

and this difference was significant. The mean time for the supra I tests was 246 (31) s, 

and the corresponding value for the supra II-tests was 310 (25) s for supra II. Hence, the 

latter protocol resulted in a shorter time of running at the supramaximal workload, due 

to the inclusion of two minutes of threshold running in that protocol. 
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5 METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

5.1 Instrumental aspects 

The cycle ergometer was calibrated according to previously described procedure. The 

work load was carefully monitored throughout the whole period of cycling. However, it 

is worth mentioning that the use of the 828E cycle ergometer always contains a small 

amount of uncertainty, due to the manual handling of the devise. First of all, the ergom-

eter has to be operated on a flat and firm ground. The laboratory environment where the 

experiments were conducted provided such conditions. The advanced calibration with 

standard weight of 4 kg was performed as soon as the ergometer had been moved other 

than rolling and at least once every three months. The zeroing of the scale was per-

formed for every new test. The pendulum was monitored regularly during all cycling, 

and adjusted if needed. It is worth noticing that there are some differences between a 

manually adjusted and mechanically braked ergometer – like the model 828E – and 

other cycle ergometers (for example different models with electronically adjusted re-

sistance). As mentioned in the introduction, frictional losses in the belt and chain is 

taken into account in the variables that are used in the EB test prediction equations. The 

importance of considering the difference between nominal work rate and the work rate 

performed by the subject was also highlighted by Åstrand; “this added load must be 

considered when comparing work load, oxygen uptake, pulse rate relationships on the 

Monark and calibrated electronically braked ergometers” (196). 

The validity of the Oxycon Pro system and the stability of its measurements have 

been reported to be high in previous studies (46, 47). We have maintained the unit used 

for the data collection in this thesis according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Regu-

lar services have been performed, where calibration has been a part. At these service 

calibrations, a maximal error of 3% is reportedly being accepted. However, the validity 

of this unit has not been tested separately against Douglas bags or a mechanical lung.  

5.2 Test standardizations 

The procedure before and during each test has been described in detail above. All tests 

were proceeded by standard routines with regard to calibration of the equipment that 

was used. All tests were conducted in a laboratory environment. Furthermore, some 

general advice were given to all participants in the studies included in the present thesis. 

These advice comprised of regulations of exercise as well as regulations of intake of 

food and beverage. All participants were told to refrain from exercise training the day 

before test and on test day. They were also instructed to commute to the lab by train, 

car, or easy walking. However, it cannot be guaranteed that all subjects followed these 
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guidelines. We do now that almost all subjects had at least 10 min of supine rest before 

each test, and that any abnormalities in the measured resting values were immediately 

monitored and evaluated by medical personnel.  

Furthermore, all subjects were advised to not ingest any bigger meal within 3 hours 

before test. It would have been possible to restrict the subjects even more, for example 

with standardized meals before each test. However, we chose to conduct all test sessions 

more like the practical/clinical reality, where all tested subjects more or less have a nor-

mal “every day” life before test. We believe that this approach was most useful in the 

studies included in the present thesis. Furthermore, volunteers with medications such as 

β-blocking or β-stimulating agents were excluded, as well as smokers. Snuff users was 

included in study I and III, with the regulation that no snuff should be used within 3 

hours before test. Study II and IV did not include any known snuff users.  

With regard to the practical execution of the test, some aspects have certain influence 

on the standardisation of the test. One aspect that influenced the actual work rate in the 

EB test was the subjects’ ability to keep the correct cadence. In the studies in the present 

thesis, a range of 59 to 61 was accepted during the last minute of cycling on each work 

rate, with an acceptance for short moments with a pedalling rate of 58 or 62 rpm. How-

ever, all subjects were carefully guided into a steady pedalling rate during the first 

minutes of the test, and it was very unusual that participants happened to pedal in 58 or 

62 rpm during the latter stages (≥ 2 min of cycling) of the test. A few participants 

(mainly children) were excluded because they failed to achieve a steady-state pedalling 

rate mostly within 59–61 rpm. All participants were also instructed to focus on the cy-

cling and maintain quiet during test, in order to minimise the external influences on HR 

and VO2. 

Lastly, it is worth mentioning that the Åstrand test values were generated from the 

same test session as the EB test values. Hence, a majority of the Åstrand test values are 

derived from the results from the first test session, i.e. without any familiarisation test. 

This approach was chosen because we decided that it generated the most accurate com-

parison between tests, with respect to the actual practical/clinical use. However, it is 

probably a disadvantage for the Åstrand test, because it has been reported that the pre-

diction error decreases with repeated tests (239). Nevertheless, we believe that the ad-

vantage of the EB test is the possibility to use the test values from the first test session, 

without any familiarisation test (145). 

5.3 Design of the test for determination of VO2max 

We would like to address some issues with regard to the direct measurements of 

VO2max. The direct measurements of VO2max have been conducted during slightly in-

clined running. This procedure was used in all four studies in the present thesis. The 

choice of work mode was based on the assumption that the slightly inclined running 
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would generate the highest possible value of VO2max, i.e. reflect the “true” maximal ca-

pacity from whole-body work. Hence, the estimations of VO2max from the EB test is 

built upon measured values from the activity “inclined running”. It is worth noticing 

that many other studies of submaximal exercise tests have used maximal cycling as 

work mode for the reference values (i.e. the directly measured VO2max). For example, 

Åstrand et al. used cycling for the direct measurements of VO2max in the experiments 

during the 1950s. Hence, it might be possible to achieve the same VO2max from cycling 

and running in certain groups of subjects, while other groups exhibits difficulties in 

achieving a “true” VO2max from a maximal effort in cycling. Maximal cycling put high 

demands on working leg muscles, and generates a high level of local muscle strain. El-

derly people with a high degree of sarcopenia may be muscularly exhausted before the 

central circulation has reached its actual peak. 

The aim of this test is not to predict maximal oxygen consumption during cycling, 

but as close as possible to the true VO2max. Therefore, we chose running as work mode 

for the VO2max reference value. Another interesting question is why there is no mean 

difference (underestimation) when using the Åstrand test (which was developed using a 

cycle ergometer maximal test as reference) to predict a maximal O2 value obtained from 

a treadmill test. One possible explanation is that the subjects in the original study by 

Åstrand did not differ in VO2 obtained with cycle ergometer and treadmill (the entire 

group did not differ, but in stratified analyses, women showed slightly lower ergometer-

based VO2max, compared to values obtained on a treadmill). This might be due to the 

fact that those subjects were highly trained and therefore were able to reach a high VO2 

on a cycle ergometer. However, we believe that for most people, there is a risk for local 

fatigue in the leg muscles before a true cardiovascular maximum has been reached. 

Also, the criteria for achievement of VO2max also vary considerably among studies. 

The maximal test in the present thesis have used the levelling off criteria as a sign of 

achieved VO2max in all adult subjects, with additional supporting criteria. However, it 

is necessary to evaluate the choice of criteria against the tested specific population that 

is tested including the definition of VO2-levelling off, cut off values for RER and maxi-

mal HR. 
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6 DISCUSSION 

The submaximal cycle ergometer tests are used in a variety of contexts, including health 

related clinical work, as well as fitness oriented measurements at sports or fitness clubs. 

However, the wide spread use of these tests also warrants a thorough analysis of their 

optimal use, regarding for example how to perform them, when not to use them, how to 

understand the results, and what to understand about their limitations. This thesis was 

focused on the validity and reliability of the EB test. In addition, other existing tests 

were discussed regarding differences in theoretical background and validity. Further-

more, the possible sources of error that can influence the results from submaximal cycle 

tests have been discussed.  

6.1 The development of the test 

A series of events in research history have contributed to the construction and develop-

ment of the EB test. This hold true for the test itself, the associated measurement de-

vices, as well as the need for exercise testing in different contexts in society. The first 

ergometer cycle tests were developed on mostly athletic populations, and the early tests 

and measurements were used in a century when the cardiac function was not fully un-

derstood. Later, the technological development made it possible to conduct direct meas-

urements of cardiac output, which gave new insights into the function of the heart dur-

ing maximal work. Also the measurements of O2 uptake and HR became relatively easy 

to conduct. At the same time, other fields of research – medicine, public health, etc. – 

highlighted the strong association between physical fitness and several health parame-

ters including overall mortality (21). Today, the correlation between aerobic capacity 

(VO2max) and risk for disease is well established. 

The EB test is an ergometer cycle test that comprises of a non-maximal and rela-

tively easy test procedure. The hypothesis behind the development of the test and the as-

sociated prediction equation was that the use of the delta HR (∆HR) response between a 

lower standard and an individually chosen higher work rate, rather than the HR response 

to one work rate, would enhance validity in the estimations of VO2max. For example, 

the use of ∆HR in the prediction equation might make the test less sensitive for individ-

ual variations in maximal HR, and thereby produce higher validity through lower ran-

dom variation. The studies in the present thesis have shown that the EB test and its cor-

responding prediction equations result in an estimation of VO2max that is more accurate 

than the estimations from many other indirect tests for estimation of VO2max, for exam-

ple step tests, walk tests, and other cycle tests. Up until today, one of the most com-

monly used tests is the Åstrand test. The first reports of validity for the EB test, in a 

healthy mixed population, showed nearly half of the estimation error for the latter test 
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compared to the former. The CV for the EB test has been shown to be around 9%, while 

the precision for the Åstrand test has been reported to be between 15 to 18.1% (108, 

145). Furthermore, our reliability analysis of test-retest date imply that the EB test can 

be used without the need of any familiarisation test. The ability to produce a valid and 

reliable result at the first test occasion is an advantage for a submaximal exercise test. 

 One important aspect in the future development of the submaximal exercise tests in 

general, and the EB test in particular, is the use of the test in other populations. For ex-

ample, illness and medications plays a crucial role in society today, and the use of a sub-

maximal test in these groups of people. 

6.2 The construction of prediction equations for estimation of VO2max 

The knowledge about the relation between HR and work rate has an important role in 

the development of the EB test. Furthermore, it was shown that the theoretical back-

ground to the Åstrand test nomogram (the relation between a HR of 128/138 and 50% 

of VO2max, see section 1.4.2 for details) was rather inaccurate in a large proportion of a 

heterogeneous population. The error from the above mentioned relation was mainly de-

pendant on lowered maximal HR with increased age and therefore age-correction fac-

tors were introduced. We believed that a test with corresponding prediction equations 

based on change (Δ) in different aspects of HR and work rate would lower the estima-

tion error from submaximal cycle testing. Hence, we developed a two-point test, with Δ-

values as important variables in the prediction equations for estimation of VO2max.  

Consequently, it has been shown that the results from the EB test are unrelated to 

variations in maximal HR. This is further discussed in detail in a previous thesis (237). 

The ΔHR variable which reduces the impact of variability in absolute submaximal HR 

response due to ambient temperature, nervousness, or emotions as well as work effi-

ciency. This further reduces the need of a first familiarisation test, a procedure that is 

needed to generate accurate results from a HR-based one-point test like the Åstrand test. 

Higher HR and a lower mechanical efficiency at the first occasion are common features 

in series testing, and are mainly due to excitement, anxiety, and/or tension among the 

participants (147). This was confirmed by reliability analysis in study I, showing that 

although the absolute HR at both standard and higher work rate was significantly higher 

for the first occasion compared with the second occasion one week later, there was no 

difference in either ΔHR or estimated VO2max between the two occasions. Further-

more, variations in mechanical efficiency could also affect the HR response to one sin-

gle submaximal work rate. For example, it has been shown that there are intra-individ-

ual variations in basal metabolic rate (BMR) and oxygen consumption at higher work 

rates, due to variation in mitochondrial oxygen affinity (p50mito). The p50mito has 

been shown to be negatively associated (R2 = 0.52) with mass-specific BMR as well as 
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efficiency (i.e. oxygen cost) during exercise at 50% of VO2peak (240). This aspect in 

relation to the EB test has been discussed elsewhere (237). 

6.3 The possibility to detect changes in VO2max with the EB test 

The EB test was also found to have a rather good precision over time, at least over 5 to 

8 years. This aspect of a test is highly important, since submaximal cycle ergometer 

tests are frequently used to follow individuals over prolonged times. Even though the 

EB test has been shown to be a rather good tool for estimation and evaluation of aerobic 

capacity (i.e. VO2max), over a shorter time frame, it is still unknown whether or not the 

test has the ability to accurately detect changes in VO2max over an even more extended 

time period, or as a consequence of an aerobic training program. Expressed as dichoto-

mous change (i.e. those subjects that showed increases in measured VO2max versus 

those that showed decreases in measured VO2max). The subjects who decreased in 

measured VO2max had a non-significant change in error (mean 0.01 L/min). In contrast, 

the subjects that displayed an increase in measured VO2max had an underestimated 

change, i.e. their actual increase in VO2max was not correctly captured with the EB test. 

One possible explanation to this may be that the subjects who increased their VO2max 

with age actually displayed a contradictory development in aerobic capacity, compared 

to the expected development (where the expected age-related decline in VO2max is ap-

proximately 7% per decade). The EB test prediction equations includes the variable 

“age”, which could have had a slight influence on the estimation error for the subjects 

that had increased their VO2max over the timespan of 5–8 years. 

For comparative reasons, we also evaluated the change in age-corrected VO2max es-

timated by the Åstrand test (with associated age-correction factors). The change in esti-

mated values were not correlated to the change in measured VO2max, hence our results 

were showing low ability of the Åstrand test to detect change in actual VO2max over 

time. Furthermore, it was shown that the methodological and theoretical differences be-

tween the Åstrand test and the EB test influences the ability to follow a change in 

VO2max over time. 

6.4 Submaximal cycle tests in children 

In study IV, we examined the validity and reliability for submaximal cycle tests in chil-

dren and adolescents. We found that the EB test and Åstrand test differed in prediction 

errors. Overall, the Åstrand test resulted in a larger mean misclassification and larger 

random variation compared to the EB test. One possible explanation is that Åstrand is a 

one-point test, developed on the relationship between HR and work rate in an adult pop-

ulation. The higher HR at a standard submaximal VO2 in children interferes with the 

ability of correct predictions and more frequently leads to losses in data due to the fact 
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that the obtained HR – work rate combinations are not covered in the nomogram. It is 

interesting to note that body mass was related to the difference between estimated 

Åstrand values and measured VO2max, but not correlated to the difference between esti-

mated EB test values and measured VO2max. The observation regarding the influence 

of body mass was also seen in adults, and these findings are discussed in the section 

“Further increases in precision and validity of submaximal cycle tests”.  

When analysing the data for boys and girls separately, the pattern of maturity related 

changes were greater in boys than in girls. The girls did not display as great maturity in-

duced changes in O2pulse nor in RQ at maximal workload and HR at standard work rate 

(data not shown) as the boys did. Boys, on the other hand, showed larger differences 

from pre-pubertal (Tanner I and II) to mid- and late-pubertal (Tanner III and IV) stage. 

Regarding the EB test, this led to an enhanced precision for the more mature boys while 

the opposite was seen for the Åstrand test, where mid- and late-pubertal boys became 

more misclassified. The reason for this is not known. However, in line with the earlier 

mentioned observations in the present study, no such pronounced maturity-induces 

changes in VO2max predications from neither the EB test nor the Åstrand test was seen 

for girls across the different Tanner stages. 

Another aspect to address in the measurement of VO2max in children is the normali-

zation to body size. The VO2max can be reported in absolute values (L/min), or in rela-

tive values. When using the relative terms, the L/min value is divided by a factor related 

to body size, such as body mass, stature or body surface. The most commonly used de-

nominator is body mass, which often result in an incorrect adjustment of the differences 

in VO2 among children and adolescents. Instead, the body mass raised to the power of 

2/3, 3/4, or similar values, seem more correct, since the relation between VO2 and body 

size in these cases falls closer to zero. However, no consensus has been reached in this 

area. The relative values can also be generated through allometric scaling, i.e. removing 

the influence of body size on the VO2max value on basis of the present data – hence, the 

scaling values differ between data set. In the present thesis, and in the concomitant re-

search articles, we have decided to only report the VO2 values as L/min. This leaves the 

choice of the most appropriate form of scaling to the researchers using the EB test in 

children and adolescents. The coefficient for scaling for the study population in paper 

IV was 0.914. 

6.5 Further increases in precision and validity of submaximal cycle tests 

The possibility to further increase the validity of submaximal cycle tests is not infinite. 

At some point, it has to be deemed that it is unnecessary to try to enhance the estimation 

even further. The usefulness of a test is dependent on a certain amount of user-friendli-

ness, a reasonably wide range of validity, etc. Furthermore, there are always external 

and internal factors that cannot be controlled for via the practical test setup and/or the 
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variables included in the prediction equation for VO2max. In cases where minute altera-

tions or differences in VO2 is of interest, submaximal tests are not sufficient. An exam-

ple of this is training studies in laboratory settings. In these kinds of studies, the direct 

measurement is superior to submaximal tests. 

During the development of the submaximal cycle tests, different aspects has been 

found to be relatively easy, but yet particularly important, with regard to the most im-

portant factors that influences the precision of a submaximal test. First of all, the HR re-

sponse to exercise is different in different age groups, mainly due to an age-related de-

cline in maximal HR. This is of great importance for the submaximal tests that are based 

on a HR - work rate relationship. The impact of age- and maximal HR differences was 

investigated by Åstrand et al. and some adjustments was proposed, and presented in 

form of different correction factors. However, it may still be possible to further develop 

the Åstrand test and its associated nomogram. For example, the nomogram has been re-

vised by Åstrand et al., presenting a nomogram based on a wider age-range and an in-

creased number of subjects (71). Also other research groups have proposed corrections 

to the nomogram, for example von Döbeln et al. (137), and Woynarowska et al. (188) 

and Binyildiz et al. have developed child-specific regression models for the Åstrand 

test. 

Another possible way to eliminate some of the error caused by the maximal HR esti-

mation is to include a maximal test for direct determination of the subjects’ individual 

value, and thereafter adjust the predicted VO2max value from the nomogram to the ac-

tual (known) maximal HR. This procedure may be applicable in young and healthy sub-

jects, for example athletes. 

It has been shown previously that energy consumption in relation to a given cycle 

workload correlates to body mass to various degrees (208-210), and that the predictive 

power in estimations of VO2max from a submaximal work rate can be enhanced by add-

ing body mass to the prediction equation (209). In the present thesis, we investigated the 

effects of a change of the mean body mass in the population, by adding the relation be-

tween body mass and O2 consumption to a VO2max estimation. This manoeuvre was 

based on the finding that variations in body mass was related to measurement error for 

the Åstrand test. This observation in the present material is in contrast to the conclu-

sions by von Döbeln et al. They concluded that measures of body size not contributed to 

any further enhancement in the precision of the prediction equation for the Åstrand test 

(137). However, we believe that a correction factor may be proposed and applied to 

one-point tests, for example the Åstrand test. Such factor may reduce the impact of the 

variations in measurement error due to body mass. A correction may be applied in the 

nomogram itself (by up regulating the “work rate” based on body mass) or as an adjust-

ment made to the obtained value (similar to the one used for variations in HR max). 

From the material in study II in the present thesis, we found similar values for increase 
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in oxygen consumption with increasing body mass at both 32 W and 127 W (between 4 

and 5 mL/min per kilo). Furthermore, it is worth mentioning that the estimation error 

from the EB test was unaffected by the above mentioned relation between body mass 

and efficiency. 

Apart from the enhanced model group in study II (which allowed the development of 

sex-specific prediction equations), we have concluded that the ability to further improve 

the precision of the EB test by including even more subjects is rather limited (237). The 

usefulness of the EB test is its dependent on a rather easy-administered, cheap and quick 

test procedure. Perhaps, the precision error cannot be reduced much more in mixed pop-

ulation samples without compromises in the “simplicity” of the test procedure.  

6.6 Gender differences 

To consider differences between genders is an essential aspect in all areas of physiologi-

cal research. With regard to the gender aspects in the present research program, the aim 

is to include both men and women (boys and girls) in all studies. For example, the EB 

cross-validation study (study II) made it possible to create sex-specific prediction equa-

tions for estimation of VO2max, which in turn made the relatively greater overestima-

tion for untrained male subjects (as observed in study I) less pronounced.  

In study I, we found a similar increase in VO2 with increased work rate for men and 

women, so no gender-specific ΔPO factors were needed. However, the original predic-

tion equation (EB2012) showed a tendency towards systematic underestimation among 

well-trained subjects. Hence, this observation also supported the idea to broaden the 

model group (partly by increasing/including more subjects in all sub-groups of sex, age 

and fitness level) to be able to create gender specific prediction equations.  

 Furthermore, study IV included both boys and girls, and we observed that the esti-

mation error was dependent on sex and maturity status. In a clinical setting, it might be 

valuable to use the submaximal EB test in youngsters, due to the absence of maximal 

exertion and competitive elements. It has been repeatedly shown that boys usually have 

a greater proportion of high intensity physical activities and sports, and usually displays 

a higher contribution to physical education (178, 241). Therefore, a maximal or/and per-

formance based test for classification of aerobic fitness might disfavour a large propor-

tion of the girls. In case there is a need for determination of aerobic fitness (VO2max), a 

valid and precise submaximal test might be a good alternative/option to the commonly 

used maximal performance tests (Beep/Yo-Yo test and Cooper test, for example). The 

ability to reach a greater proportion of the pupils in school might be increased, if the 

“measurement” and/or testing of physical capacity is conducted in other settings than 

during the physical education lessons. 
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6.7 Strengths and limitations 

Strengths of the EB test include the consistent high accuracy and precision in the exter-

nal cross-validation sample, as well as in the different sub-groups (men and women, dif-

ferent age-groups and a wide range of VO2max levels). This is of particular interest with 

regard to the fact that the sex-specific prediction equations are based on a relatively 

large and heterogeneous sample, with a wide variation in age and VO2max. We there-

fore believe that the test now is suitable for most non-diseased individuals. The use of 

sex specific prediction equations, rather than controlling for sex within an equation, has 

undoubtedly contributed to better precision. 

The subjects in study I, II and IV were recruited after public announcement and word 

of mouth in the region of Stockholm, Sweden. A common issue in studies involving 

maximal testing is the selection bias, often including more fit individuals than in the 

general population. This may limit the accuracy of the prediction equation in the general 

population. This was mainly seen in study I and IV, where the volunteering participants 

had a somewhat higher physical capacity and VO2max than the general population.  

In study I, we included subjects of different sex, age and activity level, since we hy-

pothesised that those aspects could influence the HR - VO2 relationship. We excluded 

all subjects with medications or illnesses that could influence the above mentioned rela-

tionship. The final study population was well mixed with respect to sex and age, while 

there was an underrepresentation of inactive men with VO2max < 2.5 L/min. Hence, the 

EB2012 prediction equation was not validated for men with poor physical fitness. 

One way to analyse the external validity of study II is to compare the decrease in 

VO2max with age between the model group and previously reported values from gen-

eral population samples. The age-related decline per decade in measured VO2max for 

the model group sample in study II was -9.1%, compared to -6.5% in 10 973 men and 

women, where VO2max was obtained from maximal testing on cycle ergometer (14) 

and -6.9% in 3678 men and women, where VO2max was obtained from treadmill testing 

(16). Although variations are present, there is a relatively linear decline in VO2max 

from approximately 30 years of age and up to 65 years of age. Differences in the magni-

tude of the decrease may be dependent on the recruitment procedure and test methodol-

ogy. The small difference between our study II and the other studies that are mentioned 

above (14, 16) may be due to a higher mean fitness among the young participants in our 

study. Even if this is a sign of a small bias, the implication of this observation may be 

regarded as low. Moreover, a submaximal test only estimates VO2max based on varia-

bles obtained during the submaximal exercise. Hence, individuals who deviate in physi-

ological characteristics from the individuals included in the model group, for example 

with an extremely high or low aerobic fitness, exceptional work efficiency or abnormal 

HR response, may obtain an estimated VO2max further from their actual VO2max than 
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expected. The increased number of subjects in study II made it possible to include indi-

viduals with VO2max > 4.5 L/min. Furthermore, older people and subjects with low 

VO2max were specifically recruited, in order to enhance the valid range for the EB test. 

All study designs and analysis have limitations, but recognition of these will 

strengthen the interpretation of the data obtained as well as improve the quality of future 

work. In paper I, we based analyses on a limited sample size and distribution. Further, 

no cross-validation was performed. We performed the test-retest assessment at the same 

time of day, which limited the influence of circadian variations in HR. Study II was 

based on a larger and more heterogeneous sample and cross-validation was included 

(strengths), but only one form of equation was tested (not non-linear or spline regres-

sions). In study III, we observed a non-significant group differences in measured 

VO2max, but significant group differences in estimated VO2max. Also, this was not a 

“training intervention” under controlled circumstances. With regard to study IV, we 

could only include few individuals in Tanner IV. Hence, the limited number of subjects 

in the higher Tanner stages made it impossible to conduct detailed analyses of maturity-

related and gender specific differences in estimations errors. Also, measurements of 

body segments mass or heart volume would have improved the analyses. As in study I, 

we performed the test-retest assessment at the same time of day, which limited the influ-

ence of diurnal variations in HR. Furthermore, almost all of the volunteering adoles-

cents were Caucasian. 

During all physical tests, the ambient conditions at the laboratory included variations 

in carbon dioxide concentrations and no correction for this could be made. The extent to 

which this may have influenced the results is unknown, but since the variations may be 

assumed to have been random, it may be to a limited degree regarding results on group 

level. 

6.8 Ethical considerations 

The ability to use an easy administered, non-expensive and accurate submaximal test for 

estimation of VO2max is important in many different health- and training settings. It is 

my opinion that the strong influence of physical fitness (in terms of aerobic capacity) on 

general health makes it rather unethical to administer a test with lack of validity and/or 

reliability.  

With regard to the gathered understanding for this specific topic in healthcare ser-

vices, the overall profit of a precise, correct and subjective measure is of great im-

portance. The tests in the present research program are of both submaximal and maxi-

mal character, where the physical and psychological stress of the maximal work may 

cause some transitory discomfort (especially for subjects unaccustomed to exhaustive 

exercise). However, the most ethical approach is to implement accurate and profound 

developmental work with the submaximal test, even if it may involve some short-term 
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discomfort for a limited number of voluntary research subjects. It would be unethical to 

settle with an incomplete and inaccurate test and test-procedure. 

In health care settings, it is valuable to be able to communicate information and ad-

vice about health and lifestyle choices through balanced opinions. This may be gathered 

through objective measures of a capacity (for example cardiorespiratory fitness) instead 

of any other type of behavior (for example a lifestyle questionnaire). Questions about 

behavioral aspects of health and wellbeing (such as smoking, alcohol, exercise, etc.) 

may be perceived as more intrusive and an attack on the integrity, compared to a valid 

and reliable objective measure on current fitness level. Additionally, as mentioned in the 

introduction, confounding variables like smoking, alcohol and cholesterol values have 

been shown to have a less pronounced significance for premature mortality, compared 

to the overall importance of physical fitness. 

When the research is involving children, the procedures must be completed with ex-

tra considerations and sensitive treatment. Close and careful communication with the le-

gal guardians is also of great importance, when working with under-aged subjects. 

There are many arguments for justification of testing in children. One important aspect 

is the need for a valid and reliable submaximal test for children and adolescents. Today, 

there is a current predominance of performance-based and maximal tests in conjunction 

with fitness testing in this population. The performance-based test with high intensity 

efforts often contains a pronounced learning effect, and in many situations also a com-

petitive element with comparisons easily made between participants (the same is true 

also in adults, but the performance based all-out tests are more common in school- and 

sport settings than in health screenings for adults). Moreover, the all-out effort may 

cause great nervousness and tension, especially in untrained children and those unaccus-

tomed to intense exercise. Moreover, many of these performance based tests are carried 

out in a group setting, making it even more socially difficult for an unaccustomed or ap-

prehensive child. It is not ethical to conduct such tests, where the children in greatest 

need of an objective value of physical fitness, also are the least keen to participate. With 

a custom submaximal test, without any direct judgmental or competitive aspects, 

healthcare professionals might have a better chance to address young people who are at 

risk for poor health due to low fitness. 

6.9 Future directions  

The use of HR based submaximal exercise tests will probably be even more widespread 

in the future, mainly in different contexts in health care settings and fitness clubs. Some 

of the reasons for that is the general use of HR monitors nowadays, the increasing busi-

ness of holistic training and clinical health care, and the escalating scientific interest in 

the important relations between aerobic fitness/VO2max and health. We believe the EB 
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test to be suitable in such situations as mentioned above. However, there are still a num-

ber of areas that needs to be further investigated to increase the usefulness and applica-

bility of the test. 

One area of interest is the influence of different medications on submaximal HR, and 

how this may affect the results from the test. The EB test prediction equations is based 

on ∆HR, and the ∆HR relation to power output, whereas medications, such as β-block-

ing agents, may alter these relationships. It would be of great use to test the validity and 

reliability for the EB test in subjects who ingest a β-blocking agent. There is a current 

need for an accurate and precise fitness test also applicable in individuals who take 

medications for common diseases like elevated blood pressure or minor cardiac dys-

functions. It is crucial to be able to do a quick and easy measurement of fitness level in 

these populations, in order to facilitate appropriate risk assessment and subsequent 

health advice. Future research should focus on the feasibility of the EB test in clinical 

populations. Also, the effect of the β-stimulating agents should be investigated, due to 

the widespread use of these medications in the general population as well as in athletes.  

 Another scope of interest is the ability of the EB test to follow a long-term change in 

VO2max, for example over a period of 20–30 years. The use of the test in this situation 

has not yet been evaluated. Another area of interest is the possibility to detect a training-

induced increase in VO2max, for example after a training intervention. The EB test has 

been shown to have a reasonably good validity, and a rather good precision, for re-tests 

up to 8 years from the first test occasion. However, we found that individuals that in-

creased their VO2max over time (5–8 years) were more misclassified than those who 

had an unchanged or slightly lowered value over time. It is still unknown whether or not 

the EB test has an acceptable sensitivity for detection and follow-up of training-induced 

increases in VO2max. 

6.10 Conclusions 

The completion of the studies in the present thesis will give great opportunities for gen-

eral use of the test in many different settings in the society and health care. Furthermore, 

it is important to be able to have a scientific approach to an escalating problem with in-

creased sedentary behavior and subsequent lifestyle diseases. In line with that, valid and 

reliable submaximal tests of physical fitness is meaningful in both healthcare settings as 

well as in epidemiological and clinical studies. Taken together, the use of a scientifi-

cally tested tool to measure and evaluate physical fitness, is one of the most ethical ap-

proaches to initiate constructive public health advice. 
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7 SAMMANFATTNING 

Aerob kondition (aerob kapacitet) är en viktig aspekt för prestationsförmåga, likväl som 

för hälsa och välbefinnande. Både genetik och träning styr vår kondition, och på befolk-

ningsnivå är det stora individuella skillnader i kondition. De senaste 20–25 åren har 

sambandet mellan kondition och olika typer av ohälsa och sjukdom blivit allt mer ve-

dertaget. Därmed har även intresset för att mätning och klassificering av aerob kapacitet 

ökat. Ett sätt att bedöma graden av kondition är att mäta maximal syreupptagningsför-

måga (VO2max). En direkt mätning av VO2max hos en individ görs med laboratorieap-

paratur, under en maximal fysisk insats i en arbetsform som involverar stora delar av 

muskelmassan (ex. löpning, skidåkning eller cykling).  

I många praktiska sammanhang är det inte lämpliga eller möjliga att genomföra di-

rekta mätningar av VO2max. Därför har det utvecklats ett antal olika submaximala tester 

för att estimera VO2max. Dessa tester kan t.ex. utföras i form av gång-test, step-test el-

ler test på cykelergometer. Många av dessa tester bygger baseras på en observerad hjärt-

frekvens vid en viss given arbetsbelastning, och en känd relation mellan hjärtfrekvens 

och syreupptagning (VO2). 

För att ett submaximalt cykeltest ska kunna användas på ett givande sätt krävs det att 

testets validitet och reliabilitet är känd. Det är inte ovanligt att tester används på ett sätt 

som är utanför det vetenskapligt beprövade området. Till exempel är det till stor del 

okänt huruvida en förändring i VO2max kan detekteras med hjälp av submaximala cy-

keltest. Ett submaximalt test kan exempelvis komma att användas i större longitudinella 

studier eller vid upprepade hälsokontroller på vårdcentraler och inom företagshälsovår-

den. Tidigare forskning har visat att det populära Åstrandtestet har låg precision när det 

gäller att följa en förändring i VO2max.  

Vidare är det av intresse att undersöka om ett submaximalt arbetsprov utformat för 

vuxna även kan vara användbart på barn och ungdomar. God kondition är viktigt redan i 

unga år, och det är således intressant att enkelt kunna bedöma den aeroba kapaciteten 

även hos yngre individer. Däremot är det inte alltid lämpligt att direkt applicera ett test 

för vuxna på barn och ungdomar, på grund av vissa skillnader i cirkulatorisk respons till 

arbete. Således kan ett icke-korrigerat test för vuxna ge en större felskattning vid an-

vändning på barn och ungdomar. 

Sammanfattningsvis kan sägas att det finns ett stort behov av enkla och icke-maxi-

mala mätningar av aerob kondition, samtidigt som forskningen gällande validitet och re-

liabilitet i olika grupper av befolkningen relativt bristfällig. Ett test har sällan överlägsen 

validitet i alla olika grupper, sett till exempelvis ålder, träningsgrad, olika sjukdomar 

och medicineringar, med mera. Syftet med föreliggande avhandling är att utveckla ett 
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nytt submaximalt cykeltest för estimering av VO2max, samt undersöka testets validitet 

och reliabilitet i olika grupper. Avhandlingen har fokuserat på följande punkter: 

 

 att utveckla och validering av ett nytt submaximalt cykeltest för bestämning av 

kondition – VO2max – hos vuxna (studie I och II), 

 att vidareutveckla beräkningsmodellerna för skattning av VO2max hos vuxna 

(delstudie II) samt hos barn och ungdomar (studie IV), 

 att undersöka huruvida ett submaximalt cykeltest kan användas för att skatta för-

ändring i VO2max (studie III). 

 

I studie I presenterades ett nytt submaximalt cykeltest för estimering av VO2max, Ek-

blom-Bak testet (EB-testet). Män och kvinnor i blandade åldrar (n = 143) genomförde 

ett submaximalt cykeltest, och ett stegrande maximalt test på löpband för direkt bestäm-

ning VO2max. Testerna genomfördes vid två tillfällen, med en veckas mellanrum. Re-

sultaten visade att VO2max kunde estimeras med god precision på gruppnivå, och med 

rimligt god precision på individnivå. Däremot ökade prediktionsfelet med ökad kondit-

ion: de med låg kondition överskattades (främst män) och de med hög kondition un-

derskattades. Reliabilitetsanalys visade att det inte var någon signifikant skillnad mellan 

resultaten från det första och andra testtillfälle, vilket gör det möjligt att använda EB-

testet utan att utföra något förtest eller tillvänjningstillfälle. 

 Delstudie II genomfördes med samma metod och procedur som studie I, med de re-

kryterade försökspersonerna hämtades främst ur grupper utanför testets tidigare valida 

spann. Den utbyggda modellgruppen utgjordes av 217 försökspersoner. Vidare genom-

fördes även en korsvalidering (n = 115) av de vidareutvecklade och könsspecifika be-

räkningsmodellerna. Försökspersonerna i korsvalideringsgruppen genomförde först ett 

EB-test för estimering av VO2max, och därefter ett maximalt löpbandstest för bestäm-

ning VO2max.  

 I studie III gjordes uppföljningstester på 35 försökspersoner som hade genomfört ett 

EB-test och ett maximalt test 5–8 år tidigare. Analyser gjordes av samstämmigheten 

mellan förändringar i estimerat och uppmätt VO2max. Resultaten visade att förändring-

arna korrelerade till hög grad och att felskattningarna på individnivå var begränsade. 

 I den avslutande delstudien fick pojkar och flickor i åldrarna 10–15 år utföra ett EB-

test och ett maximalt test på löpband för direkt mätning av VO2max. Testerna genom-

fördes vid två olika testtillfällen med en veckas mellanrum. För att studera om validite-

ten var kopplad till biologisk mognad så genomfördes även en läkarundersökning med 

bestämning av pubertal mognadsgrad, enligt Tannerskalans olika steg. Resultaten visade 

att EB-testet har rimlig validitet hos barn före och under puberteten, samt att precisionen 

ökar när prepubertala pojkar analyseras med den ekvation som är framtagen för kvinnor. 
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